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IDENTITY, SPECTACLE, AND EMBODIMENT IN SOCIAL PROTEST

This dissertation examines the way rhetorical performances of identity function within a
social movement. Examining the University of Kentucky chapter of a campus activist
organization, United Students Against Sweatshops, I argue that embodied performances of
identity often leverage spectacle in disruptive ways and work not only to solidify activists’
identities as part of a social movement but ultimately help to create solidarity within the
movement, thereby working toward movement objectives. Historically under-examined in
social movement literature in the rhetoric and composition tradition, identity performance
examples are taken from an oral history project and archival materials to show how identity
is constructed and reinforced in ways that make it an important tool with which to achieve
social movement goals.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Anything we love can be saved.--Alice Walker
I believe that we will win!--chant at a USAS rally

Rana Plaza introduction
Rana Plaza was a multi-use commercial building in the Savar district of the Greater
Dhaka Area of Bangladesh. This eight-story structure was home to street-level shops,
offices, apartments, a bank, and—predominantly—factories that made use of cheap labor to
produce clothes for the West (Burke). On Tuesday, 23 April 2013 local building
administrators inspected the structure, discovering cracks in load-bearing walls which
merited abandoning the building pending further inspection and repair (Staff). Responding
to this advice, the shops, offices, and banks shuttered their windows and cleared out their
employees.
The garment factories did not.
The very next day, during the morning rush hour on Wednesday the 24th, one of the
load-bearing walls at Rana Plaza gave way, burying alive the thousands of women, men, and
children who worked in the clothing factories, entombing them in a pile of concrete and
steel, eight stories deep. The search for the dead and injured continued for nearly a month,
ending mid-May with a final toll of 1,129 people killed, and many thousands more injured
(Butler; Alam).
Learning about this disaster is heartbreaking and infuriating. A cursory glance at the
myriad causes of such needless death reveals a Gordian knot of bureaucracy, building codes,
race, gender, trade, international diplomacy, and labor laws, all entangled inside the confines
of a transnational capitalist economy. The sheer magnitude of the assemblages that combine
1

to make such tragedies possible and—worse—frequent makes confronting such structures
of power daunting. Indeed, it is precisely because of the complex, multifaceted nature of the
causes of disasters such as Rana Plaza that many activists understandably choose to focus
their time and efforts on providing relief for the symptoms of systematized oppression and
destruction rather than trying to eliminate the primary causes of these social ills. In the
presence of immediate and recurring need, such measures are justified and requisite, and my
goal here is not to cast aspersions on the quality of such mercies. Yet what I want to focus
on in this dissertation is a different, more direct style of activism: one that seeks to remedy
social injustice by confronting the root of these ills. Much of this direct action style activism
in the age of Trump is performed and organized by youth groups.
This dissertation examines one such activist group through archival materials and a
series of oral history interviews I conducted: United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS), a
youth-led student organization that began on a handful of college campuses in the late 1990s
and has now affiliated local chapters on over 150 campuses through the United States
(“About”). Their organizing model is unique and has often proved effective at bringing
about real material changes in the lives of the workers with whom they work. In the process
of leveraging economic and rhetorical incentives to achieve their goals, these organizers also
leverage their identities in important and meaningful ways. These identities are often
performed in embodied ways through street-theater and traditional actions. In the process,
the distinction between USAS activism and the activists’ literal bodies often becomes
difficult if not impossible to determine. Yet how do we account for these identities? How
can scholars of social movements study the performance of identities that are crucial to a
movement’s success but are not explicitly part of the movement’s rhetoric? What are the
affordances of studying identities within a social movement as part of movement activity
2

itself? What do we overlook when we fail to account for complex and shifting identities
within the arc of a movement?
Throughout this project, I strive to explore these questions. In the process, I argue
for a broader definition of social movement activity. Traditionally in the field of rhetoric
and composition, movement study has largely been confined to activity that produces a hard
artifact: in most instances, speeches, literature, or photographic documents created by a
collective or by media outlets reporting on the movement. Consequently, these tangible
artifacts have become synonymous with movement activity, providing de facto definitional
examples of that activity. This definition, one that implies movement activity only consists
of lasting artifacts, can seemingly suggest that legitimate areas of movement study only
consist of tangible artifacts that can be hermeneutically examined after the moment of their
deployment. Such artifacts are indeed indispensable to movement study, lending insights
into strategies and tactics of delivery and persuasion, into a movement’s underlying
philosophy, its beliefs and values. Even so, I suggest in the pages that follow that definitions
of movement activity that only consider the tangible artifacts created by movements make
invisible crucial parts of the rhetorical work of a social movement.
One particular kind of movement activity often absent from study in the field is
identity performance. The topic of identity is not an entirely unfamiliar one to rhetorical
scholars of social movements. Indeed, recent scholarship by Joyce Rain Anderson (2018),
Dana L. Cloud (2018), Janice W. Fernheimer (2014), and Jaqueline Rhodes (2018), has dealt
specifically with the ways identities such as gender and ethnicity become inextricable from
some movements. This dissertation participates in the discussions of this scholarship by
adding a new dimension of identity to the conversation: that of identities which are entirely
legitimized and adjudicated on the basis of embodied performance. In most field discussion
3

around identity and social movements, the scholars examine identities that are in some way
culturally legible to an external audience: visual markers of gender, race, or class. 1 In other
words, these scholars often focus on identities coded by what Jennifer A. González (2003)
singles out as the visual rhetorical components of race: “Skin color, hair color, and eye color
become marking devices for those who seek to situate the genetic history of humans within
the narrow confines of phenotype” (380). In this way, there is a movement within the field
to account for the rhetorical work of bodies. As I note and expand upon in chapter three, it
is understandable and just that such embodied identities are often the primary focus when
studying social movements, as there are often inescapable privileges or consequences that
accompany being coded as belonging to one of these identity categories. Nevertheless, there
are also other identities, ones not immediately recognizable, that nevertheless play important
roles within a social movement. These non-marked identities are often voluntarily chosen
and enacted by a person, and the validity of the claim to the identity is almost entirely based
on the performance of the identity in question. My goal in this project is to suggest that
embodied performances of identity often leverage spectacle in disruptive ways and work not
only to solidify activists’ identities as part of a social movement but ultimately help to create
solidarity within the movement, thereby helping achieve movement objectives. In this way,
identity performances themselves become an important kind of movement activity and are
ripe for examination.
Among the challenges a researcher faces when studying performances of identity is
their ephemerality: since the nature of many performances is transient, finding suitable
opportunities for inquiry that can be re-presented for a secondary, scholarly audience can be

In Fernheimer’s Stepping into Zion, for example, part of the controversy around Black Jews
results from a disconnect between expectations of Jewish identity established by mostly white
mainstream Jewish communities (5).
1
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tricky. José Esteban Muñoz in “Ephemera as Evidence” (1996) offers insights in
approaching such challenges. Noting the limitations of hard artifacts--what he calls
“evidence”-- when studying non-traditional identities, he writes that “Evidence' s limit
becomes clearly visible when we attempt to describe and imagine contemporary identities
that do not fit into a single pre-established archive of evidence” (9). Muñoz is particularly
concerned with ways of studying identities that have not been codified and accepted into
official histories (9). These identities face a double bind in that the performances that
legitimize their identities are not present in most material archives in the form of hard
artifacts, yet entrance into such archives is often contingent upon legitimization through
study, which is dependent upon the existence of evidence such as the material archives.
Consequently, Muñoz suggests an alternative to such evidence, what he calls ephemera: “all
of those things that remain after a performance, a kind of evidence of what has transpired
but certainly not the thing itself. It does not rest on epistemological foundations but is
instead interested in following traces, glimmers, residues, and specks of things” (10).
This dissertation endeavors to study such ephemeral traces of a self-chosen identity:
that of the activist. Towards that end, the project delves into archival materials and the oral
history project I conducted with several activists, yet in addition to establishing the historical
facts surrounding their campaigns, I also draw from these artifacts a Muñozian ephemerality
of evidence--the glimmers and hints at a non-essential identity that is always complex and
multifaceted. All this in pursuit of what I believe to be a fundamental yet often overlooked
truth about social movements and the people who participate in them: the identities that
drive people to be a part of a movement, particularly the identities that are only legitimized
through performance, are themselves an indispensable part of movement activity.

5

Defining Terms
In this dissertation, I focus on archival and ephemeral moments taken from social
movements, predominantly the 2015-2017 campaigns of the United Students Against
Sweatshops chapter at the University of Kentucky. My arguments herein begin by tracing
the arc of social movement study in the field of rhetoric to show how the trajectory of field
scholarship has largely passed over considerations of identities which are based primarily on
embodied performance. The unfamiliarity of such considerations in most field discussions
necessitates a clarification of relevant terms and how I define them in my project.
Furthermore, as scholars such as Judith Halberstom (2005) have noted, it is not unheard of
for a scholarly endeavor to be criticized or even offhandedly dismissed when dealing with
topics of identity. As they write in In a Queer Time & Place, “Many important theoretical
projects have been dismissed as identity politics because writers remain fuzzy about the
meaning of this term and in many ways, identity politics has become the new ‘essentialism,’ a
marker, in other words, of some combination of naiveté and narrowness that supposedly
blocks more expansive and sophisticated projects” (20). To head off such critiques, while
many of the terms I used herein are defined at length and through examples in subsequent
chapters, some preliminary definitions are nevertheless merited.
Perhaps of foremost importance to my dissertation is the term “social movement”
itself, which has been defined, redefined, and contested throughout literature in the field.
Indeed, as Kevin DeLuca (1999) notes, there is often little agreement among scholars in the
field of rhetoric when defining “social movements,” as many writers miss a purely rhetorical
approach to movement study due to foundational assumptions borrowed from sociological
traditions (28-29). Herbert Simons (1970), for example, defines a movement as an
“uninstitutionalized collectivity that mobilizes for action” directed towards “the
6

reconstitution of social norms or values” (3). Here, a movement is defined not by its
discourse but rather by the people therein. Other scholars, wanting to move away from the
organizational definition espoused by Simons, define movements not as collectives of people
but rather as a series of events. One such definition is offered by Malcom O. Sillars (1980),
who presents a working definition of movements as “some combination of events occurring
over time which can be linked in such a way that the critic can make a case for treating them
as a single unit” (107). Such an approach moves closer to a purely rhetorical approach to
movement theory and is furthered by scholars such as Robert S. Cathcart (1978, 1983) and
Michael Calvin McGee (1980, 1983) who both define movements as nothing more or less
than the generation of meaning--that is, movements have no existence outside of the
meaning they create and are therefore purely rhetorical.
My own definition of social movements follows those of Cathcart and McGee, and
could be articulated as follows: a social movement is a series of discursive events in which
meaning is generated with the goal of affecting change or addressing unsettled public issues.
The generation of meaning can of course be achieved in a variety of ways. Written and
spoken words, images, music, and even embodied performances all contribute to the
discursive structures that constitute a social movement. In this dissertation, concerned
primarily with the ways embodied performances of identity become social movement
activity, close attention is paid to the way such performances enact and legitimize claims to
identity in the context of achieving a group’s objectives.
The term “identity,” explored in more detail in chapter three, finds itself in a position
of mistrust in some academic circles. Indeed, as Dana Anderson (2007) asserts in his study
of the rhetorical strategies of identity in conversion narratives, “The word [“identity”]
smacks of a certain naive modernism, of enlightened, unified, atomistic individuals freely
7

doing and becoming as is their fancy” (5). Scholars who study identity, the critique goes,
often reduce complex and multifaceted identities born of social construction to cookie-cutter
simulacra of “who a person fundamentally is”: in short, scholarly attention devoted to
identity is accused of a reductive essentialism. I too eschew essentialist notions of identity,
ones that define identity as a static, inalterable truth regardless of context. Yet as Anderson
notes, a distaste for essentialist notions of identity should not deter scholars from giving
serious academic consideration to notions of identity. This is especially true for rhetoricians,
for even if one subscribes to post-structuralist critiques of identity that spurn it as a fictitious
concept that collapses under close scrutiny, the rhetorical effect of identity is undeniable.
People allow sets of beliefs about who they are--their religion, their cultural upbringing, even
who an audience expects them to be--to coalesce into a kind of self-directing compass that
helps them navigate their lives. We alter our behavior based on core beliefs and values and,
over time, these become recognizable to us as tenants of who are--they become identities.
Following in the tradition established by critical theorist Paula M. L. Moya (2006), in this
dissertation I use what is known as a “realist” definition of identity, which “Understands
ascriptive and subjective identities as always in dynamic relationship with each other” (99).
These identities, often in dynamic flux over time and situation, are neither wholly given to or
chosen by a subject but rather exist as the result of a complex, ever changing dialectic. I
supplement such a realist definition of identity with the notion that these ascriptive and
subjective identities also influence the way a subject moves through the world, even as the
world responds to the performance of the identity in question.
I use the term “performance” in this dissertation as an admittedly, yet helpfully,
broad term encompassing any communicative event. By communicative event, I mean of
course language and speech acts, but I also mean non-discursive actions in the presence of
8

an audience. Such a definition is in line with one offered by Phaedra C. Pezzullo (2003),
who draws from literature in performance studies to define performance as “the activity that
constitutes public discourse” (349). When it comes to the rhetorical phenomena of social
movements, such activity can of course include artifacts traditionally studied in movement
literature--speeches, pamphlets and the like. And it can also include ephemeral, nondiscursive actions, such as gestures or acts that, taken together over time, match subjective
or ascriptive narratives of an identity. For example, if over a period of days and weeks
consistently abstain from eating meat, these actions constitute a performance. That
performance itself matches ascritive and/or subjective narratives of an identity: in this case, a
vegetarian identity. Such identities, ones primarily arrived at not passively through visual or
aural rhetorical components of race or gender (González 2003) but rather through active
performance are the primary concern of this dissertation.

USAS Background & History
The group of campus activists I consider herein has a fascinating organizational
history. United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) is a student-run activist organization
that organizes around workers’ rights issues predominantly on college campuses in the
United States. As one can infer from the name, USAS positions itself first and foremost as a
worker rights organization focused on labor abuses--indeed, sweatshops--present in the
manufacturing of college licensed apparel. On their central organization website, USAS
defines themselves, stating they are
a grassroots organization run entirely by youth and students. We develop
youth leadership and run strategic student-labor solidarity campaigns with the
goal of building sustainable power for working people. We define
9

‘sweatshop’ broadly and consider all struggles against the daily abuses of the
global economic system to be a struggle against sweatshops. (“About”)
Two aspects of this self-definition are crucial to an understanding of how USAS views itself
as a collective: first, it is a student-run organization, with goals and campaigns developed,
strategized, and executed by students attending the schools at which individual chapters-called “locals” after union parlance--are housed. Secondly, USAS defines itself as antisweatshop, which they clarify is a kind of shorthand for “daily abuses” of global economic
structures. These two aspects, that they are student-run and that they are anti-sweatshop
(broadly defined), allow USAS to not only take stands against myriad abuses of power in
their communities and abroad, but they also provide themselves certain affordances by
leveraging their privileges as students to work toward movement goals. Additionally, by
tying themselves to anti-sweatshop activism as part of their identity, USAS positions
themselves as the inheritor of workers’ rights traditions that predate many of the schools
these activists attend.
Officially launched in 1998, USAS has roots that at first glance run at least several
years earlier than that, at least back to the Kathie Lee Gifford sweatshop scandal of the mid
1990s and Nike labor abuses before that.2 Further examination will reveal even deeper
roots, back to the 1980s and Levi labor abuses of that era3. Moreover, after noting the social
movement against labor abuses in the textile industry in the 1980s, it is difficult not to see
even deeper roots, ones that lead back to the exportation of manufacturing jobs that began

2

As Liz Featherstone details in her writing on the anti-sweatshop movement in the United States,
activist Jeff Ballinger ran a campaign in 1992 in an attempt to draw attention to Nike’s exploitative
labor practices in Indonesia. Several other campaigns targeting Nike emerged in the wake of
Ballinger’s work (106).
3
The labor issues with Levi came to a head in 1990, when Levi Strauss & Co. laid off workers
without notice or severance packages, resulting in hunger strikes and pickets (Featherstone 106).
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in earnest in the 1960s when shipping and transportation costs made overseas production of
textiles a viable way to avoid paying labor costs in the United States (Featherstone 4).
Indeed, USAS imagines themselves as inheritors of workers’ rights struggles and a fight for
organized labor that stretches all the way back to the wooden shoes and cogs used to destroy
machinery by European workers in the early 19th century.
Draping themselves in the mantle of labor history is fitting in many ways for the
organization, for it is well documented that USAS initially grew out of a labor rights project,
backed by the AFL-CIO.4 In 1996, the AFL President John Sweeney helped launch the
AFL-CIO’s Union Summer, a program designed to familiarize college students with union
structures and philosophies by providing students with summer jobs working for unions
(Featherstone 10-11). Around the same time, the Union of Needletrades, Industrial and
Textile Employees (UNITE) organizer Ginny Coughlin spearheaded research into
connections between the then $2.5 billion dollar collegiate apparel industry and sweatshop
abuses (11). The college students working for UNITE that summer (1997) began looking
into the supply chain of their own schools, and they discovered that there was very little
oversight of the production of college licensed apparel at any level.5 This trend continued
even after initial concerns about the supply chain were raised, as the watchdog agency
created to monitor and prevent labor abuses--the Fair Labor Association (FLA)--was and
still is to this day staffed and run by the apparel brands themselves. As such, the FLA has

4

The American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations is the largest
federation of unions in the United States, representing 12.5 million workers (“About Us”).
5
By “college licensed apparel,” I here mean clothing manufactured by apparel brands, such as
Nike, Adidas, Champion, Russell Athletics, etc., that have negotiated a licensing agreement with
an individual school. These licensing agreements allow the apparel brands to manufacture
clothing that bears logos, names, and trademarks owned by the individual school.
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historically offered a rubber stamp to facilities operated by or subcontracted to the apparel
brands.
Following that Union Summer program (1996) and preliminary investigation of
college apparel supply chains by students in 1997, United Students Against Sweatshops was
formally established in the spring of 1998. The first couple years of the organization were
marked by storming and norming periods of development, but they can also be
characterized by the energy and momentum of the anti-sweatshop movement. Students at
college campuses nationwide negotiated with their administrations to add transparency and
accountability to the college apparel manufacturing chain. In 1999, USAS activists at Duke,
Georgetown, Macalester, Purdue, Tulane, the Universities of Arizona, Iowa, Kentucky,
Michigan, North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Oregon, Pennsylvania, held prolonged sit-in
occupations in administrative buildings to persuade their schools to fully disclose factory
locations (Featherstone 107). That same year (1999), activists at the University of MadisonWisconsin convinced its administration to conduct a study of the living wage issue (107).
During the spring semester of 2000, students at Purdue University held an eleven-day
hunger strike (107). Many of these campus groups pressed on with their campaigns for
accountability and transparency, culminating in the April 2000 founding of the Worker
Rights Consortium (108). The establishment of the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) was
a meaningful victory for USAS. Unlike the FLA, the WRC is an independently funded
watchdog organization that inspects factories to ensure that they are fulfilling the
expectations of schools’ labor codes of conduct, designed to establish a standard for the
business practices of companies with whom the school engages. To this day, affiliating a
school with the WRC is one of the many campaigns that USAS still runs.
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USAS at the University of Kentucky
During the late 1990s and early 2000s, UK was home to one of the first USAS
chapters from the early days of the organization. Indeed, this initial University of Kentucky
USAS chapter is listed as an active group in one of the first organizing manuals produced by
USAS in 1999 (“Sweat-Free Campus Campaign”). Student run, as are all such chapters in
the organization, this group worked on many of the same issues around workers rights as did
the subsequent UK chapter over a decade later. The Kentucky Digital Library’s archives of
the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees meeting minutes contains several mentions of
the original UK USAS chapter. Notably, the group’s main campaign from February 1999 May 2000 was to affiliate the school with the Worker Rights Consortium (“Minutes of the
University of Kentucky Board of Trustees,” 2 May 2000). The tactics the group employed
as part of their campaign drew from previous modes of embodied social protest, even as
they laid the groundwork for future USAS campaigns at UK. According to then-UK student
and USAS activist Luke Boyett, who gave a speech to the UK Board of Trustees on 2 May
2000, USAS began collecting research on the apparel supply chain that produced goods for
UK, even visiting first-hand factories that made UK licensed apparel in El Salvador to
interview workers in the summer of 1999 (“Minutes.”) This research was subsequently
shared with the school’s administration, at the time led by President Charles T. Wethington
(“Minutes”). The USAS activists furthered their campaign in the fall and spring semesters
that school year, holding teach-ins about the issue, organizing candlelight vigils, collecting
signatures on petitions, and continuing to pressure the administration to come to the table to
discuss joining the Worker Rights Consortium (“Minutes”). Their campaign culminated
with a disruption of a UK Board of Trustees meeting on 4 April 2000, after which a group
of over a dozen students chained themselves together in the Administration Building during
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a sit-in protest that lasted overnight, ending with the students’ subsequent arrest by campus
police (Stepp A1). Despite all their efforts and strategies, the group’s campaign met with
limited success. Citing the relative newness of the Worker Rights Consortium, UK
administrators adopted a “wait-and-see” position regarding the organization (“Minutes”).
This approach ultimately led to the issue being dropped entirely, as this class of USAS
student activists graduated and new students, perhaps unfamiliar with the group’s campaign
and goals took their place.
Even though this earlier USAS group met with somewhat more limited success when
compared to the 2012-2015 iteration of the group, it would be shortsighted to argue that the
groundwork laid by this previous USAS chapter did not pave the way for future successes.
As Fernheimer (2014) has argued, changes to dominant discourses and subsequent cultural
shifts often happen gradually over time (130). Even when an activist group does not
immediately succeed in achieving the goals of their movement, “their initial rhetorical
interruptions can be reference and strategically amplified by individuals, activists, and
community organizers at a later time” (130). This subsequent referencing and amplification
is precisely what happened in the instance of this first USAS chapter at UK. This chapter,
alongside a handful of other chapters nationally, helped set a precedent for a new model of
student activism on college campuses, even as they helped to establish United Students
Against Sweatshops as a force to be reckoned with in the minds of university administrators
and apparel brands alike. For example, the third section of the first printed USAS
organizing manual, Sweat Free Campus Campaign, lays out foundational theories of USAS
strategies and tactics. These strategies eventually developed into the “pressure sandwich”
model of campus organizing explained later in this chapter. And already at this early stage,
the tactics outline specific embodied modes of social protest, many of which still appear in
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USAS campaigns in 2019: sit-ins, knit-ins, street theater, mock fashion shows, rallies, and
candlelight vigils (Sweat Free 72-73). Here, as before, solidarity matters and can change
movement discourse, creating a lasting legacy well past the sunset of a campaign’s immediate
usefulness.

Redux: UK USAS 2012-2015
Starting in August 2012 and continuing into the spring semester of 2015, a new
University of Kentucky chapter of United Students Against Sweatshops became active on
campus. It is this subsequent group and the four campaigns they organized on UK’s campus
that I consider most closely in this dissertation. Of these campaigns, two were met with
resounding success and support from university administrators. The other two campaigns
were less successful, even though they received support from the student body and larger
Lexington community. As I will argue later, as was the case with the original UK USAS
chapter’s campaign to affiliate with the Worker Rights Consortium, it would be a mistake to
view these campaigns as failures simply because they did not always completely achieve the
stated goals of the organizers: in social movements, I believe there is a distinct even if
intangible value to putting new ideas out in the world--even if they're not met with
immediate success, even if the time for the social change they intend is not yet ripe. For by
doing so, activists make contributions to the discursive field around social issues and, in the
process, endeavor to make the world a little more just and set precedents for future action.
An extended summary and descriptions of all four of these campaigns at the
University of Kentucky from 2012 to 2015 is included in Appendix B. These portraits in
brief provide a timeline of the UK USAS chapter during these years and a glimpse into the
historical material circumstances surrounding these activists moments. Even so, it behooves
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me here to note that the iteration of USAS during these years was in many ways the inheritor
or the groundwork laid by the previous UK USAS chapter, that there is a connective
narrative and historical thread between these movements.

USAS Campaign Strategy
In a project focused acts of identity performance and embodiment, a discussion of
collective action might seem out of place--or at least seem a discursive tangent. Even so,
understanding the overarching strategy and structure of a United Students Against
Sweatshops campaign is central to understanding their organizational philosophy, which in
turn becomes an integral part of what it means to be an individual activist who works with
the group. In other words, the USAS organizational impetus towards collective acts of
solidarity belie the Enlightenment dichotomy between subject and object, instead showing
that individual identity only exists within a social context, making the active subject and
object at times indistinguishable. In short, while I argue that acts of identity performance
help to build coalitions and should therefore be considered movement activity, USAS as an
organization rejects prevailing mindsets that categorize social change as coming from
individual acts. This philosophy can most readily be seen in the way the group’s campaigns
are usually structured. The group realizes that, in a time of neo-liberal economic
organization, financial incentives are often the most powerful way of changing corporate
behavior. They also realize that, as a group of students and historically disenfranchised
workers, we as individuals often wield very little individual buying power, therefore making
the “vote with your wallet” mindset of many contemporary social movements an untenable
strategy. USAS campaigns instead seek to leverage the buying power of large institutions--
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mostly the schools and universities at which student members study. And to leverage such
buying power, they have developed fairly sophisticated campaign strategies.
Since its inception in 1998, USAS has developed and refined their strategies, the core
organization of which has formed the backbone of most of the campaigns they have waged
and won. At the center of this strategy is the USAS concept of solidarity--a concept so
central to the organization that it constitutes the only word other than the organization name
on the group’s official logos and banners, as shown in the image (Figure 1.1) below.

Figure 1.1, USAS Organization Logo
The concept of solidarity has a long and significant history within labor parlance.
Consequently, it would be reasonable to assume that, given USAS’s strong ties to organized
labor, the group has appropriated the concept as a catchphrase or ready-made mythology6 to
help build activist coalitions. And such may partially be true: indeed, the use of solidarity in

By mythology, I here am referring to Roland Barthes’s concept in Mythologies (1957), in which a
second-order semiological system develops around linguistic concepts or signifiers. In this
instance, the concept of “solidarity” could be read as a myth which represents the rich history and
traditions of the larger labor rights movement internationally.
6
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the organization’s banners, on posters, or in the signature line on an email signifies a great
deal more than the simple denotative definition suggests. Even so, it is equally true that the
tactical structures of USAS campaigns depend greatly upon embodied acts of solidarity that
allow workers and student activists to stand together and exert rhetorical and economic
pressure on both ends of the college licensed apparel supply chain. In this regard, solidarity is
not simply an empty signifier; it is a lived, embodied reality that stands at the center of a
USAS campaign.
The chain of supply from factory workers’ hands to literal student bodies is often a
very difficult one to tease out. First, most of the brands who manufacture clothing outside
of the United States do not own most of the factories that make their clothes. Instead, the
contracts to make these clothes are bid upon by factory owners or their representatives, who
after winning a bid, become the contractor in charge of production of material goods. With
so many brands using multiple contractors and subcontractors (even sub-subcontractors) in
an effort to trim labor costs and dodge other production-related expenses, knowing all the
links in the chain makes for challenging work.7 A convoluted supply chain allows for a
division of labor, of course, but it also allows for a division of responsibility for worker
safety. The brands argue that such concerns--worker safety, living wages, worker dignity,
and job security--fall upon the factory owners and labor laws of the country of origin, while
factory owners are given leeway to suggest that the brands or labor laws are to blame

7

Supply chain obfuscation, regardless of intent, works in the interest of corporate brands. By not
revealing all the links in their production chain to the buying public, many factory owners can
avoid the spotlight that might reveal some of the more unsavory labor practices. Similarly, large
parent corporations, such as Vanity Fair, parent company of JanSport, Vans, North Face,
Timberland, and many more, are able to hide unscrupulous labor practices of one brand behind
the more spotlight-friendly business dealings of another.
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because they do not provide enough funds or regulation, respectively.8 An international
supply chain organized in such a way distributes responsibility, even as it seemingly
diminishes agency on the part of the exploited, and it is in combating such diminishment
that USAS’s strategic solidarity becomes so profoundly powerful.
Building direct coalitions between workers making garments and the students whose
schools purchase them, USAS builds its campaigns around a model of solidarity that has
colloquially become known as a “pressure sandwich.” Many workers in the college licensed
apparel industry have little to no access to the ear of a decision-maker at an apparel brand
who has contracted them. Similarly, student activists are cut off from such an audience.
And even in moments in which such an audience is gained, with concerned community
members sitting down at a table with corporate decision makers to hear the concerns of
industry laborers and consumers, such dialogues alone are not usually enough to foment
adequate change in policy. In these instances, discourse alone, rhetoric alone--even rhetoric
backed by significant social capital and the pressure it brings to bear--is often not enough to
trump the logic of the market and the inertia of the profit motive. For such policy changes,
rhetorical appeals work best when combined with economic incentive, and that is exactly
what the USAS pressure sandwich model provides by allowing both workers and students to
apply rhetorical and economic pressures at both ends of the supply chain.
I was present at a USAS sponsored “Workers Tour” on the University of Kentucky
campus on 3 March 2015, a public meeting at which Bangladeshi workers present at the
Rana Plaza disaster shared their experiences. This meeting and the importance of embodied,
face-to-face meetings between students and workers will be discussed more in chapter four,

8

For a compelling argument on how such widespread division of labor and agency creates an
environment in which even ethical people can behave deplorably, even murderously, see Erich
Fromm’s essay “Disobedience as a Psychological and Moral Problem” (1963).
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but I mention this meeting here because the conversation began with a discussion about
what USAS as a movement and an organization is and how it gets college apparel brands to
protect workers’ rights through the pressure sandwich model. This introductory talk was
lead by USAS national organizer Natalie Yoon, who began by asking the audience of around
80 people to name some of the brands that make clothes for the University of Kentucky.
“JanSport,” called out one person. “Majestic,” another. Several other people chimed in with
other brands--Nike, Adidas, Alta Gracia--and all these companies names were written on a
whiteboard at the front of the room. The countries in which these companies manufacture
clothes was crowd sourced in a similar way, resulting in a developing diagram that looked
something like this one, Figure 1.2:

Figure 1.2, Simplified Commodity Supply Chain
This drawing, in microcosmic form, is a simplified commodity supply chain. After sketching
it on the whiteboard like this, Yoon asked the audience what was missing from this
representation. The answer, of course, was people. The people who make the clothes in
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these countries. The people who buy the clothes at our school. With those folks added, the
drawing changed to look like the more developed diagram in figure 1.3 below:

Figure 1.3, Expanded Commodity Supply Chain
Thus, a more fleshed out, yet still rudimentary, commodity supply change, which allowed the
audience to visualize production from workers’ hands to students’ backs. At either end of
this supply chain, in the USAS model, are potential activists who could stand in solidarity
with one another. Both of these groups, students and workers, are often marginalized due to
limited finances, resources, and agency. Yet in the USAS model, through coordination, they
can maximize their impact by simultaneously agitating toward the middle. Workers provide
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lists of concerns to factory owners and students, who in turn use direct action tactics to
convince their educational institutions to apply economic pressure on the apparel brands to
take responsibility for workers’ rights.
In most instances, this economic pressure comes in the form of universities cutting
contracts with apparel brands until they acquiesce to workers’ demands. USAS organizers
realize that, when you or I by ourselves boycott a product or a brand, that individual choice-to buy, not to buy--has minimal impact on corporate profits. To be sure, with many college
students on a fixed income, the few purchases they might make as individuals over the
course of any one fiscal year is negligible to the point of being overlooked entirely. Yet if an
organized institution, such as an entire school, refuses to do business with a brand, revoking
their license until they take responsibility for the people who make their clothes, that loss,
potentially totaling millions of dollars, that loss gets a corporation’s attention. Multiply that
loss by two schools, three schools, a dozen or more schools, and the economic incentive
becomes impossible to ignore.
The pressure sandwich campaign model has been used with success in many USAS
campaigns since the organization’s founding in 1998, and it has resulted in some big wins
along the way. One notable campaign to successfully utilize this model was targeted at
Adidas and branded as the “Badidas” campaign by USAS. Over the course of an 18 month
long campaign, a total of 17 universities were persuaded by USAS chapters to end their
business dealings with Adidas until they agreed to pay legally owed severance to over 1,800
Honduran garment workers (“Victory!”).
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Why USAS?
I chose United Students Against Sweatshops to investigate for this project for several
reasons. First of all, as I will elaborate in a following section, I decided to research USAS
because they are an activist organization with which I already had some familiarity and
connection. Over the course of the 2012-2015 campaigns at the University of Kentucky, I
regularly spoke with and assisted the activists whose oral histories form the backbone of my
data. But beyond mere authorial convenience, I chose to research USAS because of the
historical moment in which we are currently situated. Compared to most student-run
activist organizations, USAS is quite long-lived. Having its origin in the mid-1990s, USAS’s
direction, ethos, and campaign strategies were developed before the rise of internet culture
yet persist into this age of social media-driven protest. This origin and continuance to the
present day provides affordances for study that simply would not exist with other recent,
high profile social movements. For example, having constituted itself as an organization
before social media and its accompanying increased rapidity of discourse circulation became
a dominant paradigm for protest, USAS seems to more clearly constitute itself within a
longer view of activist tradition. That is, since its beginning, USAS has had clear roots that
stretch decades back into labor and social justice traditions, and these roots become
important parts of constituting the organization. Such connections make it easier to trace
historical narratives that come into play when constructing individual and group identity.
Further, an examination of USAS tactics and strategies afford unique and enduring instances
of social protest that utilizes both digital and physical modes of persuasion.
This factor--USAS’s navigation of on and offline modes of protest--also make it an
excellent activist group to examine in terms of recent field discussions in rhetoric and
composition. As Seth Kahn and Jongwha Lee (2011) note in their edited collection on
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Activism and Rhetoric, the field is experiencing “a shift in [its] understanding of what it means
to be political” (2). As part of exploring and adjusting to this shift, Kahn and Lee call for an
examination of diverse political and rhetorical struggles within their own contexts, suggesting
that such examination will “enrich our field’s understanding of rhetoric, amplify our
strategies of political engagement, and deepen our commitment to democracy” (2). My
exploration of USAS strives to contribute to these goals by exploring USAS activists’ identity
production within their own contexts, within their own words, deeds, and images.
Additionally, because USAS as an organization is dedicated to both on and offline activism,
the organization makes an excellent candidate for examination because of recent field
discussion around identity performance and embodiment. Specifically, USAS activists
provide moments that are ripe for consideration in ways I hope will contribute to field
discussions surrounding identity and embodiment led by Pough (2004), Pezzullo (2007),
Anderson (2007), and Fernheimer (2014). I hope to contribute to this discussion not just by
building upon existing theoretical concepts by also by showing lived examples, in the context
of embodied activist identity performance that are part of all USAS campaign.

My Project & Methods
The period in USAS organizational history that I am primarily concerned with in this
project occurred over a decade after the organization’s turbulent first years, with a local
USAS chapter, local 73, on the University of Kentucky campus from 2012-2015. During
this period, the UK chapter ran four campaigns centered on different aspects of workers’
rights, campaigns which were met with varying degrees of resistance and success. With little
more than hard work, tenacity, USAS organizing strategies, and a bullheaded, optimistic
belief that a better world is still possible, a relatively small group of students on the UK
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campus made a stand for and alongside workers in Kentucky, in the Dominican Republic,
and in Bangladesh and played a small but important role in making strides to improving the
quality of life of workers in all these places.
To document this moment in USAS and UK activist history, I have conducted an
oral history project, collecting interviews with seven University of Kentucky USAS student
activists who played crucial organizing roles during the four campaigns waged from 20122015. The oral histories document USAS strategy, these students’ organizing methods,
important moments of their activist awakenings, and their reflections on what their identities
as activists came to mean to them during and after their time as students at UK. I
supplement the activist portraits provided by these oral histories with publicly available
documents: online photographs and videos of USAS rallies, USAS organizing manuals, and
archival documents from the Kentucky Digital Library Archives.

The Oral History Interviews
The USAS activists whom I interviewed were invited to participate in the oral history
project because they had established themselves as leaders within the local chapter. In short,
these were USAS organizers: not just students who showed up for an event or two, but
students who dedicated a significant portion of their time and headspace during their studies
at the University of Kentucky to social justice pursuits. In other words, the folks whom I
solicited for this oral history project were ones who had chosen and performed the identity
of activist for extended periods of time. Furthermore, as mentioned above, these were also
students with whom I already had relationships: dozens of interactions over the course of
USAS campaigns--at meetings, teach-ins, rallies, and actions--during which we often
discussed many of the same theoretical questions that underpin this current project. Finally,
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I also solicited interviews with them because each of them at the time of the interview had
already graduated from their undergraduate program, affording them the benefit of hindsight
and a modicum of temporal distance with which to reflect on the work they had done at UK
and since.
The oral history interviews I conducted are aligned with the guidelines set forth by
the Oral History Association’s principles and best practices (“Principles”).9 I solicited
interviewee participation by sending them private messages on Facebook, discussing in
advance the purpose of the oral history project and the direction of my research, with which
they were already acquainted to various degrees. Each of the seven participants responded
positively to my invitation, expressing their willingness to be interviewed. And after
establishing a time and place of their choosing, I facilitated the oral history interviews over
four separate sessions during May and June 2014.10
I conducted the interviews in a private conference room on the University of
Kentucky campus or at a neighboring coffee shop, Coffea. These locations were chosen for
convenience at the behest of the activists whose oral histories I was recording. The
participants and I agreed in advance that the interviews would last for about an hour, and
after completion, the interviews ranged in length from around 45-90 minutes. Two of the
sessions consisted of one activist alone talking with me about her or his experiences, while
the other two were conducted with multiple people’s histories recorded in dialogue with one

The Oral History Association guidelines are collected in the “Principles and Best Practices”
portion of their website and were adopted in October 2009 by the OHA.
10
The first of these interviews, with Kieran and Isabel Cochran and Jared Flannery, was
conducted 20 May 2014. While this oral history included many valuable insights over the course
of around 90 minutes, the digital audio recording file of the session became corrupted after the
fact, resulting in only 15 minutes of transcribable materials from the start of the interview. For this
reason, in the interest of not taking these activists’ words out of context and only partially, I made
the decision to exclude this session from my exploration of the oral history project. However, I
have provided a transcript of the surviving opening sections of this session alongside the other
transcripts in Appendix A.
9
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another. This decision was made by the activists themselves and was based on their comfort
and convenience, allowing them to speak alongside others if they felt more comfortable or
alone if they preferred, and it also provided them with flexibility to sit for the discussion at a
time that best fit their schedules. After the interview, I typed up transcripts of the interviews
and shared these and the audio files with participants to ask if they were still comfortable
with their inclusion in this project. They again provided their written consent.

The Role of Interviewer and Interviewees
As stated previously, by the time of the oral history interviews I had established
ongoing relationships with each of the activists who participated. These relationships were
developed over years of campus activism, and these working relations and friendships
provided the basis for a conversational approach to our oral history interviews. Additionally,
a familiarity with the campaigns that USAS had been working on at the time, combined with
a review of campaign actions to date, allowed me as the facilitator of the oral histories to
follow the Oral History Association guidelines that suggest pre-interview research be
conducted that allows the interviewer to guide the interviewee towards important points of
the oral history as a way to provide the fullest picture possible (“Principles and Best
Practices”).
The goal of these interviews was to document a specific moment of activism on the
University of Kentucky campus performed by the United Students Against Sweatshops.
Toward that end and based on my pre-interview research, I prepared a list of potential
interview topics to guide our discussion. The topics included how the interviewee came to
be involved in activism more broadly, how they came to be involved with USAS in
particular, how their work with USAS shaped their time as a student at the University of
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Kentucky, and what role community activism plays in their life today. Again, in line with
Oral History Association best practices, I allowed conversation to deviate from these
prepared topics when the interviewees found other topics or tangents relevant to
documenting the histories being recorded (“Principles and Best Practices”).

The Activists
After the interviews were conducted, transcribed, and the participants again gave
their consent, I solicited biographies from them.

Will Emmons: Will earned his undergraduate degree from Brown University in Africana
and Latin American Studies before attending the University of Kentucky School of Law.
After obtaining his Juris Doctorate degree, he began work in the practice of elder law. Will
is also an original founder of the Kentucky Workers League, a socialist organization that
“Fights the power and serves the people” in Lexington, Kentucky.

Rohith Jayaram: Master’s student, USAS and Kentucky Student Environmental Coalition
member. His time at UK was his first prolonged activism, and his first year was really just
showing up. He helped during UK’s USAS activity in 2013 by communicating and
organizing the listserv and plan for the group’s meetings with administrators about the
school’s dining services. After graduation, Rohith moved away and now works with Mobilize
Missouri, a group that does more electoral politics work but sometimes supports direct
actions put on by other groups like Expect Us.
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Brock Meade: Brock Meade is a Union Organizer in Chicago, Illinois for the Illinois Nurses
Association. He first learned how to organize in the summer of 2012 from garment workers
in Alta Gracia, Dominican Republic. After that he became a cofounder of the newest UK
USAS chapter in 2012 and helped run campaigns alongside garment workers and food
service workers. He says he is grateful for all those who believe in a more beautiful world-and have the courage to fight for it.

Alli Sehon: After graduating from UK in 2013 with a degree in sociology, Alli went on to
become an organizer for Solidarity Ignite, helping to pass on what she learned as a USAS
organizer to other students in the worker rights movement. She now works for the
Bluegrass Rape Crisis Center as an Administrative Coordinator.

Why Oral History?
An oral history methodology is apropos to document and explore these moments in
USAS and UK activist history for a number of reasons. First, the practice of conducting oral
history interviews arose within a context of the democratization of history. In the 1960s, the
use of magnetic tape to record voices became inexpensive enough to be accessible to the
public. Initially, these recordings provided a way of documenting local culture, the finer
strokes of which are often covered up in the process of portraying larger historical studies of
state and nation. Within a decade, by the 1970s, these practices matured into feminist oral
history methodologies that held as a core tenet an important belief: that the personal is
already political.11 I and many scholars both within and without the oral history tradition in

11

More on the background and development as oral history as a methodology is available in the
1966 pamphlet by William G. Tyrell, Tape Recording Local History and in Oral History for the
Local Historical Society (1969). Both of these books, published by the American Association for
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the decades since concur. Consequently, and since the issues with which USAS activists
engage are themselves inherently political, it is my contention that an oral history
methodological approach to documenting individual histories and movement activities allow
the personal and political to illuminate one another in important ways that reaffirm their
interconnectedness and fundamental inseparability.
Secondly, in line with Muñoz’s notions of ephemera as evidence, oral histories
provide an avenue to approach identities that are often overlooked or not well documented
by the status quo. For example, feminist scholars of the 1970s and onward used oral history
as a way to empower and give voice--figuratively and literally--to a group of people academe
had historically neglected (Gluck and Patai 2, 9). By collecting women’s experiences in their
own words, feminist oral history scholars have documented and empowered women,
thereby claiming and creating agency for a historically marginalized group, and in the
process, legitimizing women’s experiences and contributions as important areas of studies.12
In a similar vein, though with a much less historically oppressed group, collecting and
analyzing the oral histories of student activists from USAS carves out a space within
scholarship for the activist voice, even as documenting and seriously considering the
experiences of these activists helps to further establish activism and social protest as
legitimate markers of identity.

State and Local History provide still developing methodologies that later became more strongly
codified in Paul Thompson’s The Voice of the Past: Oral History (1978). Oral history’s feminist
roots can be traced back to a 1977 special issue of Frontiers: A Journal of Women’s Studies,
which Gluck and Patai cite as “a key reference in women’s oral history for many years.” Gluck
and Patai’s edited volume on women’s oral histories, Women’s Words: The Feminist Practice of
Oral History also illuminates the feminist and political underpinnings of oral history traditions.
12
Gluck and Patai are also quick to acknowledge, and indeed their edited collection of essays
explores, the ways that there are often differences in power and privilege between interviewer
and narrator, which can at times work against the purported feminist work of collecting women’s
oral histories.
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Furthermore, an oral history methodology represents people’s stories in their own
words. This act itself, allowing people to speak for themselves, entails a kind of advocacy
and espouses an underlying belief in the value of diverse ways of knowing. As such, an oral
history methodology allows me to stand in solidarity with the movements and activists that
form the core of this project, studying their work without erasing their voices: an affordance
that occupies no marginal place of importance in my own philosophy of scholarship.
Finally, an oral history project is well-suited to form the foundation for the kinds of
scholarly questions I ask in this project. How are activist identities formed? What
contributions to a social movement are observable through the performance of an activist
identity? How do these activists think of identity functioning as they enact praxis? It is true
that some answers to these questions can be gathered from other sources, and indeed, I
draw from archival material and publicly available USAS documents to supplement the oral
histories in this exploration. Even so, there is a distinct value in documenting and exploring
first-hand accounts of the ways activists think about these topics as they navigate complex
discursive fields distributed over a broad network of texts and contexts.

My Journey to Becoming an Activist-Scholar
“Where are you from?” or “Where did you grow up?” are familiar enough questions
asked when getting to know someone. Given the cycles and mobility of academic life,
during my time in academe I have answered this question a lot--enough to have a stock
answer: “I grew up in a military family, so we moved around a lot.” This response is
demonstrably true, yet it is also kind of a cop out, as it glosses over the nuance of that lived
experience. Often when colleagues ask questions about where one is from, one thing they
are looking for is an identity marker, a detail that provides a cognitive framework for
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understanding audience. That is, rather than simply making small talk with an amorphous
incoming graduate student over a plate of finger sandwiches and whatever those white-andyellow cubes of cheese that proliferate at university mixers are, I ask where they are from
and begin to talk to a person: this is Leah from Alabama, a Southerner, a graduate of the
University of Alabama; this is Katie from Florida, who comes from a Christian
undergraduate school. These identity details begin to build connection, even as they provide
a shorthand narrative framing a conception of who the person is. I might not know Leah or
Katie, but I know narratives of Alabama, of Florida, of the American South, and those
narratives become overlays for how I respond to them.
This phenomenon, the way identity can initially be established and framed by a thirdparty reading of geographic origins, is one of the reasons I respond to the “Where ya from?”
question the way I do. Saying I am from a military family circumvents the narrative
shorthand and cultural assumptions that would result if I were to give the person a snapshot
of any one point in my journey: “I was born in Germany,” “I graduated high school in
Oklahoma,” “I moved to Kentucky from Arkansas.” All of these are true, but selecting any
one of them with which to respond to this seemingly innocuous question could find me
caught, pinned down, sprawling on a pin created by narratives that might assume the worst
about any of those places and the people from them. By claiming a military family as a point
of origin, I offer an alternative framework, one that perhaps dodges some of the worst of
regional identity narratives. However, it also leaves out many details regarding how and why
I came to consider myself an activist.
Both of my parents were born to working class families living in poor, rural
communities of southern Arkansas. After meeting in high school, they married each other
while completing undergraduate degrees at Henderson University, a small liberal arts college
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in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. My father enlisted in the Army after graduation, and by the end of
the following summer in 1966 was deployed to Vietnam, and later to Cambodia, for the first
of his eventual two tours there as a combatant in the US wars. He escaped both tours
physically unharmed, but the violence he witnessed and took part in there shaped him--and
subsequently my family--in psychological ways that affected us profoundly.
I mention this facet of my upbringing here not to suggest I did not have a loving and
supportive childhood. I did. My mother, father, and my maternal grandmother who lived
with us until I was 11 surrounded my older brother and I with love and learning and love for
learning. Because of my father’s job in the Army and my mother’s paycheck as a high school
teacher and museum archivist, we enjoyed a comfortable middle class existence, albeit one
underpinned with the working class ethos of my parents and the military communities in
which we were situated. Nevertheless, seeing my father and mother struggle with lifelong
issues, many of which I later realized could be traced directly back to their experiences at
home and abroad living the Army life, left an indelible mark on my upbringing and class
consciousness. Living one’s childhood in military communities is something akin to growing
up amidst a years-long military parade. In such an environment, it is difficult not to
internalize much of the violence, jingoism, and militarism that permeates that world. Many
of my friends growing up did and still exhibit those characteristics in their on and offline
lives to this day. Yet seeing the contradiction between the narrative of the soldier-hero and
my family’s own struggles kept me from readily adopting the military mindset as my own and
planted the first seeds of my activist awakening.
When I graduated from high school, many of my graduating class enlisted in the
military. I instead worked odd jobs for a few years--waiting tables, bartending, and working
for a contract electrician crew--before taking out student loans to complete an undergraduate
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degree from a small, regional university in Oklahoma. Having temporal distance from
formal education for a while gave me a new appreciation for it; having to work two part time
jobs in addition to borrowing money to finish my undergraduate degree gave me a new
appreciation for the financial barriers to education. After graduating, I took a year off before
starting a master’s program in English, and while my job search that year was constrained
geographically, it was disappointing to find a dearth of employment opportunities available
to me with a bachelor’s degree. I wound up working low-income jobs in the same retail and
restaurant industries I had worked in before my undergraduate education. My class
consciousness grew.
It was also during these years that several key events occurred that would deepen my
aversion to American militarism and commitment to activism. In the middle of my
undergraduate degree, the September 11 attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade
Center occurred. The United States’ responses, first in an ill-defined mission in Afghanistan
and later through the 2003 invasion of Iraq, reminded me of my family’s personal
experiences with the negative effects of war and militarism. I subsequently gravitated toward
Democratic politics, then anti-war organizations. These commitments concretized during
my Master’s degree at the University of Arkansas, where I volunteered for the campaigns of
several local and national candidates, including John Kerry in 2004. It was also during these
years that I had my first encounter with campus organizers for United Students Against
Sweatshops. While I did not at that time become actively involved in the organization, I
admired the ways they used local organizing efforts in the service of larger national and
international goals.
While completing my graduate degree at Arkansas, I also interacted with political
thinkers and social theorists who connected some of the seemingly disparate parts of my
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own experiences to global patterns in ways that helped me better understand the various
networks involved. In particular, thanks to a reading group sponsored by a local chapter of
the Young Communist League, I found writers who engaged with political economy and the
history of race, capitalism, and colonialism to offer compelling arguments for how we as a
society arrived at the current state of affairs increasingly defined by war, economic inequality,
and social injustice based on identities of race, gender, and sexual orientation. I thought of
my family’s origins, of the struggle I had financing my education, of the lack of job
opportunities after my undergraduate education. Through all of this existed an awareness of
that fact that, despite my struggles, I still enjoyed the comparative privileges of my skin and
gender.
I took a couple years off after defending my Master’s thesis. From 2007-2009, I
worked a technical writing job for an architecture and engineering firm, the majority of
whose clients were big box retailers. While on the job, I witnessed numerous corporate
business practices that were arguably illegal and decidedly unethical: labor abuses,
environmental regulations ignored or avoided even while the corporation was dressing itself
up in a green veneer of sustainability. It felt immoral; I felt immoral working there. I
wanted to dismantle it. And it was during these two years that I deepened my conviction to
do something to counterbalance what I saw, and still see, as profit-motive driven abuses of
capitalism.
I decided to pursue a doctoral degree in English with a focus on social theory,
hoping that in some way I could use research, education, and the affordances of a campus
environment to work for social justice causes. After all, it was partly through my own
experiences in higher education that I became critically engaged and politically active. With
that being the case, one of the first things I did upon moving to Kentucky in the fall of 2009
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to start a PhD program was look for leftist activist groups. Partially, I wanted to find folks
with whom I could do some meaningful work, and another, perhaps equally important goal
for me, was to find a community of like-minded individuals with whom I could build
friendships and continue to grow in my understanding of political theory and praxis. I
found a group called the University of Kentucky Socialist Student Union (SSU), whose
politics seemed to be in the right place and who were involved in local issues. And it was at
a SSU sponsored picnic in the summer of 2012 that I first met Alli Sehon and Will Emmons,
who were involved in reinvigorating a United Students Against chapter on UK’s campus.
On the academic side of this equation, during my coursework in the doctoral
program, newly hired professors in what would eventually become the Department of
Writing, Rhetoric, and Digital Studies at Kentucky began offering graduate seminars in
English. While I had come to the school to study literature and social theory, graduate
seminars in rhetoric with Drs. Adam Banks, Jenny Rice, and Vershawn Young introduced
me to the work of scholars who studied public discourse, technology, embodied
performance, and social movements from a rhetorical perspective. Given my life
experiences and my impetus to work for a more just future, the discussions happening in the
field of rhetoric and composition were--and remain--compelling and vital for me in ways
discussions in literary criticism often lacked. In particular, the work of scholars who were
open about their political convictions and viewed their own research as an important part of
the advancement of true democracy and egalitarian principles appealed to me. Rhetoric and
composition seemed to hold the promise of marrying my vocation with my avocation--in
research, in the classroom, in the activist circles in which I wished to work. As I took these
graduate seminars and continued working and talking with activists, the complex rhetorical
work they were putting into practice through activist performance began to show me praxis
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of many of the theories I was reading for my coursework. Of specific interest were the ways
in which being a part of USAS became crucial, embodied aspects of folks’ lived experiences
while completing their degrees: USAS and activism became for us an identity that
influenced the way we lived our lives. Through working with USAS and other activist
groups, these activists--including myself--had created for ourselves a community, a
counterpublic, a place where, as Nancy Fraser (1992) writes, we “invent and circulate
counter discourses to formulate oppositional interpretations of [our] identities, interests, and
needs” (123). Activism and its associated counterpublic subject positions gave us a place
where we felt seen, even as it gave us a refined way of seeing. Just as my academic studies of
rhetoric had given me a place within the academy to feel at home theoretically, activist
groups gave me a place to feel at home in application of that theory. My studies and activist
work combined to inform my identity.
Ultimately then, my journey as an activist and scholar continues to develop and
change today. It has been the result of myriad networks: my upbringing in an army family,
my experience working hard for next to nothing during the time before and after my
undergraduate education, my political and theoretical development as a student, my
dissatisfaction with American politics at home and abroad, and the awareness that through
all of this that my own experiences--as trying as they occasionally have been--are in many
ways nevertheless much better than the experiences of folks who do not have the privilege
of light skin, of being cisgendered, of being from a family that did not have to worry about
food or housing security. As a way to give my life meaning as well as a way to give back to
the world around me, I have resolved to use the privileges I have to build toward something
better--for me, for my students, for my friends, colleagues, and comrades, for people I may
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never meet but whose lives and liberation is still inextricable from my own due to economic
and structural conditions into which we were born.
In many if not most lines of this project, I employ an authorial distance from my
case examples that affords me an ethos accepted and often expected in scholarly discourse.
There are many affordances such positioning from one’s subject matter provides, and it is
because of these benefits that I often adopt such a scholarly distance. Even so, there are
moments during my exploration of these activists’ stories that do not allow me to claim
impartiality. To do so, for me to even think that such a position of objectivity were possible
at all times when dealing with the personal and the political, would be an act of deception on
my part, toward either my audience or myself. Since I respect both of these too much to
engage in pretense, I approach these examples of activism from the point of view of one
who considers himself a fellow scholar alongside most of my readership and an activist, one
who stands in solidarity with the workers and activists who fight for more equitable
economic conditions. Indeed, there were several occasions during the 2012-2015 United
Students Against Sweatshops campaigns where I was in attendance--at weekly meetings, at
letter drops to or meetings with administrators. Here too, just as with a seemingly objective
scholarly stance, there are affordances that accompany being mindful and open with my
biases, my vested interest in the long history of class struggle, workers’ rights, and social
justice movements for women, minorities, and non-heteronormative ways of experiencing
the world. In these instances, I cannot forget that the stories of these activists often overlap
considerably with my own story, that by exploring their rhetoric, their identities and
strategies, I am also exploring my own.
My goal with this assemblage of data is not to present an exhaustive argument about
either activism or the United Students Against Sweatshops organization, nor do I aim to
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document every moment from the four campaigns on UK’s campus during these years. In
bringing together these oral histories with archival material, I do not mean to present a
monolithic argument about the way USAS or student activists view themselves or the world,
and I do not strive to present “activist” as an identity category defined by essentialism. Even
within the small sample size of activists organizing with USAS between the years of 20122015, there are complex networks at play that shape identity and define agency, and in the
process of focusing on the “activist” nodes of those networks, I aim not to marginalize the
other identities that surely factor into personhood. Rather, I find my scholarly disposition
strongly influenced by Jacqueline Jones Royster’s Traces in a Stream (2000). As Royster makes
clear, there are often affordances and insights that come from acknowledging and working
from one’s own vested interest in a topic. In this project, analyzing the rhetorical, historical,
and ideological aspects of USAS as an organization combines with my own convictions and
experiences as an activist. The end result, I hope, provides insights into organizational
strategy and individual identity performances that would perhaps prove more difficult to
arrive at without an insider’s perspective.

Reciprocity: Giving Back to USAS
The first and most immediate way in which this project shows reciprocity with USAS
is through its documentation. Within the oral history project and indeed the dissertation
itself are captured many moments of activist performance that might be of use to future
organizers. Because of the transience of student populations, many instances of social
justice work vanish irretrievably into the chasm of time and generational forgetfulness. The
stories told herein preserve the lived experiences of activists in a way that hopefully
contributes to the ongoing cultural memory of USAS activism in general and activism at the
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University of Kentucky in particular. Toward that end, this dissertation, including the
transcripts of the oral history project found in Appendix A, will be shared with current
members of UK’s ongoing USAS chapter--now called Students Against Social Injustice
(SASI). Furthermore, my dissertation will also appear in related searches through the
ProQuest Dissertations database, making it accessible to yet unknown researchers and
activists in the future.
USAS is a theoretically sophisticated group of activists. This sophistication likely
comes as no surprise to anyone who has done community organizing or activist work in a
non-academic sense: organizations and activists who dedicated their time and energies to
movement goals often have a strong, even if intuitive, grasp of the theories that underpin the
work they perform. What is more, activists often have hands-on experience within a
movement and can speak from practical experience regarding what works or falls short in
terms of public discourse and persuasion, in terms of tactics and strategies. Additionally,
activists who identify as inheritors of a tradition or legacy of public activist work often find
within those legacies wisdom from previous generations. This inherited wisdom allows
contemporary activists to practice what Henry Jenkins, et al have called collective intelligence
in an intergenerational way. 13 Activists are students of history, of rhetoric already. It is
indeed as Dana Cloud affirms in her in-depth examination of union organization strategies
and militancy within Boeing’s union, the International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers, through narratives and activities, dissident voices can create “an unruly
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In the MacArthur Foundation funded white paper, Confronting the Challenges of Participatory
Culture: Media Education for the 21st Century, Jenkins et. al. define media literacy skills crucial
for educating the next generation of students. Among the eleven new media literacy skills listed
is collective intelligence: “the ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with others toward a
common goal” (6).
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public sphere to contest the terms of their own lives” (We Are the Union, x). And in doing so,
they can display extraordinary political savvy.
With inherited traditions and inherited knowledge come certain modes of agitation,
strategies of intervention, many of which remain useful and vital from protest to protest,
action to action, campaign to campaign. Even so, because rhetorical acts are always
historically situated, and because many of the rhetorical strategies activists borrow from past
movements wind up being divorced from their original historical context, some of the tactics
used by activists can be less effective in contemporary iterations than they were in their
original moment.
Consider for example the tactic and strategy of mass incarceration. In its original
implementations during the civil rights movements of the 1950s and 1960s, the tactic of
intentional self-sacrifice and arrest achieved two important goals: to create the rhetorical
spectacle of the arrest and associated abuses, and to simultaneously overwhelm local systems
of jails to create an economic incentive for city leaders to intervene and capitulate to
movement demands.14 Many subsequent movements that have inherited the protest
traditions of the 1950s and 1960s attempt to use this tactic to this day.15 However, in most
instances, protestors being arrested might succeed in creating a spectacle--in garnering
attention, for good or ill. However, the protestors often forego (or are unaware of) the
second goal of the tactic--the economic component that helped make the tactic a salient one
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This tactic was used with marked effect in Birmingham in 1963, when the Southern Christian
Leadership Council used non-violent, direct action as a tactic to overcrowd the prisons with
protestors in order to persuade city leaders to engage in meaningful dialogue.
15
Contemporary examples of self-sacrifice through incarceration abound. For example, this
strategy was recently employed in a student-led campaign for fossil fuel divestment at Yale. For
more, see Whitford (2018).
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for big picture strategy: overrunning prison systems to the point of material collapse in order
to incentivize dialogue.
Not every movement is unaware of historical context, historical exigence, or
overarching strategy when planning actions, of course. And in many instances, simply
showing fealty to a protest tradition of the past is itself important movement activity, as
doing so can help provide an interpretive framework and meaning for a movement, lending
it seeming legitimacy even as it builds identity. Honoring protest traditions can inspire and
build momentum and solidarity, as activists come to know themselves as players in a much
larger, grander struggle for social justice. In this way, we activists become a part of a
continuous historical process, that proverbial long arc that bends towards justice. Even so,
(re)enacting movement strategies simply because they are a part of a longer historical
tradition can paradoxically fall prey to a static kind of conservatism, even when the goals of a
group or movement strives to achieve are progressive. One benefit of this project to USAS
and other activist groups, then, will be to provide a theoretical insight into the rhetorical
efficacy of some inherited modes of protest, particularly when it comes to considering the
constraints and affordances of such identity-based inheritances.
Building on these insights, and in a similar vein, the research I here present has the
potential to lend insights into the design of new methods of rhetorical intervention that draw
from historical modes of protest but nevertheless have the power to shift cultural narratives
in a way that increases their rhetorical impact. By examining the tools of protest and
highlighting their usefulness as rhetorical tactics themselves a part of a larger campaign
strategy, I hope to point toward options and new methods for interrupting, contributing to,
and reframing public discourse. If it is true what Barthes writes in Mythologies, and I believe it
is, that cultural narratives that are born of a second order semiological system--what he calls
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myths--are all-pervasive in discourse, then the best way of combating discursive cultural
structures is by mindfully creating alternate discursive structures of our own: “mything the
myth,” in Barthes’s words. Similarly, examining effective uses of what Gwendolyn Pough
calls “spectacle” and what Kevin DeLuca calls “image events” can lend insight into nonlinguistic methods of gaining agency and advancing movement goals.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, this project’s examination of activist identity
construction and performance might open the door for a new way of thinking about leftist
activism. Often in movements of the past, left-leaning activists overlooked the importance
of individual identity. Many of the labor-driven Leftist movements of the past erased
important aspects of identity in favor of class politics.16 Many leftists, myself included, are
aware of the ways liberal conceptions of identity and identity politics can work against
growing a movement, how primarily focusing on the dozens of things that make folks
different can blind us to the hundreds of commonalities and common causes we share. By
writing on identity and suggesting these notions could be instructive to the activist Left, I do
not mean to detract from important critiques of liberal notions of identity. Instead, I intend
to offer a Burkean both/and as an alternative to an either/or, an approach I hope offers
identity as a crucial, indispensable aspect of persuasion, of organizing, of building movement
solidarity, even while acknowledging that the reverse can often be true: that identity can be
used to both build or undermine solidarity, can deconstruct class as a bridge uniting different
communities, even as it emphasizes other categories around which oppression occurs.
I view this dissertation itself as an activist performance, a multifaceted artifact that
seeks to enhance activists’ knowledge of rhetorical situations, even as seriously engaging the
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Insightful discussions of the erasure of gender and race in the interests of class identity are
presented in Robin D. G. Kelly’s Hammer and Hoe (1990) and Cornel West’s Prophesy
Deliverance! (1982).
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thoughts and strategies of the activists with whom I work enriches my own knowledge,
enhances my own conception of the work we do. My hope is to do right by both of my key
audiences: the scholars who hold my feet to fire to help me grow and the activists who do
the same. This project is an act of what USAS recognizes as crucial to movement success:
solidarity.

How This Dissertation is Structured
To delve into the performance of self-claimed identities and how they constitute
movement activity, I begin in chapter two by reviewing the scholarship in the field of
rhetoric and composition regarding social movements. Beginning with the early, post World
War II work of Leland Griffin (1952), I show how the first theories of social movements in
the discipline were concerned with diachronic and synchronic historicization of the most
visible works from a movement: the speeches and pamphlets produced by movement
leaders. This historical analysis is furthered by scholars such as Franklyn S. Haiman (1967)
and Robert L. Scott and Donald K. Smith (1969), who further work toward establishing
rhetorical approaches to social movement scholarship--approaches that held the potential to
eventually give serious academic consideration to issues of embodiment and identity. Even
so, I go on to suggest that subsequent dominance of social movement theory in the field by
Herbert Simons lead to a sociological consideration of movements that moved the field away
from a foundationally rhetorical theory. Chapter two concludes with a review of some of
the postmodern movement theorists, such as Robert Cathcart, Michael Calvin McGee, and
Kevin DeLuca, whose work in the 1980s and 1990s began to reassert rhetoric’s primacy in
movement theory.
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Chapter three examines the ways in which identities are rhetorically constructed.
Drawing from the oral history interviews I conducted with United Students Against
Sweatshops organizers, this chapter shows the ways that the identity marker of activist
functions dialectically, simultaneously building solidarity within a movement and giving
movement constituents a sense of belonging by allowing them to tap into cultural narratives
associated with that identity category.
The fourth chapter of this project continues to examine the ways that identities and
their performances contribute to social movements with a particular focus on spectacle and
embodiment. Expanding upon the work of Phaedra Pezzullo (2007) and Gwendolyn Pough
(2004), this chapter takes examples from the USAS oral history project and actions from
various campus campaigns to argue that activists leverage spectacle to claim agency within a
movement, and these spectacles themselves help constitute an activist identity. Further, the
embodied aspects of performing an activist identity are shown to play significant roles in
building a movement and achieving its goals.
Chapter five considers social movement activity in online spaces. Taking examples
from online movements, this chapter posits that the same movement-building aspects of
identity performance and spectacle that occur in an embodied sense offline reiterate
themselves through social media. Drawing on Jeff Rice’s theory of suggestion (2013)--a
method of tracing networks without interpreting them as a way of understanding how
meaning is generated--I here propose that the networked aspects of identity performance
that are present in many moments of activist performance are foregrounded in meaningful
ways once activist bodies are re/presented within digital environments.
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Chapter Two: Theories of Social Movements
Beginnings
To frame the contribution this oral history project and dissertation make to the
rhetorical study of social movements, a bit of background on social movement theory is in
order. Here and in the sections that follow, I trace the development of social movement
theory in the field of rhetoric: from early scholars approaching social movements as evidence
of psychological maladjustment (cited in Garner 1997), to researchers who offered the
beginnings of a rhetorical approach to movements (Griffin 1952, Haiman 1964, Scott &
Smith 1969), to scholars borrowing from sociology to build rhetorical theories (Simons
1970), to the postmodern turn in rhetorical theory in the 1980s which moved towards a
theory more firmly grounded in rhetoric (Cathcart 1972, 1978, 1980, 1983; McGee 1980;
DeLuca 1999). I present this history at length to show how the arc of scholarship becomes
grounded in a disciplinary tradition that is nuanced and sophisticated yet often ignores the
contributions of identity performances, spectacle, and embodiment to a movement.
Sustained academic study of social movements in the United States did not really
begin until after World War II, and the roughly seven decades since have produced copious
case studies and theories of social movements. It is neither the purpose nor the scope of
this dissertation to attempt an exhaustive representation all of the scholarship produced in
various fields over this time span. Yet even with such a disclaimer in place, I can gesture to
the beginning of social movement theory in the post-war period.
The first field to develop a body of knowledge that sought to explain social
movements was social psychology. According to American sociologist Roberta Garner in an
article that traces the development of social movement study, around the end of World War
II social psychologists, and shortly thereafter, sociologists themselves, strove to explain
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collective behavior using psychoanalytic theory (Garner 11). The approach to research of
social movements that gained the most popularity during these early years came to be known
as classical collective behavior theory, a term coined by Robert Park (Garner 13). Steven
Buechler describes classical collective behavior theory in Social Movements in Advanced
Capitalism, where he states that these theorists approached collective behavior as inherently
irrational. For early scholars of classical collective behavior theory, there was no distinction
in terms of motivation between angry mobs, rioters, or counterpublics organized into a
social movement. All of these were products of irrational psychology consisting of
collections of individuals who had failed to assimilate to status quo oriented society. In
short, classical collective behavior theory posits that it is only the maladjusted or easily duped
who constitute social movements.
By the time the civil rights, countercultural, and liberation movements of the 1950s
and 1960s began stirring, the inadequacy of classical collective behavior theory to explain
sustained, goal-oriented collective action became obvious to movement scholars. Rather
than irrational psychology giving birth to unpredictable action, the emerging social
movements were coordinated, sustained, and often worked within the system to foment
reform as often as they worked outside of it. Concomitant with these new social movements
was a new generation of psychologists, sociologists and rhetoricians who, rather than
attempting to explain collective action on the basis of irrationality, took the goals and
strategies of social movements and their participants seriously. Here, then, is a shift in
thinking about collective action: whereas classical collective behavior theorists explained
collective behavior in terms of irrationality on the part of individual participants, the
emerging scholar of social movements believed in the possibility of rational intent in
collective action. And with rationality as a presumptive starting point, new emerging
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theories sought not to explain why individuals might engage in collective action but rather to
explain how these collectivities went about achieving their stated goals.

Rhetorical Approaches to Social Movements: Early Theories in the Field
Though the study of social movements had its beginning in the fields of psychology
and sociology, the study of groups and collective action also has deep roots in the discipline
of rhetoric.17 In rhetorical studies, sustained discussion of social movements began in the
early 1950s in a conversation housed within the pages of the Quarterly Journal of Speech. Much
of the early theory on collective movements focused predominantly on movement literature
and, especially, on publicly visible speeches delivered by movement leaders. Scholars
discussing post-war collective action largely used traditional definitions of rhetoric and
Aristotelian approaches to analyze it. These early rhetorical scholars of social movements,
using traditional approaches, created valuable work and interesting categorical and
methodological approaches to movement study. However, as many would discover by the
end of the 1960s, many of the cultural values inherent within traditional conceptions of
public discourse and its analysis fall short in their ability to account for many of the
emerging forms of social protest.
A traditional focus and approach, favoring “rational” discourse and deliberation
models made sense within the context of the U.S. academy in the 1950s in general and
within the Quarterly Journal of Speech in particular. Published through the National
Communication Association, the Quarterly Journal of Speech was--and to this day is--one of the
leading journals in the field of rhetorical communications. As such, and within that
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In tracing the history of social movement study in the field of rhetoric, Image Politics by Kevin
DeLuca proved an invaluable resource. Much of my own review of the literature here follows his
example.
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historical context, the focus and scope of the journal in the 1950s differ considerably from
contemporary publications within the same journal. Part of this difference is attributable to
a shift in disciplinary focus and an increasing specialization within the field of
communication. Yet a perhaps more interesting reason for the shift in content published
over a sixty-year span in the journal stems from how it has historically approached and
defined rhetoric. Under the “Aim & Scope” tab on the website of the Quarterly Journal of
Speech, editors clearly note,

QJS publishes original scholarship and book reviews that take a rhetorical
approach to diverse texts, discourses, and cultural practices through which
public beliefs, norms, identities, institutions, affects, and actions are
constituted, empowered, enacted, and circulated. Rhetorical scholarship
traverses and mobilizes many different intellectual, archival, disciplinary, and
political vectors, traditions, and methods, and QJS seeks to honor and
engage such differences. (“Aims & Scope”)
This excerpt is telling, mirroring much of the academy’s 21st century emphasis on
interdisciplinarity and openness to non-traditional epistemologies. Indeed, a subsequent
paragraph on the same page reiterates this commitment when it refers to “rhetoric’s broad
purview” while affirming the journal’s commitment to “writing that maps new frontiers”
(“Aims & Scope”).
Even so, at the time of the publication of the article that most scholars cite as the
beginning of sustained study of social movements in rhetoric--Leland M. Griffin’s “The
Rhetoric of Historical Movements” (1952)--most articles in The Quarterly Journal of Speech were
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firmly rooted in the classical Western tradition of rhetoric.18 Appearing alongside Griffin’s
article were other pieces predominantly concerned with aspects of oral communication such
as elocution, analyses of famous speeches or speakers, or analyses on the technique of
interpreting texts through oral recitation. This publication context provides insights. First,
historically situating Griffin’s essay allows us to better understand his tight focus in what he
considered movement activity: Coming from a rhetorical tradition which at the time
valorized oration, it is understandable that he focused on the most recognizable, most
visible, most easily legitimized aspects of a movement, mainly speeches and movement
literature. Secondly, it is easy with over half a century of distance and insight born of that
difference to overlook the critical intervention Griffin makes with this article. Even though
in hindsight, future scholars at times find fault with the limitations of the taxonomy of
movement study Griffin proposes, Griffin indeed presents a compelling argument for a
specifically rhetorical approach to the study of social movements.
Broadly speaking, the aim of Griffin’s essay is twofold: First, he wishes to legitimize
the study of what he calls “historical movements” for a field of rhetorical scholars. And
second, part and parcel of the first, he offers a framework for a critical rhetorical
methodology for movement study. Within this framework, he attempts to codify what
rhetorical study of movements could look like. He argues that it is the movement scholar’s
task to “isolate the rhetorical movement within the matrix of the historical moment” (10). In
short, he argues that our approaches to movement study should be historicized. And this
move--towards historicization--is certainly one that would help lend legitimacy to movement
study at the time by lending it an air of objectivity through historical accuracy and

Charles Morris and Stephen Howard Browne (2006) note that Griffin is “widely considered to
have pioneered the study of movements from a rhetorical perspective” (7).
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empiricism. After establishing the importance of historicization of movement rhetoric,
Griffin offers a chronological method for collecting data on a movement. More specifically,
he suggests that every movement be considered in three stages: inception, crisis, and
consummation. Within each of these three stages, two types of rhetoricians could be studied:
“aggressor orators and journalists” who actively build or destroy movement goals and
“defendant rhetoricians,” who resist reform and defend institutions (11). Griffin writes that
critics of movements should pay mind to “individual as well as collective acts of utterance”
(13) with an ultimate goal of discovering “the rhetorical pattern inherent in the movement
selected for investigation” (13).
Griffin’s essay sets a precedent for scholars of rhetoric to study social movements in
a serious, systematized way. The methodology he outlines therein helped fuel the inquiry of
movement scholars over the following decade. Even so, while he argues for an approach to
movement study that Charles Morris and Stephen Howard Browne (2006) have suggested
broadens “the rhetorical critic’s traditional emphasis on speakers to include larger and more
complex sets of social phenomenon,” (7) Griffin’s essay still concludes with a justification
for the study of social movements that focuses mostly on the orators and oratory of
movement leaders. To be sure, he writes that his suggested methodological approach to
movement study--the goal of which is to discern rhetorical patterns over time--is beneficial
not because of insights into larger rhetorical social phenomenon but rather because it will
allow for new insights into, and appreciation of, orators (14).19 My point here is not to
disparage the value of studying public oration, or to suggest that attention to these moments
cannot lend to insights about the culture and society that created them. Instead, I aim to

Concluding with the benefits of his methodology, Griffin writes, “we may come to a more acute
appreciation of the significance of the historically insignificant speaker, the minor orator who, we
may find, is often the true fountainhead of the moving flood of ideas and words” (14).
19
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situate the “founding father” of the rhetorical study of social movements within a tradition
of rhetorical criticism that favors certain modalities of rhetoric, resulting in the overlooking
of small-scale movement activity that is nevertheless essential to establishing movement
cohesion, solidarity, and identity. Notably missing in these approaches are the ways that
identity and the bodies within any given movement themselves constitute and give life to the
movement, thereby becoming crucial parts of movement activity.
As the 1950s gave way to the 1960s, the nature of social protest and movements
changed considerably. The ongoing struggles for civil rights in communities of color,
resistance struggles against gender-based oppression, anti-war protests, the push for student
rights, and 1960s countercultural movements of all stripes appeared with increasing
regularity. These (re)new(ed) struggles and movements enacted myriad new strategies: sit ins,
strategic mass incarceration, large-scale mobilizations married with economic incentives,
public incineration of symbols of oppression. With the prevalence of these new modes of
dissent came the academic realization of the inadequacy of existing methods of social
movement study. Whereas much of the rhetorical tradition at the time focused on public
address--either in oration or in print--much of the persuasive force of these emerging or
reinvigorated social movements came not exclusively from speeches or movement literature
but rather from confrontation and breach of social decorum: in short, from rhetorical
phenomena that fall outside of movement literature and oration.
Scholars of rhetoric at the time became attuned to these shifts, as is shown in
Franklyn S. Haiman’s “The Rhetoric of the Streets: Some Legal and Ethical Considerations”
(1967) and Robert L. Scott and Donald K. Smith’s “The Rhetoric of Confrontation” (1969).
The former of these two primarily concerns itself with an examination of the legal and
ethical ramifications of direct action protests, what Griffin disparages as “body rhetoric” that
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is nothing more than the “holding of a gun at the head” of the presumptive primary
audience (“New Left” 127). Therein, Haiman provides keen insight into the strategies and
tactics of 1960s social movements. While still adhering to classical notions of what should
be considered persuasion and rhetoric--Haiman uses scare quotes when describing the
“rhetoric” of sit ins, burning draft cards, and mass marches--he nevertheless points toward
the need in the field for legitimate consideration of embodied action as a kind of persuasion.
He writes specifically, when addressing questions of scale in social protest, that a march of
500 decidedly does not convey the same message as does a march of 5,000 (22).20 This
realization, combined with Haiman’s serious consideration and occasional defense of
unorthodox means of social protest, evince an emerging consciousness of embodied
rhetoric, even as it implicitly acknowledges the inadequacy of classical rhetorical theory to
fully explicate the persuasive power of contemporary movements.
The task of reevaluating the effectiveness of traditional models and theories of social
movement rhetoric was also taken up by Robert L. Scott and Donald K. Smith, again in the
Quarterly Journal of Speech, a couple years later in “The Rhetoric of Confrontation” (1969).
While much of this article parses out categorizations and motivations for radical modes of
social protest,21 the concluding passages specifically note that emerging styles of protest and
the confrontational rhetoric they employ “poses new problems for rhetorical theory”
because they do not depend upon “the presuppositions of civility and rationality” that
underpin traditional theories of public discourse. And even though the essay concludes with
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Haiman here invokes the theory of Marshall McLuhan, noting that the medium of social protest
is inextricable from its message. For more, see Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man.
21
Scott and Smith never offer a precise definition of what qualifies as “radical” in their article, but
given the examples of radical protest they use--mainly those drawn from Black Power and
Student Power movements--readers can assume the authors label as radical anything that
questions the status quo in a modality other than a public speech or written address.
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a parting shot at activists, decrying many tactics used by disenfranchised people as
“grotesque, childish posturings” (34), it nevertheless seems genuine in its calls for serious
consideration of activist’s rhetorical moves. To more fully understand the motivations and
possible responses, Scott and Smith believe, scholars will need to create a broader base for
rhetorical theory by accounting for the “symbolic transactions” between protesters and the
establishment.
We can see a definite shift in the scholarship in the dozen or so years between
Griffin’s foundational “The Rhetoric of Historical Movements” and scholarship of the late
1960s by scholars such as Haiman, Scott and Smith. Whereas the former was interested in
creating a framework for critical methodology through which to better understand
movement activity in the form of oration, a second generation of rhetorical scholars of social
movements begin to focus on the ways Aristotelian approaches to movement study,
designed for “rational discourse” in the public sphere, seems inadequate to theorize
emerging forms of movement activity. This momentum towards a more expansive theory of
rhetorical study of movements nevertheless seems to dissipate in the coming decade, as
many rhetorical scholars once again turn their focus away from study of embodied or
confrontational actions and once again fixate on the rhetoric of movement leaders.
At the forefront of the of movement scholarship moving into the 1970s was Herbert
W. Simons. In many ways, Simons would dedicate most of the next 30 years of his
scholarship to creating a broad base for rhetorical theory when approaching social
movements. However, due to the way Simons structures his interdisciplinary approach,
giving priority to theories borrowed from sociology, his most influential work veers away
from the promise of a fully realized rhetorical theory of social movements.
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Without a doubt, through the 1980s, Simons’s work establishes itself as the most
influential on movement theory within the discipline of rhetoric. In recounting this
influence, later movement scholar Kevin Michael DeLuca singles out Simons’s approach to
social movements, despite borrowing heavily from sociology, as “the dominant paradigm in
the discipline of rhetoric” (27). DeLuca attributes this influence to what he calls Simons’s
“pride of place” within several important publications: a special issue on social movements
published by the Central States Speech Journal in 1981, the Handbook of Rhetorical and
Communication Theory (1984), and another special issue on social movement theory, this time
assembled by Communication Studies in 1991 (DeLuca 27). Yet before all of the work Simons
contributed to influential collections, he established his pedigree by taking part in the now
long-running discussion in the Quarterly Journal of Speech with the publication of
“Requirements, Problems, and Strategies: A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements”
(1970).
As one might surmise from the title, Simons here presents a framework for studying
dissimilar social movements according to common attributes: the requirements a movement
must fulfill, the problems it will face in doing so, and finally, strategies that might be
available to movement leaders. Simons laments that the “standard tools of rhetorical
criticism” for social movement study are “designed for microscopic analysis of particular
speeches” and are therefore “ill-suited for unraveling the complexity of discourse in social
movements” (35). With such shortcomings of traditional rhetorical approaches to social
movements in mind, Simons seems on first glance to be devoted to creating an approach to
movement theory that is inherently rhetorical. And it appears he strives to build the broader
base for rhetorical study of movement activity that Scott and Smith called for in the same
journal but a few months previous. Even so, rather than attempting to build a rhetorical
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theory of social movements from the ground up, Simons instead quite understandably
imports theories for movement study from the sociological traditions of his time.22 In the
process of building such an interdisciplinary movement theory for rhetoric, Simons argues
that “the rhetoric of a movement must follow, in a general way, from the very nature of
movements” (emphasis in original, 36). In other words, Simons’s believes that sociological
examination of the structure of movements will lend insights into the means of persuasion
available to movement rhetors.
To a certain extent, this notion is accurate, and this approach is something akin to
what rhetoricians have long done when they think of constraints and affordances provided
by a rhetorical situation. Even so, there are at least two main features of this essay, features
built upon in his later work, that impede the fuller realization of a rhetorical approach to
social movements. First, Simons relegates rhetoric--a movement’s strategies and design
choices--to a secondary role, giving primacy to a sociological explanation of movement
structure. To put it differently, rather than suggesting a rhetorical understanding of how
movements are born and shaped, Simons instead uses rhetoric to tack one more layer onto
movement theory borrowed from sociology. This relegation of the role of rhetoric is shown
explicitly when Simons writes that the rhetoric of a movement “must follow” the nature of
movements as explicated by sociology. It is precisely this emphasis on the structure of a
movement as the most important consideration that leads DeLuca to characterize the body
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To conceptualize social movements, Simons draws heavily from the work of sociologists and
social psychologists: for general terms and concepts, he cites Carl A. Dawson and Warner E.
Gettys’s An Introduction to Sociology (1935); for a definition of what constitutes a social
movement, he cites Neil J. Smelser’s Theory of Collective Behavior (1962) and Ralph H. Turner
and Lewis M. Killian’s Collective Behavior (1957); for categorization of kinds of movements,
Simons cites Herbert Blumer’s essay “Social Movements,” which appeared in New Outline of the
Principles of Sociology; to codify the structure of social movements, he draws from the work of
sociologists Kurt and Gladys Lang and Sheldon Messinger’s essay on organizational structures
published in the American Sociological Review (1955).
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of Simons’s work as a study in organizational communication (16, 28). Such a focus--on the
structure of a movement as a primary consideration--positions Simons’s work to deemphasize movement rhetoric, and when such rhetoric is examined, it is usually only that of
movement leaders. In this way, Simons moves rhetorical study of movements away from
embodied and confrontational rhetorical performances suggested as important by scholars
like Haiman, and Scott and Smith and back to the familiar discursive grounds of oration and
movement literature.
A second feature of Simons’s work that keeps it from fully realizing a rhetorical
theory of social movements is its leader-centric focus. This feature, growing out of the
organizational-communication approach to movement study, takes as its main point of
rhetorical inquiry the most visible actions of movement leaders. Again, Simons makes no
secret of this, noting in his 1970 essay that he examines rhetorical processes “from the
perspective of a leader of a movement” (43). With the context of the historical moment-and certainly within the pages of the Quarterly Journal of Speech from that period--this focus
made perfect sense. Coming off 15 years of movement scholarship that took as its artifacts
almost exclusively the most visible texts created by a movement, and approaching
movements from a traditional Aristotelian framework of rational discourse, it is easy to
understand why Simons’s approach favored the examination of the rhetoric of movement
leaders. And to be sure, the conceptualization of social movements born of an
organizational approach all but begs a scholar to valorize the most visible aspects of
movements as the most significant kind of movement activity. However, by taking this
organizational communication approach and focusing almost exclusively on the work of
movement leaders, Simons’s approach fails to account for the ways that social movements
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are shot through with other moments ripe for rhetorical consideration---from inception to
action to day-to-day activity.
The arc and success of Simons’s scholarship should compel us to consider for a
moment the kinds of insights one can draw from consideration of artifacts exclusively
composed of the rhetoric of movement leaders. Considered diachronically, in accordance
with Griffith’s theory, such examinations afford one insights into the ways a public face of
movement--its strategies or tactics--have developed over time. Such study can provide one
with notions of what a movement’s goals are, what drives it, what if any objectives it might
have, an understanding of its logic. Similarly, when supplemented with insights from a
sociological tradition, a leader-centric approach to movement study can give one an idea of
how the structure of a movement succeeds or fails in gathering and marshaling its resources
(resource mobilization theory), or how movement leaders frame their own values within the
dominant discourses of a moment (frame theory). Such approaches have created and still do
create insights that are helpful and instructive. Now, consider aspects of movement rhetoric
that are absent or overlooked from study with an organizational communication and leadercentric approach. Left out of this picture are insights into why individual members who are
not in leadership roles chose to align themselves with a historical movement. Similarly,
loosely defined collectives that do not neatly map to an identifiable organizational structure
might not be considered movements at all. Relatedly, leader-centric approaches to social
movement study pay no attention to individual acts of identity performance, often making
these performances invisible or, at best, diminishing them to a minor resource to be
mobilized, or not, by a movement leader. For example, I see little in the approach
documented in the work of Simons that would account for the way an activist in USAS
leverages her individual identity position as a student and as an activist to build alliances or
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further her school’s campaign. I suggest in this dissertation that such identity considerations
are important parts of movements and therefore important points to consider when studying
movements. Even so, rhetoric scholars by the late 1970s note another blind spot in Simon’s
approaches: they fail to account for changes in discourse consciousness--in the very way the
actions of an activist group change not only the ways that movement issues are framed but
also the way in which active participants’ identities are constructed through and with
discourse.

Languaging Strategies and Ideographic Analysis
Though their work did not hold prominence in the field of rhetoric in quite the same
way as did the scholarship of Herbert Simons, there are at least two other rhetorical scholars
writing during the 1970s and 1980s who strove to build a truly rhetorical theory of social
movements. In doing so, they hoped to remedy some of the blind spots present in Simons’s
theories. Whereas Simons used sociological theory as the foundation of his organizational
communication approach to movement study, Robert S. Cathcart and Michael Calvin
McGee forged a path to the study of social movements in a fundamentally different way.
Rather than perceiving and theorizing social movements as groups, organizations, or
collectives of people, Cathcart and McGee instead conceptualized movements as something
different all together. As later rhetorical movement scholar Kevin DeLuca has noted,
Cathcart’s definition of movements evolved over time in a series of four essays, published
over an eleven year span.23 Cathcart begins with an understanding that “movements are
essentially rhetorical” (“New Approaches” 86) and develops a belief that movements are a
ritualized conflict defined by confrontation (“Movements” 235”), before building to his
23

See Cathcart (1972, 1978, 1980, 1983).
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belief that movements consist of “symbolic transformations of reality affected by rhetorical
forms and languaging strategies” (“A Confrontation Perspective” 70). This evolving
definition begins with rhetoric at its core, and builds out from there over the years,
eventually occupying a place in which the key features of a movement are the acts and
effects of rhetorical worldbuilding.
In a similar vein, McGee too builds a theory of social movements that is
fundamentally rhetorical, and his split from the sociological tradition proves even more
pronounced than Cathcart’s. In a marked departure from previous, organizationally codified
ways of defining social movements, McGee writes of social movements not as moments in
time or as groups of people but rather as an organization of meaning. With the emphasis
firmly on the “movement” portion of social movements, McGee focuses on the creation of
meaning as the most important function of social movements, arguing that the phenomenon
of a movement is illusory and what scholars are left with to study are the ways movements
construct reality through discourse conventions (McGee “Social Movement” 115, 121).
Indeed, in response to critics who have stated that he and scholars such as Herbert Simons
are “looking at approximately the same phenomenon,” McGee argues that he sees “no
phenomenon at all, but only a series of words with meanings to be discovered and verified”
(123).24 In an essay published the same year (1980) called “The ‘Ideograph’: A Link Between
Rhetoric and Ideology,” McGee also describes how ideology manifests power rhetorically
through “high-order abstractions” he calls ideographs (15). These ideographs are “ordinarylanguage terms found in political discourse” and, taken together with other ideographs, work
rhetorically as linguistic units of meaning making (15). Examples of ideographs include

McGee reiterates and expands upon this point in a subsequent (1983) essay, “Social
Movement as Meaning.”
24
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abstract concepts that are ill-defined but nevertheless serve as a kind of shorthand for
ideological social values: concepts such as liberty, freedom of speech, or the rule of law. The
ideograph consequently becomes an important building block in McGee’s rhetorical theory
of how social movements are a collective generation of meaning. These collective
generations of meaning--a purely rhetorical conception of what movements fundamentally
are--gets picked up by DeLuca, who begins to bring bodies--or at least the images of them-back into consideration.

Images as Discursive Events
Using Cathcart and McGee’s work on the rhetorical dimensions of social
movements, DeLuca supplements it with the discourse analysis theory of Ernesto Laclau
and Chantal Mouffe. Specifically, DeLuca draws from Laclau and Mouffe’s notions of
articulation and antagonism to show how McGee’s ideographic analysis can be strengthened.
For Laclau and Mouffe, articulation is an attempt to “fix meaning and context” for a floating
signifier, while antagonisms show the impossibility of a totality of meaning (40).25 These
concepts, particularly antagonisms, become a useful part of understanding the discursive
turn in rhetorical study of social movement theory. Combining the discourse analysis of
Laclau and Mouffe with Cathcart and McGee’s languaging strategies and ideographic
analysis, DeLuca explores the way that electronically mediated images from social
movements produce what he calls “image events” that constitute tactical decisions aimed at
generating discursive change within the public sphere. “Image events,” he argues, “have
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In Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (1985), Laclau and Mouffe use discourse analysis to
develop Antonio Gramsci’s notion of hegemony. Just as Gramsci makes clear that cultural
hegemony is not a hermetically sealed totality, Laclau and Mouffe argue that totalizing tenets of
Marxism, such as class identity or the base/superstructure paradigm, are themselves incomplete
and therefore open to shifts in discursive constitution.
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tended not to be recognized as rhetorical acts working for social movement [...] because they
fall outside traditional definitions of rhetoric and social movement” as well as outside of
modernist notions of political action (59). Rather than targeting a politician or electoral
audience, image events instead often foment change radically, by contesting social norms
and deconstructing “the established naming of the world” (59).

Considering Image Events: Moving toward Embodiment
Just as I did above when considering Simons’s theories of social movements, I would
like to pause for a moment here to note constraints and affordances of these rhetorical
theories of social movements. A fundamentally rhetorical theory of social movements such
as the ones postulated by Cathcart, McGee, and DeLuca allows a critic to view social
movements as dynamic discursive structures. In addition to allowing one to articulate
theories of persuasion regarding how a movement functions, a rhetorical theory that sees
movements primarily as discursive phenomena allows one to examine the ways dominant
culture narratives can be altered through competing discourses within a multifaceted and
networked public sphere. These approaches to movements also carve out space in which
ideology and hegemony can be partially shown as constructs whose dominance is extended
rhetorically through discursive fields. Additionally, under rhetorical examination, what
constitutes movement activity is liberated from Simons’s sociological paradigm, allowing
previously underexplored elements of a movement--like the image event--to be explored as
important parts of movement activity. And importantly, these rhetorical approaches to the
study of social movements highlight opportunities for interventions in stubbornly calcified
conceptions of “human nature.” In short, the rhetorical approach to social movements
allows room for more movement and, thus, for more opportunities for change. Even so,
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some of the blind spots produced by Simons’s framing of social movements persists within
these rhetorical approaches. One such lacuna in rhetorical approaches to social movements
as articulated by Cathcart, McGee, and DeLuca is the materiality of bodies and their relation
to identities established through the performance of activism.

Current Field Discussion: Embodiment
Some of the most recent field discussions build upon the rhetorical frameworks for
studying social movements developed by Cathcart, McGee, and Deluca. Of particular
interest to this dissertation are the works of scholars who call for increased attention to the
significant material and rhetorical roles that bodies plan in activism. Nancy Welch, as far
back as her essay (that later became a monograph) “Living Room” (2005, 2008) on teaching
public writing in a world with increasingly narrowing venues for free speech, notes the way
bodies are often policed and excluded when students look for spaces to present messages.
In a subsequent College English article in 2014, “One Train Can Hide Another: Critical
Materialism for Public Composition,” Welch and coauthor Tony Scott call for “enacting
pedagogies that embrace [...] public rhetorical work in full, embodied form” (575). Welch
and Scott view consideration of the body--of the ways in which the physical bodies of
protestors are often at risk during protest and confrontation--as a locus with which to recenter pedagogical practices that often prioritize process and digital modalities at the expense
of lived experiences. A similar focus on the significance of bodies is on display in Caroline
Dadas and Justin Jory’s “Toward an Economy of Activist Literacies in Composition Studies:
Possibilities for Political Disruption” (2015). These authors examine the pepper spraying
incident at the University of California, Davis that occurred 18 November 2011, in which a
campus police officer used military grade pepper spray to disperse peaceful protestors. The
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images from this moment, caught on video and in photographs, quickly became remixed in a
way that Dadas and Jory argue “materialize the bodies of students and officers” in a way that
problematizes official accounts of the event through their semiotic meaning (148). The firsthand accounts and video images of the students present for this event provide an embodied
anchor for “political disruption [that] is carried out and sustained through complex systems
of situated literate activity that occur over time and across myriad locations” (144).
A recent edited collection by Jonathan Alexander, Susan C. Jarratt, and Nancy
Welch, Unruly Rhetorics: Protest, Persuasion, and Publics (2018), pays further attention to the
bodies involved in social protest. In the introduction to the collection, the authors put forth
their understanding of “unruly rhetoric” as “a complex mix of bodies, technologies,
discourses, and even histories that need to be considered collectively so as to guide a new
understanding of contemporary rhetorical interventions within and across numerous
spheres” (10). This commitment to considering the role of bodies amongst many nodes of a
complex network is readily apparent in the first of three sections of the book, which includes
essays that take the centrality of the body as an a priori assumption when examining activism
and social protest. The essays in this section vary in their considerations of the body, from
the role of ostracism and visibility of the female body in Dana L. Cloud’s “Feminist Body
Rhetoric in the #Unrulymob, Texas, 2013” and Jacqueline Rhodes’s “Slutwalk is Not
Enough: Notes toward a Critical Feminist Rhetoric,” to the importance of the body’s
presence in indigenous protests of the Keystone XL and Dakota pipelines in Joyce Rain
Anderson’s “Walking with Relatives: Indigenous Bodies of Protest,” to the function of
embodied disruption in 2012 social strike against austerity in Jonathan Sterne’s “A Groove
We Can Move To: The Sound and Sense of Quebec’s Manifs Casseroles, Spring 2012.” Each
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of these authors take a historical moment of protest that argues that the meanings of
movements themselves are inextricable from the bodies that perform them.
My work contributes to this discussion as well, for part of my argument also
espouses the centrality of embodiment to modes of social protest. What I add to this
conversation is a consideration of the way identity performance is concomitant with
embodied protest. Without a doubt, many scholars in the field who study social movements
and social protest consider identity within their scholarship. In the Alexander et al.
collection alone, gender-based identities and the social relations built around them feature
prominently in the essays of Cloud and Rhodes. Similarly, indigenous and national identities
are crucial to the arguments presented by Anderson and Sterne. Even so, the identities that
are explored within these essays are ones whose claims are often--though certainly not
always--at least partially supported by culturally legible markers, such as dialect or biological
features. It seems undeniable at this point that even these oftentimes seemingly selfapparent identities of race, nationality, and gender also involve performances that legitimize
identity claims.26 The continued exploration of these identities and their performances is
important and valuable, yet there are other identities at work within social movements that
do not fall into the most familiar identity categories in our field. These identities are ones
that are often chosen by the movement participant, and the validation of such identity claims
is based almost exclusively upon performative acts. As a result, the performance of these
identities themselves can become movement activity in a way that differs from identity

It’s been nearly thirty years since Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble (1990) persuasively argued
for the performative dimension of gender identity, and the acceptance of these performative
dimensions of familiar identity categories of race, gender, and sexuality has permeated field
literature.
26
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claims adjudicated via means other than performance. Chapter three explores such selfclaimed, performative identities and how they constituted social movement activity.
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Chapter Three: Identity in Social Movements

To be seen as something other than what one is robs one of dignity.
--Lori Gruen: (qtd. in Horowitz)

“I drive a Jeep these days,” he said to me in a tone somewhere between apology and pride.
“Oh yeah?”
“Yeah. I’m a Jeep guy now.”
We were walking out of Lexington Beerworks, just leaving a mixer for incoming teachers in
our department. This friend and professor in the department graciously offered me a ride
home after the evening’s festivities. Having walked to the restaurant, I gratefully accepted.
That he felt the need to warn me about the make of his car as we departed seemed
odd, I admit, until we entered the vehicle and began rolling along: the Jeep had no top,
which was nice, and a tight suspension designed for off-road action, which made for a rather
jarring ride home. Along the way, another kind of apology: “I have to wave at this guy,” he
said at a four-way stop sign before waving at another driver in a passing Jeep. The other
driver waved back. So there they were--two of them. Jeep guys. Doing what Jeep guys do,
which in this instance, was waving to another Jeep guy.
I had heard of this phenomenon before, though I usually do not ride in a trendy
enough vehicle to experience it firsthand. Even so, this ultimately minor detail--a consumer
choice of what vehicle one drives--clearly has produced a community. Indeed, the plot of an
early episode of the HBO show Curb Your Enthusiasm (2004) is driven by such a community
ritual when Larry David’s character insists on waving at other Prius drivers. “We’re Prius
drivers. We’re a special breed,” Larry explains to his pal when questioned about it (Curb).
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These moments arguably are indeed small, seemingly of little consequence. Outside
of things like car clubs or perhaps off-road events, the extent to which Jeep drivers interact
with one another is probably limited mostly to this simple exchange: a wave at a person with
whom one has something in common. Yet even in this small gesture, there is something
significant at work. A social bond. An associated ritual. A speech act. A small, epideictic
gesture that affirms one’s belonging. A false consciousness, perhaps.27 But something
nevertheless real. Verifiable. Something that changes the way one moves through the
world. Identity. This anecdote about Jeep guys and their rituals is inconsequential, but it
illustrates important truths about identities, the way they function, and the important role
that identity can play in a social movement.
----How do we account for the ways identity affects activity within social movements? What I
suggest in this chapter is that identities have consequences for social movements and that
the conscious performance of identities plays important roles within social movements and
should therefore be considered legitimate, analyzable aspects in movement study. The study
of identity is a familiar topic in rhetoric scholarship.28 Even so, as I argue in chapter two, it
is an undertheorized area of study within social movement scholarship in the field-particularly when it comes to identities that are not based on class, race, gender, or sexual
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First suggested by Friedrich Engels, the concept of false consciousness is developed by
Antonio Gramsci as a way to understand how dominant culture extends its cultural dominance
through value systems in furtherance of hegemony (see Selections from the Prison Notebooks,
488).
28
Rhetoric and Composition scholars have long acknowledged the importance of identity work.
Many thinkers in the field explore the complexities of the way identities are claimed and validated:
Ellen Cushman (2008) examines self-identification and self-representation of ethnic identity
among Native scholars; Krista Ratcliffe (2005) emphasizes the way intersectional identities affect
acts of rhetorical listening; Dana Anderson (2007) theorizes identity as a rhetorical strategy;
Janice W. Fernheimer (2014) theorizes the ways identity claims can negotiated over time while
navigating networks of power, common ground, and cultural assumptions.
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orientation. My goal then remains, through examination of artifacts and oral history
interviews from United Students Against Sweatshops, to illustrate the ways that rhetorical
performances of identity are used to build the movement and give it momentum towards
achieving movement goals. Such an exploration adds to current field discussions on identity
and social movements by approaching identity--particularly activist identity--as a
performance. This approach avoids essentialist notions of identity and allows for ephemeral
moments to be seriously considered as movement activity.
Toward that end, this chapter examines excerpts from oral history interviews to
show how identity performance functions rhetorically. To ground my theoretical
understanding of rhetorical identity construction, I draw from the work of Dana Anderson
(2007) and Janice W. Fernheimer (2014). My ultimate goal in exploring identity performance
within USAS is not to essentialize identity work within social movements, but rather to
explore a microcosmic example of a larger phenomenon: mainly, that identities rhetorically
shape the way we move through the world, and this is as true in collectives as it is in
individuals. These rhetorical functions of identity--specifically through their establishment
via embodied performance--expand the boundaries of what constitutes movement activity.
And by expanding the definition of social movement activity to consider ephemeral
performances such as identity, scholars can have a fuller picture of how a movement is
constructed and achieves its goals.

The Utility of Identity
When one thinks of identity and identity politics, the first categories that come to
mind are likely ones that historically have been marginalized or oppressed in some way: class,
race, gender, or sexual orientation. Such an initial conception of what identity means is
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understandable. After all, in addition to continued systematic discrimination based on these
identities, as Ellen Cushman (2008) points out, there are often important resources, career
advancement, and authorial ethos ascribed to subjects identified as belonging to one of these
identity categories (330). These familiar identity categories are important, as being coded as
belonging to one of these groups can affect one’s life in profound and intersectional ways.
Further, many of the impacts of such systematic discrimination remain invisible to
individuals not coded as members of the oppressed group. With impacts as varied as having
the cops called on you for using an Air B&B while Black,29 to an ethnically-based limitation
of housing options based on nothing more than how one sounds when voicing the word
“hello,”30 to questions of citizenship based on language,31 to--in extreme yet all-too-common
instances--matters of life or death32, it is fitting and just that familiar identity categories come
to mind in discussions of identity politics. The people coded as belonging to these
historically oppressed identity categories need their stories to be told and their struggles to
be visible, particularly to White, middle-class audiences to whom race, sexuality, and gender
are sometimes near-invisible categories.
Such a claim--that identities are politically meaningful and should play important
roles in the stories we tell about ourselves--is one that has come under much critique and
scrutiny since at least the 1960s. In truth, as Dana Anderson (2007) has pointed out, “The
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See Criss and Vera, 2018.
Linguistic researchers Baugh, Purnell, and Idsardi documented housing discrimination against
African Americans in a series of phone call experiments (1999). This dialect discrimination
research has been recreated and furthered by Kelly E. Wright (2018), who shows the
discrimination also extends to regional dialects, such as those associated with the American
South.
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Incidents of people behaving badly towards others after hearing a language other than English
have been numerous in recent news cycles. See Robbins (2018), Wang (2018), and Nestel
(2018) for but three of many high profile instances of such discrimination.
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For evidence for the seriousness of being coded as one of these identities, look no further than
extrajudicial killing of unarmed African Americans or the massacre at the Pulse nightclub in
Orlando.
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word [“identity”] smacks of a certain naive modernism, of enlightened, unified, atomistic
individuals freely doing and becoming as is their fancy” (5). Under the auspices of various
“post-” critiques of identity--postmodern, poststructuralist--identity is often seen as “a
malevolent ideological minion, the mystifying calling card of a transcendental subject that
never existed” (6). Such “essentialist” conceptions of identity are seen as products of sloppy
thinking to be disavowed in the face of social constructivist theories of behavior. Despite
the prevalence of and justification for arguments against “identity” as a category of study,
Anderson persuasively asserts that there are nevertheless legitimate reasons to give identity
serious scholarly consideration. Suggesting that identity be studied not as an ontological
category defining who a person “really” is, he instead proposes exploration of identity in
experiential terms: a way to rhetorically examine “a person’s ability to articulate a sense of self
or self-understanding” (6). In this experiential understanding, identity is not a static category
but rather a way to formulate answers to the question of “who I am” (8). This nonessentialist, rhetorical understanding of identity aligns nicely with the popular conception of
the concept outside of academic circles, and being able to think self-reflexively about who
one is and who one aspires to be allows for a more strategic employment of identity
concepts. In short, rhetoricians who study identity help to theorize cultural conceptions of
the self, and these experientially based notions of selfhood have rhetorical efficacy.
A quick survey of the highest-profile social movements in 20th century American
history will reveal many, if not most, of the most successful movements were built around
identity politics. Dana Cloud (2011), comments that most of the gains in working class and
other historically marginalized communities have been born of movements that in some way
have been driven by identity. While still being untrusting of ready-made, non-reflexive
identity categories, Cloud still expresses doubt about the utility of problematizing identity in
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an abstract theoretical sense: for her, the postmodern turn in identity study serves “to erode
the foundations for judgement in a practical political world [which will] disarm the
oppressed and exploited, who are supposed to study their identities rather than winning real
gains” (15). This comment is of course in response to some critics of identity work who,
ascribing to a more postmodernist approach, note that notions of identity itself often
function to oppress as much or more than the social movements built around them liberate.
According to these theorists, identities are often ascribed from the top down in terms of
power relations, thereby making any social movement that builds around an identity a de
facto author of the same oppressive categories. Other scholars have argued that the topdown notion of identities misses the point--mainly that the folks associated with an identity
category are affected by the cultural assumptions associated with that identity, regardless of
its source. To simply act as if the categories are an ignorable fiction denies the real rhetorical
and material impacts these identity categories have on lived experience, and critiquing social
movements who build solidarity around these impactful identities puts activists in a double
bind: they are marginalized or oppressed because of identity categories, yet are unable to
respond to the narratives and material conditions that are nearly inextricable from those
identities.
Because of this, in this chapter I choose a definition of identity that is postpositivist,
that allows for complexity and multiple authorship of identities while at the same time
acknowledging the reality of lived experience. This definition of identity is known as
“realist” and comes from critical theorist Paula M. L. Moya. Realist definitions of identity,
“Understand ascriptive and subjective identities as always in dynamic relationship with each
other. [...] People are neither wholly determined by the social categories through which they
are recognized, nor can they ever be free of them” (99). To reframe the same in Marxian
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terms, people create their own identity histories, but not entirely by the means of their own
choosing. To this realist definition of identity, I wish to add a brief addendum: a realist
identity affects a subject’s movement through the world and affects the way other subjects
respond in turn.
The most familiar categories of identity--race, gender, class, sexual orientation--are
also ones that are often easily identifiable due to what are at times quickly read identity
markers. At one level, identities of race can often be coded by visual or aural cues, while
identities such as class are often coded in similar ways. Jennifer A. González (2003) notes
the visual rhetorical component of race when she writes, “Skin color, hair color, and eye
color become marking devices for those who seek to situate the genetic history of humans
within the narrow confines of phenotype” (380). Further, identity markers of race, culture,
and regional background are often present in dialect and are frequently processed within
milliseconds of exposure to them, after which an entire network of associations and
conscious and unconscious biases begin in people’s minds (Wright 2018). The effects of
these identity categories change the way a person moves through the world, the way she
interacts with others, the way she thinks about a room as she enters it, the things she feels
driven to say once she’s there. In short, the self you perform and who the world imagines
you to be have a tangible impact on our experiences of it. In a similar manner, I here suggest
there are identity categories that are not immediately or always perceptible--identities other
than the familiar, often quickly coded ones--that nevertheless change how one experiences
and navigates the world.
I began this chapter with a narrative vignette of one such seemingly inconsequential
identity: that of the Jeep Guy. Yet even so, this identity changed the subject’s behavior even
as it solicited a different response from other drivers. Another quick example of such an
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identity, one not always or immediately signaled by an identity marker, is one’s religious or
spiritual identities. Baring the public display of religious iconography--a hijab, a yarmulke, or
a crucifix for instance--an individual’s spiritual beliefs are often private and therefore not
immediately legible to an observer. Yet even when tightly held beliefs are not perceived by
an audience, they nevertheless dictate the way individuals respond to situations. For
example, a Muslim or Jewish person observing halal or kashrut dietary restrictions will likely
perform in accordance to those restrictions, even in instances in which their beliefs are not
on display: their closely held beliefs, codified into an identity, have altered their actions and
choices. Their identities have changed the way they move through life. Similarly, once a
person’s religious identity is known, it in turn holds the potential to affect the way others
respond in the face of that identity. Indeed, because of the potentiality for knowledge of a
person’s religious beliefs to affect the direction of an interaction between two parties,
religion is placed alongside other identities--race, color, sex, and national origin--as ones that
potential employers are prohibited from discriminating against as outlined in the 1964 Civil
Rights Act.
In a way, religious identities are obvious examples; it is easy to see the ways that such
identities, not always immediately legible to an audience, nevertheless can affect an
interaction. Further, it is not difficult to imagine religious identities as fundamental to how
an adherent lives life. Building on that notion, that non-marked identities nevertheless
rhetorically shape the context of our interactions, I here suggest there are other, perhaps less
familiar identities that perform in a similar manner. Patricia M. Malesh has shown the ways
in which one of these less familiar identities, vegetarianism, can affect the discursive
environment when the identity is performed. Citing a scene from American Splendor (2003),
Malesh explains how a character who is out on a date causes his partner to become
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somewhat defensive when he reveals his vegetarianism. The character’s vegetarianism,
Malesh writes, is “understood as a confrontation to meat-eating as a social convention,” even
though the character is not intending the performance of his identity to be a challenge (1011). The result of this moment of identity performance--in this case, simply lamenting the
lack of non-meat options on a menu--shapes the arc of the rest of the evening as his partner
feels the need to explain why she eats meat in the face of what she perceives to be implicit
criticism. To put a point on it, the performance of any identity has the potential for real
rhetorical effects on both performer and audience. One such identity, self-claimed and selfperformed, present in the USAS oral history interviews is that of activist. If an identity is
something that changes the way one moves through the world, even as it often influences
the ways the world responds in turn, activist identity can defined by a commitment to
moving through the world in a way that foments political or social change in a sustained way.
For example, each of the student activists in my oral history project think of themselves as
activists, and these self-claimed identities are legitimized through performance of actions
intended to bring about change in the world.

Being the Change You Want to See in the World
In this consideration of the United Students Against Sweatshops chapter at the
University of Kentucky, there are many things that one could argue. To be sure, scholars
such as David Sheridan, Tony Michel, and Jim Ridolfo (2009) and Ridolfo and Dànielle
Nicole DeVoss (2009) have written about the complex communication strategies employed
by these activists in pursuit of movement objectives. I will explore a small part of these
strategies in the process of examining the way that the group uses spectacle and embodied
performance in its actions in chapter four, but my main focus here is an examination of the
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ways in which identity is rhetorically performed in a way that both constitutes itself through a
distributed, historically situated network and itself creates a persuasive moment of
movement activity. To put it more simply, I am here concerned less with the rhetorical
appeals these activists make as much as the role that the performance of their identity helps
them achieve movement goals. To help me explore these identities and their performances,
I turn to the oral history project. Therein, the activists with whom I spoke reflect on their
identities as activists and lend insights into the ways embodied performances contributed to
their arrival at and dedication to those identities.

USAS and Identity
The oral histories I conducted with USAS activists reveal some important ways that
identity functions rhetorically within a social movement. I suggest here that these rhetorical
performances of identity, frequently overlooked in social movement theory, constitute
movement activity and are therefore important considerations to any study of social
movements. First, as I worked with the coalition of students who built the USAS movement
at the University of Kentucky in 2012-2015, I noted a wide array of identities: They are
female, male, and genderqueer. They are Christians, Hindus, Jews, Pagans, and atheists.
They are straight, queer, and bisexual. They are from a variety of economic backgrounds.
Politically, they mostly tend to be left-leaning, but vary within that dimension from blue-dog
Democrat to red-diaper communist. The group is also ethnically diverse, even though the
chapter I worked with at the University of Kentucky is predominantly white. Yet in addition
to all these multifaceted identities, there are two identities universally shared among these
activists that prove crucial to building their movement and achieving movement goals. At
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the risk of highlighting the obvious, the students who are core organizers for United
Students Against Sweatshops are students and activists.
The examination of these identities at least encroaches on the obvious, as one
assumes activism from an activist, and the label “students” appears in the organization’s
name. Even so, these two markers of identity--that of student and of activist--are
indispensable building blocks of the USAS movement. They afford agency to the USAS
organizing model as a whole, even as these identity categories provide agnostic, yet not
meaningless, common ground on which to build movement cohesion. The significance of
both of these identity categories within movement activity will be explored in more detail
shortly; I mention them here to foreground a significant pattern within the data I collected:
notably, that all of the USAS organizers I interviewed consider themselves activists, and this
self-claimed and continually re-negotiated identity shapes their experiences and changes the
way they move through the world, even as they provide recognizable moments of movement
activity that help achieve movement goals.
Having shared points of identity is crucial to the USAS movement in several material
and rhetorical ways. Materially, having student identities provides USAS the affordances of
university resources allocated for student groups: in particular, access to physical space to
facilitate meetings and opportunities for recruitment provided at university-sponsored
student events.33 Equally significant are the rhetorical affordances of a student identity.
Because they are students, USAS members find themselves in privileged rhetorical spaces on
university campuses. As students at a university, they often--though certainly not always--
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One such student event at the University of Kentucky is known as K-Week, which happens
during the first full week of the fall semester and is specifically targeted toward freshmen to
showcase ways for them to become involved in UK activities. USAS booths at such events
provide excellent recruitment opportunities.
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enjoy free speech protections and are often encouraged towards those ends in the name of
civic engagement. Furthermore, in an age in which public universities are increasingly run
according to business models of corporations, administrative mindsets towards students can
often conflate them with paying customers, and it can be bad press to inhibit the free speech
of customers. Also informing the rhetorical privileges of a student subject positions are the
decades of history of student-led campus protests: students being unruly and speaking out
against perceived injustices has become commonplace in some of the prevailing narratives of
the American academic experience.
The identity marker of “activist” also performs important rhetorical functions within
USAS--functions that help build group cohesion and help achieve movement goals. As
stated above, the USAS chapter at the University of Kentucky from 2012-2015 consisted of
a diverse group of students from myriad backgrounds. Even so, the one thing all of them
had in common was a belief that a better world was possible and that, through the right kind
of work, that vision of a better, more equitable world was achievable.34 They self-describe
that work as activism, and with a commitment to such work comes a unifying identity
marker: activist. Having activist as a shared identity marker, functions in many of the same
ways that the student identity marker does by creating rhetorical space for these organizers to
bridge differences and work towards common goals. This quality--that of having an activist
identity--is mentioned numerous times in the oral histories. Brock Meade, an undergraduate
at the University of Kentucky during his time as a USAS organizer, provides an illustrative
example when he states,
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The hopeful belief that a better world is possible itself functions as a noteworthy kind of identity
performance within United Students Against Sweatshops. It is something akin to what Paula
Mathieu labels “militant optimism” in Tactics of Hope (132).
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Activism definitely is a large part of my life. In my Spanish class, our
assignment was to give a presentation about ourselves, and half my
presentation was about USAS. And I also mentioned in Spanish that I’m not
doing a lot of the school work I’m supposed to be doing because I’m up late
sending a press release or, like, thinking about the next action we’ve planned,
or like doing some other activist work. It’s definitely seeped into my life in a
lot ways. I identify not only as a labor activist but also as an environmental
activist, and largely I’m involved with student labor activism and student
environmental activism.
Similarly, Allie Sehon, another USAS organizer during her time at UK, mentions in her
interview that she began identifying as an activist after meeting and becoming close to
Rachel Tabor, another USAS activist. One former USASers, Will Emmons, who was a UK
Law student at the time, goes as far as describing himself as a “super activist,” reflecting on
the constraints and affordances of that identity.
All of the University of Kentucky USAS organizers with whom I spoke indicate that
they consider themselves to be activists. These identities as activists are self-proclaimed--at
least initially. And as Janice W. Fernheimer has noted, such identity claims function not as
deliberative arguments but rather as seemingly inarguable, axiomatic assertions (38): a
proverbial I am that I am. Even so, Fernheimer uses contested claims of Black Jewish identity
to demonstrate that identity claims also consist of a two-step process in which a person or
group makes a claim to an identity, which is subsequently validated or rejected by the group
with whom the person or group is identifying (38). To put it differently, identity claims are
asserted in some way in the first person but can be ignored, recognized, or rejected by thirdparty arbiters of that identity who are often given social or political authority to adjudicate
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the identity claim. In the case of USAS activists, the stakes are considerably lower than they
are in Fernheimer’s examination of Hatzaad Harishon. Yet the process that the vetting &
validating of the self-proclaimed identity of “activist” goes through for USASers adheres to
the model Fernheimer outlines. While the identities in question are not ultimately validated
by an officially codified body, they are validated and reinforced by the larger activist
community. And the basis for vetting these identity claims is performance.

Activist is as Activist Does: Performing Activism as Identity
In the excerpt from Brock Meade’s oral history presented above, he illustrates many
of the ways in which his claimed identity--that of an activist--is mediated through the
performance of acts that inscribe that identity. In this microcosmic example, he claims the
identity of activist, stating that “activism is definitely a large part of [his] life.” After this
assertion, he supports his statement and claim to the identity of activist with a presentation
of the actions he is preoccupied with performing: actions that inscribe and validate his identity
claim. In this case, Meade’s planning of next steps for a campaign or composing a press
release are performative moments codified as activism that are referenced and serve to
rhetorically legitimize his identity claim. Furthermore, it is worth noting that Brock also
mentions the magnitude of these moments of activist identity performance. For example, he
states that their enactment has encroached upon other aspects of his life, even to the point
of potentially eclipsing other identities he performs: his identity as a student--performed
through attending class, completing assignments, etc.--has suffered because he has chosen to
prioritize activism over academics. This partial sacrifice, this exchange of one identity for
another, also moves towards supporting and legitimizing the identity claim of “activist.” The
logic of the performance moves from the assertion (I am an activist), to the performance (or
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recitation of the performance), to an ethos statement about the importance of the
performance, all of which is directed towards an audience able to validate or reject the initial
claim to identity.
The oral history I recorded with Brock Meade was captured during a single session,
on 4 June 2014, at which time I also recorded the history from another USAS activist,
Rohith Jayaram. Since Jayaram was present during Meade’s discussion of his own activist
identity, his response to and validation of Meade’s identity claim is telling. After Meade
reflects on his own identity as an activist, Jayaram responds:
The best way to find what activism means to someone is to find how much
effort they spend putting into thinking about it and acting on it. Brock’s
response sort of shames me. Because activism for me is nowhere near on
that scale. I don’t think my grades suffered.
In this excerpt, Jayaram begins his own examination of the role of activism in his life by
offering a metric for such a measure, and in the process of doing so, he validates Meade’s
own identity claim to being an activist. Jayaram explicitly equates the performance of an
activist identity--”how much effort [a person] spends putting into thinking about [activism]
and acting on it”--with a measure of how much activism means to that person. Simply put,
the greater the performance of activism, the greater claim the individual has to that identity.
After offering this rubric for activist identity claims, Jayaram immediately applies it to
Meade’s own identity claim and simultaneously validates the same claim when he states
“Brock’s response sort of shames me.” In other words, Jayaram serves as an in-group
audience member capable of arbitrating Meade’s identity claim. Jayaram, as a member of the
group with which Meade is identifying, chooses to validate Meade’s identity claim on the
basis of his stated actions. Likewise, in a rhetorical move that shows the dialectic
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construction of identity in these instances, Jayaram calls into question his own claim to an
activist identity (“Brock’s response sort of shames me”) before going on to offer his own
supporting evidence for a similar identity claim:
I went to a Jesuit high school, and that was the first sort of exposure I had to
the intellectual history of social justice. We had a junior justice requirement,
but apart from what the school asked of me, it didn't really sink in until a few
years after I left, and I still couldn’t tell you why. I guess one difference is I
was a deist in school, and by the time I started getting involved in activism I
was a heathen. But for whatever reason, it took probably three, three and a
half years after high school before I felt like I should be working with the
broader community. […] Once I decided the med school path wasn’t for
me, I found I had this sort of...I don’t know...a little more time and more
motivation to go beyond going to school for my education and things I
wanted to do. That’s sort of the feeling that started it. What it means to me
now is still...I don’t ideology wise try to overcomplicate it. I don’t see myself
as a revolutionary or someone who is likely to be the next [revolutionary
leader]. I see this as a way to see what the community needs and finding
outlets to engage in that. Activism sort of...I want to bring principles of
cooperatives and organized labor to my own field, I feel like the median
income is high enough that people don’t really think about that. Something I
want to do is at least get some push of those ideas into my field [of medical
engineering].
And as was the case with Meade, Jayaram’s evidence of the validity of his identity claim is
based on performance: in this case, a short version of his own activist awakening and
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training in his Jesuit high school, and his plans for continuing activist practices within his
workplace in a biomedical research capacity. In other words, the support offered for a claim
to an activist identity is a recital of activism in which the speaker has been or is currently
involved.
Partially because these identities must continually be performed and validated by
others, adherence to an activist identity helps shape the actions of the activist subject, even
as that same subject calls the identity into being through action. Specifically, there is a twoway, dialectical process at work in the establishment of a performative identity. On one
hand, an individual can choose to adopt an existing identity when that identity aligns with an
already existing set of beliefs. The example Fernheimer uses when making a similar point is
that of a feminist identity: because I believe that men and women should be equal, I am a
feminist (52-3). In this example, I begin with a belief that in turn leads me to identify with a
larger group who holds the same beliefs. On the other hand, a person might first identify
with the larger group and subsequently adopt their practices as part her or his own. In this
reversal, because I identify as feminist, I am driven to adopt practices and beliefs of
feminism (53). As Fernheimer notes, these differing ways of connecting an individual to a
group identity “serves different inventional needs. It can anchor notions of the self and use
them to develop values and value hierarchies, or it can begin with values and use them to
identify an appropriate identity” (53). This insight proves useful when examining identity
through these oral histories, for as demonstrated in the above exchange between Meade and
Jayaram, in the case of performative activist identities, both inductive and deductive
approaches to identity are present.
In the process of asserting his identity as an activist, Meade notes the way his
performance of activism shapes and establishes his identity: he is an activist because he plans
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actions, writes press releases, possibly falls behind in his undergraduate studies. Even so, he
also makes it clear that his adopted identity often contributes to and develops his worldview-that is, his identity shapes his actions. Meade makes this explicit when he says,
I identify not only as a labor activist but also as an environmental activist,
and largely I’m involved with student labor activism and student
environmental activism. [...] I’ve had the privilege of going to a lot of
learning experiences related to activism, and I’m always continuing to learn
what a campaign looks like and how to do a…how to have a conversation
and so on and so forth. But I feel like recently I’ve gotten to the point where
I can start giving back in that sense too. Last summer I was a trainer at an
environmental activist camp, and this summer, I’m a director of that same
program. And I’m helping plan an anti-Sodexo conference that I just learned
about the other day that is happening in Massachusetts in late June. [...] I
think a lot of it is also about learning to be an ally and what that is, and it’s
not necessarily something that I will graduate from or achieve but something
one can always work towards.
An important emphasis here is on learning--on learning to be a better activist and ally, on
teaching others to better their own activism. In essence, the fact that Meade identifies as an
activist leads him to further develop his worldview in light of that identification. Because he
is an activist, he is afforded opportunities to grow and learn new and effective ways of being
in the world according to that identity, and because he acts on these opportunities, the
legitimacy of his claim to that identity is continually reinforced. To summarize, Meade’s
worldview is influenced by his activist identity, and his activist identity is continually refined
experientially.
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I do not at any point mean to suggest that activists’ reasons for taking action on an
issue are solely self-serving. Nor do I mean to imply that, by performing or affirming an
activist identity, USAS members are only interested in identity curation. None of this
portrait of identity construction is to undermine potentially genuine, altruistic motivation for
working towards a more egalitarian world. As noted in chapter two, viewpoints that
disparaged the motivations of social protestors unhappy with the status quo were common
during the early, social psychological beginnings of social movement study.35 And indeed, the
works of social philosophers such as Richard B. Gregg have suggested that there is an egofunction that incentivizes a person’s involvement in social protest: activists constitute and
maintain positive views of themselves through the enactment of protest.36 While I do
believe there are motivations born of ego function in nearly all acts of identity performance,
including activism, my goal in tracing the rhetorical construction of identity claims is to
provide a foundation for examining the way that these performative moments contribute to
the achievement of movement goals. That is, rather than casting aspersions on an activist’s
motivations, I am more interested in documenting these performances of identity and
tracing them within USAS oral histories and archives as a way to highlight how they
constitute movement activity. And one way identity performance constitutes such activity
and helps achieve movement goals is through tapping into shared, identity-based narratives
and networks.
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For more on early categorizations of social movements as symptoms of psychological
disorders, known as classical collective behavior theory, see Buechler (2000) and Garner (1997).
36
Gregg’s 1971 essay, “The Ego Function of the Rhetoric of Protest” delves into the ways
activism can solidify advantageous views of the self. Gregg could certainly be counted as an ally
of social justice causes. His book The Power of Non-Violence went through multiple printings,
with editions printed after 1960 including a forward by Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Bad for Good
In the process of performing activism that is traditionally viewed as movement
activity, USAS activists connect with and draw from many of the rich and varied strands of
activist traditions. To be sure, it is not uncommon to hear or see an activist artifact that
quotes or references high profile activist moments from previous social movements. For
one example, a banner from a USAS rally featured in Featherstone’s Students Against
Sweatshops depicts a pair of eyes peering from between the words, “The Whole World Is
Watching,” a slogan borrowed from the chants of anti-war protesters being arrested outside
the 1968 Democratic National Convention (23). Furthermore, the actual actions and tactics of
previous social movements are also adopted and adapted by USAS as they escalate their
campaigns on college campuses. Such borrowing from previous social movements has been
the case for most social protests in the history of the United States: as Philip Dray notes in
There Is Power in a Union, labor activists in textile mills in Lowell, Massachusetts in the 19th
century sat down in the factory where they worked as a way to stop production and force
management and owners to come to the bargaining table (7-8). This sit-in style protest was
pragmatic to its immediate context: the workers wanted to ensure that the machines stayed
still, that replacements were not hired. Additionally, placing their bodies next to the
machinery provided protection, discouraging violent attacks on the strikers due to fears of
also damaging the machinery. This act--the embodied presence performed in the sit-in--later
gets adopted by early 20th century labor activists, whose methodology is adopted at lunch
counters in the 1950s and 1960s, from where it is picked up again in the anti-war and student
rights protests on college campuses in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The activist gesture of
the sit-in is a performative moment that, under the right conditions, can itself help to achieve
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movement goals. But the enactment of the gesture ties in with something equally crucial in
terms of movement growth and definition: historical narratives and activist traditions.
The importance of the embodied, performative dimensions of such actions will be
explored more in chapter four, but it is worth noting here that, in addition to pressuring an
out-group audience for the action to engage in discourse, drawing from historical traditions
allows activists to share a living connection with historical struggles that continue on today.
Such a lineage is explicitly stated in activist narratives such as those documented by
Featherstone, who writes that USAS activists draw historical parallels between their struggles
and those of movements past as a way to process and understand their current paradigm.37
And by tapping into these traditions and narratives, the USAS activists are also given license
to imagine themselves as part of a larger, longer struggle for human rights. To put it
differently, access to and participation within historical narratives contribute to identity
construction in a way that solidifies group cohesion and ultimately help achieve movement
goals. By making a stand for labor-rights issues on their individual campuses, student
activists are doing what they feel is right within their historical moment, and seeing a
historical and narrative connection with previous struggles against injustice allow activists to
see their own struggles as a continuation of activists from the past: their activist identity in
the present is thereby given a larger scope and a new way to define itself through activist
traditions of the past.
Much of this connection to historical narratives is indeed shown through some of
the actions USAS plans. During the series of campaigns the group conducted at the
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In a particularly telling instance, Featherstone cites USAS activists comparing philosophical
organizational disagreements of the 1960s activist group, Students for a Democratic Society, to a
schism in USAS that occurred during the month of the 1999-2000 school year, leading up to an
emotionally charged summer 2000 conference (50-59).
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University of Kentucky from 2012 through 2014, many of the ways the organization
conveyed its messages and put rhetorical pressure on university administrators were through
actions originally designed by activists of social movements past. The UK USAS chapter
circulated petitions, held candlelight vigils, and organized sit-ins--all of which would be
immediately recognizable as social movement activity from dozens of moments taken from
social protests preceding them. Performing actions borrowed from previous movements
allows USAS activists to imagine their identities as continuations of a longer historical
struggle against injustice.
To see additional evidence of such a connection, one need look no further than a
YouTube recording of a meeting the UK USAS crew had with President Capilouto’s chief of
staff, Dr. Bill Swinford (“University of Kentucky”). I attended this meeting with USAS in
the fall of 2017, during a recent campaign to persuade the school to revise its contract with
Nike to include language to protect workers’ rights. Yet before any of this exchange
occurred, during introductions, each activist present stated their name, other organizations
and identities with which they were affiliated, and a brief statement about why they cared
about the issue. Effectively, these introductions served as an ice breaker for the meeting, but
they also laid the foundations for future arguments surrounding the issue at hand. Among
these introductory preambles, alongside names and organizations, activists included ethosbuilding identity markers such as faith, when people noted affiliations with Christian or
Buddhist organizations; identities as workers, when one person in attendance noted “We are
all or will be workers;” thoughts on collective liberation; and even a quotation from Martin
Luther King about injustice anywhere being a threat to justice everywhere (“University of
Kentucky”). All of these introductions, in addition to establishing ethos and performing
identity, also tie in with other narratives, other historical traditions, some of which
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themselves are radical or reformist. Drawing from historical traditions such as ones based
on faith or previous social movements contextualizes contemporary struggles--and the
identities of those engaged with them--within the paradigm of history. In short, identity
draws from the past to help build the movement of today.

“...part of some kind of family”
One thing that made the USAS chapter at UK during 2012-2015 noteworthy was the
way that they retained membership over the course of four campaigns. This quality, the lack
of organizational turn over, was reflected upon multiple times during the oral history
interviews. Rotith Jayaram singles it out as a crucial feature that helped give the newly
formed chapter momentum when he states, “maybe the most important thing that I thought
we did that semester was we didn’t lose people. The people who showed up for the first
meeting were pretty much the people who were there at the end.” Brock Meade reflects on
the reasons for this retention, attributing it to “a sense of shared participation in the
decisions and the tasks of us moving forward. I like to think that some of that good
retention from that fall to the next semester was just coming out of people feeling
responsible maybe to the group.” I asked Alli Sehon if she would care to comment on what
it was that kept people coming back to USAS meetings during her time with the
organization. She responded,
A lot of it was just staying active and making sure everyone who came to a
meeting--even if it was just one meeting--left with something to do and
someone to check in with about that task so that no one ever felt lost. Also,
trying to weave in social elements, whether it’s going out to dinner, sharing
food at meetings, or making sure we are attending each other’s pet projects
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through other organizations. [...] If you are asking someone to take away
time from their social life or their other passions or hobbies, then you want
to give them something just as rewarding in return or else they are not going
to find themselves invested and [won’t return]. [...] You have to provide a
social safety net for people and make them feel like they are part of some
kind of family or at least a close knit group of friends.
The tasks that Sehon mentions here are in fact activism and activist performances--creating
social media posts or creating flyers or posters for an event. These are the “responsibilities”
that Meade mentions when he discusses why people kept coming back to the group. And
what people kept coming back to was a social group that they identified with, or as Sehon
articulates it, “some kind of family or at least a close knit group of friends.”
This characterization of the group is apt and mirrors my own experiences with
USAS. Undoubtedly, one of the reasons I sought out activist groups upon my arrival in
Kentucky to enter into my current course of study was to find like-minded people with
whom to develop friendships. The foundation for those friendships, for me, began with a
desire to bring about positive change to the communities in which I am situated. And the
expression of that desire and one of the products of these friendships is activism, the
evidence that supports the claim to an activist identity. These identities are continually
performed over time, reaffirmed through the activist performances that create a common
ground amongst communities that allow for solidarity. Therefore, these identities and their
performance become indispensable parts of how a USAS movement circulates. The
evidence that supports the claim of an activist identity is produced through spectacle and
performance, which are my foci in chapter four.
Copyright © Craig Alan Crowder 2019
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Chapter Four: Embodiment & Spectacle
“all experience is situated within signifying practices and that learning to understand personal
and social experience involves acts of discourse production and interpretation, the two
acting reciprocally in reading and writing codes” (139)
--James Berlin, Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures
As discussed in chapter three, the USAS organizers identify specifically as activists,
and this identification provides a space of commonality from which to build a movement.
Performances of activist identity within the movement serve at least two mutually
reinforcing purposes: to continually affirm and reaffirm the self-claimed identities associated
with the movement and, equally important, to build group solidarity and thereby help build
towards movement goals. With that being the case, these individual activists’ performances
of identity--every bit as much as carefully crafted and strategized movement literature, or
speech acts by highly visible movement leaders--should be considered indispensable parts of
movement activity. As such, attention to such moments of identity performance can form
the basis of a critical understanding of the ways that social protesters achieve their goals, and
it is thus specific instances of these performances that I wish to turn to here. In this chapter,
building upon the notion that activists give shape, coherence, and direction to movements
simply by performing important parts of their identity, by being who they are/who they
claim to be, I want to further nuance that argument by examining the ways identity is
performed and reinforced in moments taken from my oral history and archival examination
of United Students Against Sweatshops.
In particular, this chapter looks at the importance of embodiment and spectacle in the
performance of activist identities. The exploration herein is informed primarily by the work
of Phaedra C. Pezzullo (2007) and Gwendolyn D. Pough (2004). Pezzullo’s focus on “toxic
tours,” a kind of tourism that puts the bodies of tourists in the physical spaces of
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environmental pollution, lends insight into the ways physically being in a situation--living the
experience--can have a profound persuasive dimension. As I argue here, this persuasive
dimension can, through embodiment, form the backbone of a social movement. Pezzullo
writes, “the toxic tour function[s] as a means to bring together and constitute political
alliances and to rehearse new discourses,” a “theater to negotiate public culture” (103). The
activists who work for USAS experience something similar as they immerse themselves in
the struggles for worker rights. As they perform actions within the public sphere, their
primary means of claiming agency and identity is through the leveraging of spectacle, part of
Pough’s theory of a rhetoric of wreck.
To document USAS’s use of spectacle and embodied performance of identity, I
again turn to the interviews conducted in the oral history project with activists who worked
with the University of Kentucky chapter of the organization during the 2012-2015 years.
These interviews contain insights into the importance of embodied experience in arriving at
an activist identity. Specifically, I zero in on the embodied experiences of Alli Sehon and
Brock Meade in the Dominican Republic, where they spent time with workers in the textile
industry and experienced the global labor movement first hand. This chapter also draws
from publicly documented actions that show USAS activists putting their bodies on the line
in service of movement goals, often achieving some degree of success while also rhetorically
establishing and affirming their identities as activists in the process.

The Body and Knowing
To lay the foundation for my argument, that embodied performances of movement
activity are powerful agents within a social movement, I begin with an overview of the body
itself as a site of knowledge. As Phaedra Pezzullo has pointed out, the concept of the body
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in the Western tradition is often devalued. The body is frequently marginalized or
overlooked by dominant culture as being “too peripheral to take into account when
discussing politics, to sensational for bearing any relevance to meaningful public dialogue,
and often simply just ‘too much’” (11). Pezzullo briefly traces this history with examples
from the works of Western thinkers such as Plato and Descartes, whose writings relegate the
body to something that inherently distracts from a larger, capital-T Truth or, in the case of
Descartes, something that needs to be overcome in order to live the rational, more
important life of the mind (11, 214n56). The end result, she explains, is a dualistic way of
thinking that creates a value hierarchy that places women and land at the bottom while
placing minds and technological innovations created by men at the top. A patriarchal system
is thus created, positioning men as “somehow superior, independent, more rational, and,
thus, more important” (11). And in the process, ways of knowing based on embodied
knowledge--particularly those of historically marginalized groups--are summarily dismissed.
For example, the first-hand, subjective knowledge born of moving through the a colonialist
Western world with dark skin is devalued to the point of non-consideration in favor of
empirical rationality and the veneer of objectivity.38
Even so, there are nevertheless sufficient examples in the Western tradition of
instances in which the body and knowledge derived from it are on display. This notion, that
there is a kind of knowledge existent within the body that is a nexus of experience and
physicality, can be traced at least as far back as Hippocrates (c. 460-370 BCE), whose theory
of the four humors was picked up by a later Greek physician-philosopher, Galen (129-c. 200
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I am not the first critic to note the way the privileging of Enlightenment objectivity and rational
ways of knowing has valorized scientific discourse at the expense of the humanities and
humanistic inquiry. I do not here mean to set up a binary either/or scenario for objective and
subjective inquiry but rather comment on an ongoing trend that continues to reinforce historically
white and male ways of knowing at the expense of other forms of inquiry.
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CE), who codified human personality traits according to complex interactions between
mood and environment, and bile, blood, and phlegm (Grant 14-5). Such theories
connecting the body with certain kinds of knowledge continue in the Western tradition for
centuries, forming the cornerstone of influential works such as Burton’s The Anatomy of
Melancholy (1621). And even after humoral theories of mood and medicine were cast off as a
result of 19th century scientific advances and the medical writings of physician Rudolf
Virchow (1821-1902), literature still shows authors conceptualizing a the body as a site of
knowledge. To see this, one need look no further than the remarkable works of 20th
century war poets such as Wilfred Owen, whose “Dulce et Decorum Est,” or Randall
Jarrell, whose “The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner,” communicate the horror of war
through graphic, Modernist descriptions of its effects on the body.
Social theorists after the second World War have often spoken more sympathetically
of the body’s connection to knowledge and embodied ways of knowing. It is appropriate
they do so, as the body is the locus of all knowledge in that, what we know, we know
through our bodies and their ability to collect information through the senses. And it is our
bodies again that convey that knowledge to other bodies. As a result, it is no surprise that
bodies become central artifacts noted within the works of scholars who discuss power
relations. Michel Foucault (1977) directly connects the body to political mechanisms, for as
he argues in Discipline and Punish, the corporeal body and the punishment thereof becomes
the paradigm for mechanisms of social control that increasingly punish “the heart, the
thoughts, the will, the inclinations” in contemporary society (16). Foucault clarifies this
point, writing “the body is directly involved in a political field; power relations have an
immediate hold upon it; the invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks”
(25). Similarly, Mary Douglas’s Purity and Danger (1966) notes the body as a site of contested
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political order in her examinations of concepts of purity and taboo. Franz Fannon’s book
Black Skin, White Masks (1952) presents a powerful manifesto of the way colonial narratives
of race inscribe themselves on bodies as a way to maintain hegemony. Even Judith Butler’s
highly influential Gender Trouble (1990) was followed up within a few years by the tellingly
entitled Bodies That Matter (1993), partially in response to criticism that her previous
monograph did not adequately consider the importance of the body’s materiality in
performative identity.
Closer to my home discipline, there are also many contemporary scholars who write
about bodies and knowledge production. In the intersection of the fields of rhetoric and
performance studies, Pezzullo notes what Raymie E. McKerrow (1998) has called a larger
project examining “embodied rhetoricity.” This project includes Dwight Conquergood’s
“embodied practice” of ethnography (1991) and Soyini D. Madison’s “embodied writing”
(1999), along with Carolyn Marvin’s “body of the text” (1994). Along with Pezzullo, all of
these critics argue for the centrality of embodiment and performance in generating
knowledge. As Pezzullo herself writes, the movement examining embodied rhetoricity urges
rhetorical sensitivity to “the vital role of bodies in all communicative practices” (199). To
put it differently, bodies are indispensable considerations for rhetorical criticism, and
rhetorical criticism is a crucial tool for considering embodied ways of knowing. Or again,
our bodies affect both how the world perceives us and how we perceive the world, materially
and rhetorically, so attention to the ways those bodies inhabit the world becomes a vital
consideration for anyone looking at how knowledge and identity are constructed.
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Embodiment and Identity
During the United Students Against Sweatshops oral history project, each of the
USAS organizers discuss how they began to identity as activists. In some instances, such as
that of Rohith Jayaram or Will Emmons, the identity of activist was arrived at gradually, over
the course of years due to exposure to what we might call social justice ideas and literature
during formative school-age years.39 In these instances, there was not so much one
particular moment that served as a pivot point for conversion to activism as much as a series
of experiences over the course of a young life. Even in these instances, I would argue, our
understanding of the process of arriving at an activist identity would be incomplete without
considering the role of their embodied presences--around the dinner table, in the classroom.
Yet even with the experiences of these two activists notwithstanding, there were two notable
sets of experiences within the oral history project that provide excellent examples of the
importance of embodiment in the development of an activist identity: those of Brock Meade
and Alli Sehon during a Solidarity Immersion trip to the Dominican Republic (figure 4.1
below).

In Emmon’s case, his parents were always left-leaning liberals, and his father in particular was
a political consultant for the Democratic party, which made political issues part of his upbringing.
As noted in Chapter 2, Jayaram attended a private Jesuit school before his undergraduate
studies, and part of their curriculum included an ongoing focus on social justice issues.
39
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“A real kick in the pants”: Embodied Experiences in the Dominican Republic

Figure 4.1, Solidarity Immersion Flyer
During the summer of 2012, Alli Sehon and Brock Meade--effectively the two
founders of the 2012-2015 University of Kentucky USAS chapter--took a trip to the
Dominican Republic. The trip was part of what was known as a “Solidarity Immersion”
program sponsored in part by two groups: the Fair World Project, a subsidiary organization
of the Organic Consumers Association that advocates for “a just global economy” with an
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emphasis on foodways (“Mission”); and Solidarity Ignite, a worker and consumer advocacy
organization that strives “to hold corporations accountable to uphold human rights by
changing industry-wide market incentives” (“Our Mission”). As the name suggests, the
Solidarity Immersion program is designed to expose students from mostly United States
colleges and universities to the experiences of union workers in the Dominican Republic as a
way of fostering a sense of solidarity within an international labor movement. Toward that
end, over the course of the two-week trip Sehon and Meade were indeed immersed within
the struggles of workers in the Dominican Republic and Haiti. As Sehon describes in her
oral history, the itinerary for the trip was diverse, consisting of a couple days and nights in
Santo Domingo, where students were exposed to introductory classes, led by union
organizers, on the labor movement broadly and the garment industry in particular. After
these opening days and nights in Santo Domingo, students then traveled to Villa Alta Gracia,
where they did homestays with unionized workers in the local garment industry. Finally,
toward the end of their couple of weeks in the country, students in the Solidarity Immersion
program visited Dajabón, a large, open-air market city situated on the border between the
Dominican Republic and Haiti.
The city of Dajabón is eponymously named for the Dajabón River, which traces the
colonialist history of the island of Hispaniola, with its path forming the border between Haiti
and the Dominican Republic. According to Sehon, every Friday the border between the
two nations is opened and the market in Dajabón expands as it welcomes Haitians who
cross the river. Independently of one another, for their oral history interviews were
conducted separately, Sehon and Meade both describe the impact that physically being in
that place had on them. Meade was struck by the crowds, the ways that people were coded
as either Haitian or Dominican and how that affected their mobility within the crowds, and
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his own identity too became an important part of his experience there as he notes, “we were
able to navigate more than others were because of our appearance of being white.” Sehon
describes the scene at the border as an uncomfortable “theater of the disturbed,” full of
poverty and desperation as people crossed the border under the constant watchful eye of the
DR and Haitian militaries. “An overwhelming sensual experience, really” she labels it.
Near the town of Dajabón and during their trip to the Dominican Republic and
Haitian border, Sehon and Meade were also able to talk with workers from nearby banana
plantations. As is the case in many agrarian endeavors near borders between economically
unequal nation states, many of these banana plantations on the Dominican side of the
border employed undocumented workers from Haiti. Meade notes much of the harder, less
visible labor was performed by the undocumented immigrant workers: “we saw a banana
plantation, and it was a big experience for me because undocumented Haitians were working
out in the fields on the bananas, whereas documented Dominican citizens were doing more
of like the cleaning the bananas and loading them onto the truck—the more visible work.”
It was during this excursion that the Solidarity Immersion students accompanied union
organizers and a representative from the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) as they talked
with workers about issues they were facing. Sehon recalls the experience of hearing worker
after worker report on-the-job abuses and indignities: wage theft, unsafe working conditions,
and ongoing medical issues resulting from time on the job. The WRC representatives
documented these grievances, taking photos, scanning timecards, all while carefully noting
salient details from their interviews. Noting the impact and power of a first-hand experience
of these testimonials, Sehon says, “You almost felt like you shouldn’t be there.” The
workers were afraid. They were afraid of their working conditions; they were afraid to speak
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out. Yet they were more afraid not to. “The sense of urgency in the workers [made me
realize] for them it is this or death. It was just a real kick in the pants.”
The power of these immersive, embodied experiences on the Solidarity Immersion
trip exceeds by great lengths the power of the knowledge that both Meade and Sehon were
already in possession of before the trip. Neither of these two student activists were blind to
labor issues or the inequity of global capitalism before the trip. Indeed, it was precisely
because of such knowledge that they even considered signing up for such an experience in
the first place. Yet their experiences in the Dominican Republic gave that knowledge new
life, new context--a lived experience. The embodied experiences in Dajabón in particular
affected Meade and Sehon in profound ways. Sehon’s voice shakes, years later, as she
remembers,
It was incredibly emotionally stirring for everyone in the group. We
struggled with that experience and our places as a mostly white, middle-class
group of students who have the ability to come and go as they please and do
or not do as they please, for a long time after. That struggle was really key in
forming myself as an ally and an activist.
Brock similarly and independently zeros in on the experiences in Dajabón and at the Haitian
border as being impactful, transformative ones, as he multiple times describes it as “a big
experience.” These moments in Dajabón and indeed the Solidarity Immersion trips as a
whole result in transformative moments that would not inaccurately be characterized as
conversion experiences that cemented Sehon and Meade’s determination and dedication to
living a life as an ally and activist. Sehon says, “That moment and that experience [in
Dajabón] humbled me,” and even before they got back, Meade notes, he and Sehon were
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engaged in discussions about how they could best build from a place of solidarity within the
global labor movement. Their conclusion: United Students Against Sweatshops.
These activists experiences in the Dominican Republic dovetail with Pezzullo’s case
studies of toxic tourism, which she defines as an embodied experience that “uses tourism for
politically progressive ends” (1). She further clarifies these tours as ‘‘embodied rhetorics of
resistance aimed at mobilizing public sentiment and dissent against material and symbolic
toxic patterns’’ (3). Through her multiple experiences physically going on these tours,
Pezzullo offers a consistent and compelling argument that there is a powerful rhetorical
effect born of physical experience. The embodied experience when all of a person’s senses
work together to take in and become a part of one’s surroundings creates a persuasive
moment that is difficult, if not impossible to capture simply with words or images alone. In
an effective example, Pezzullo notes the difference between seeing the image of a canyon
and the impact of the lived experience of actually being there and peering “over the edge [...]
to feel a sense of the fragility of our position” (28). While Pezzullo is reluctant to discredit
the rhetorical efficacy of non-embodied experience--indeed, one of her chapters analyzes the
rhetorical impact of a Sierra Club documentary video--she nevertheless is clear that there is a
interruptive persuasive moment unique to embodied experience. In short, there are some
things a body--and consequently, a mind--cannot know until it has experienced them. Such
is the power of lived and embodied experience, and while there are certainly roads to an
activist identity that are not born of such embodiment, the mark left on Sehon and Meade
after their time in the Solidarity Immersion program seems indelible.
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Bringing It All Back Home
Meade and Sehon returned to the University of Kentucky campus in the fall of 2012
with a plan: revivify a United Students Against Sweatshops chapter at the school, and use it
to build a coalition with which to pressure the administration to adopt more worker-friendly
policies on campus and abroad. The inspiration for starting the chapter, of course, came
from their experiences in the Dominican Republic--embodied experiences that persuaded
them to think of themselves as activists empowered with agency through acts of solidarity
with a global labor movement. Upon their return, the dialectic assertion and affirmation of
their identity as activists serves as a continuation of the transformative experiences they had
on their trip. And the way that this identity is asserted and affirmed, as we saw in chapter
three, is through performance--in this case, performance of actions that are part of a USAS
escalation campaign.40 In other words, when one makes a claim to an identity that does not
appear self-evident, one must perform that identity in a continued chain of iterations as a
way of re-affirming it.
Before exploring the identity performance through activism that these activists
engaged in, it is worth once again highlighting that other identity component every USAS
activist shares: they are all students. Along with certain affordances that often accompany
that identity, such as the ability to breach social decorum on college campuses often (but not
always) without reproach, being a student is not without certain constraints as well. One
notable constraint is that, as students, their views, voices, and bodies can often be seen as
ignorable by university administrators. Part of the blame for this, to be sure, is the result of
decades and decades of what Paulo Freire (1970) has called a banking model of education,

For more on USAS campaign structure and how the group uses escalation and a “pressure
sandwich” approach to achieve movement goals, see chapter 1.
40
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where students are passive vessels that receive discipline and knowledge from the reservoirs
of the teachers. This conception of learning, combined with lingering effects of a
paternalistic approach to education that was the target of many student rights movements of
the late 1960s and early 1970s, creates a mutable identity for students in the eyes of some
administrators: student voices that offer insight into labor issues or school business practices
are viewed as uninformed, naive, and therefore easy to dismiss. Yet perhaps the most
notable constraint that accompanies a student’s subject position and remains fairly consistent
across USAS chapters is a financial one: as mostly undergraduate college students, there are
not many student activists who are independently wealthy or who can foot the bill for more
elaborate actions during a campaign. And while simply by being a student at a school like
the University of Kentucky means one is experiencing at least some kind of privilege, financial
privilege in the form of a disposable income as a student more often than not is not one of
them.41 To put it simply, students are often poor, at least while they are on campus. As a
result, in a society in which money often equates to influence and, thanks to the case law
precedent of Citizens United vs. Federal Election Commission, is even considered
Constitutionally protected free speech, many paths to rhetorical agency are blocked for
student activists. A final constraint of the student subject position worth mentioning is the
temporal one: as mostly full time students engaged in often demanding courses of study,
USAS activists are already busy, and most of them did not come to college to become
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Notably, in 2017 a University of Kentucky student group, SSTOP Hunger (Sustainable
Solutions to Overcome Poverty), collaborated with the Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and
Digital studies and the Department of Dietetics and Human Nutrition to conduct a campus-wide
survey of students, inquiring about their economic situations. Among many key findings was that
43% of University of Kentucky students (undergraduate, graduate, and non-degree seeking
students) experienced some level of food insecurity. To read a summary of the group’s findings
or to view the entire report, see SSTOP Hunger (2018).
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activists.42 Since they often cannot discuss issues through regular discourse channels because
they are frequently ignored, cannot buy attention because they often lack financial resources,
and often have a limited amount of time to dedicate to activism because of packed
schedules, student activists have to get creative.
In order to reach university administrators and persuade them to come to the table
to discuss issues related to USAS campaigns, student activists demonstrate their
resourcefulness and creativity through a series of low-cost, low-investment actions. The goal
of such actions is to use disruption of the business-as-normal routine to gradually increase
pressure on the administration to negotiate. To put it differently, USAS activists often do
their best to make it impossible for university admins to ignore them and the issues they care
for. The tactics they use in these instances are as brash and bold as they are disruptive and
disorderly. At their best, they are effective, often helping to achieve movement goals. To
better understand the ways in which these activists gain rhetorical agency amidst a sea of
constraints, I turn to literature that theorizes how historically marginalized groups have often
overcome such adversity.
Spectacle
In Check It while I Wreck It, Gwendolyn D. Pough examines the ways some within
African American communities have navigated oppressive discourse conventions in order to
add their voice to the public sphere. As Pough notes, the model of public discourse in
which Habermas saw the bourgeoisie using regulatory aspects of the public sphere to ensure
their voices were not excluded from discourse does not equally welcome all voices (20). In
particular, she highlights moments in Black history in which the voices and viewpoints of
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As noted in chapter two, at least one activist, Brock Meade, mentions the challenges of being
both a full time college student and an active USAS member when he states he occasionally fell
behind on his school work.
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Black folks were systematically marginalized, making their bodies and their struggles nearly
invisible. Noting “a pattern in which whenever Black dissident voices enter the public space,
variables of containment and severe oppression [...] go into play that inhibit the strength and
forcefulness of their message” (20), Pough singles out approaches that nevertheless allowed
Black subjects to be seen and heard. These approaches, part of Pough’s larger theory of the
“rhetoric of wreck” drawn from the rhetorical strategies of hip hop culture and rap music,
include using visual spectacle as a way to upset expected discourse conventions strongly
enough to ensure Black bodies and voices are near impossible to ignore. To show this
theory in practice, Pough looks to examples from the Black Panther Party: “The Black
Panther Party used spectacle and representation in the larger U.S. public sphere to grab
national attention and claim a public voice. The black leather jackets, black berets, and guns
contributed to their revolutionary image” (20). Pough goes on to explain that the rhetoric of
the gun--the symbol that says you are willing to die and kill for your people--helped the Party
to navigate the spectacle they created. In these instances, embodied presence in Oakland
and circulated images of strikingly clad, well-armed Black bodies “renegotiated the public
sphere” in a way that claimed power and agency (20). In a white supremacist culture in
which many African Americans’ role had historically been one of invisibility, the disruption
of discursive norms born of spectacle was a first step in “bringing wreck” that always holds
the potential of changing the conversation. After all, as Pough points out, one often must
be seen before one can be heard, and therefore the spectacle becomes the key that unlocks
the door to audience attention (21-22). And once that connection is made between rhetor
and audience, spaces that have been denied to voices and bodies necessarily change as a
result of their addition.
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Drawing parallels between the rhetorical strategies evident in Pough’s examples and
those employed by student activists on college campuses is a risky move. After all, the Black
Panther Party arose, first in Oakland and then later in other cities across the country,
partially as a militant, revolutionary response to persistent and unavoidable threats to the
wellbeing and livelihoods of a long-oppressed people. The motivations in these instances is
something akin to what workers in the Dominican Republic and Haiti showed to Sehon
during her Solidarity Immersion experiences: “It was this [organizing] or death.” And
University of Kentucky USAS activists, a diverse yet mostly-white organization, often enjoy
the privileges that come with their subject positions as well as those that accompany being a
student at a flagship public university. The group shows themselves in their oral histories to
be quite aware of those privileges and the comparative comfort and low-risk nature of the
actions they take in the labor movement when compared with those of workers in other
parts of the world. Certainly, USAS activists are not usually in imminent danger, nor are
their livelihoods systematically constrained based on their identity as activists. Even so, I
believe the rhetorical strategies Pough identifies in African American rhetorical traditions can
theoretically illuminate some of the strategies used by USAS.
Because their voices and concerns are often disregarded by university administrators, many
of the tactics USAS activists employ as part of a USAS campaign leverage spectacle in a way
similar to other historically marginalized groups as a way to ensure a public sphere that will
see and hear them.

Spectacle in Embodied Protest
At the University of Kentucky and many other colleges around the nation, the last
regular week of classes is called “dead week.” This colloquial term is an administrative
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designation that marks a week in which class instructors are not supposed to assign any new
work to students: i.e. “dead week” is downtime meant to allow students to finish regular
coursework and also have time to begin preparing for final examinations the following
week.43 During dead week of spring semester 2014, the UK USAS chapter had been
engaged for over a year in a campaign to prevent the school from privatizing its dining
services. Discussions with administrators and the school’s Board of Trustees had been
spotty, and the activist group wanted to ensure that the pressure they had been putting on
administrators would not be forgotten once the academic calendar reset for a new year in a
couple weeks. Armed with some fake blood, theatrical makeup, flyers, and a press release,
USAS activists dressed up as zombies (figure 4.2 below)--a visual pun on dead week--and
staged a flash mob style protest outside of the Administration Building before moving the
zombie horde into the President’s Office for an afternoon sit-in that lasted over four hours.

Figure 4.2, Zombie Flash Mob, Credit Josh James/WUKY

43

When I ask my students if they know why dead week is thusly named, they often say
something to the effect that it is called dead week because that’s how you feel at the end of the
semester--dead.
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Ultimately, as those familiar with recent UK history know, the campaign to keep the school
from privatizing dining services was unsuccessful. That summer, while most of the students
were not on campus, the school entered into negotiations with Aramark, one of the
multinational corporations who, among other things, makes profits from feeding captive
populations tied to schools and prisons. Regardless, this action did indeed capture the
attention of administrators, and while the rhetorical pressure of this campaign was not
enough to surmount the incredible economic incentive of privatization, actions like this one
were acknowledged by administrators as having “helped shape the dialogue with the
companies” they eventually sold the school’s dining services to (James).
There are two keys to the rhetorical efficacy of this action: one is the embodied
presence of students, whose physical forms were placed in the way of normal daily activity
via, first, the flash mob outside the administration building in plain sight of campus tours
and students alike, and, subsequently, during the sit-in in the President’s office. And crucial
to the impact of both is spectacle. In a time in which the administration was disinclined to
allow student voices to be part of the decision making process, the student activists claimed
agency and made sure their concerns were impossible to ignore by leveraging spectacle as
way to command the audience’s gaze.
This rhetorical strategy--using spectacle to garner agency--is an artery that helps
channel the lifeblood of a USAS campaign. Indeed, there are countless examples that mirror
the street-theater style antics shown in the zombie action described above, at the University
of Kentucky or at any of the dozens and dozens of other campuses with active USAS
chapters. From impromptu foot races or dance parties held in the President’s office, to
mock funerals or candlelight vigils, USAS excels at using spectacle as part of a strategy of
disruption to carve out a place within a public sphere that is often unsympathetic to their
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arguments. In the absence of channels into a conversation, USAS creates their own, and
audiences often cannot help but look.

If You Weren’t There, You Wouldn’t Understand
It is clear that USAS uses embodied acts of spectacle as a way to capture the gaze
and attentions of school administrators, and that this attention can often translate into
administrative action in line with USAS goals. But although USAS actions can help make
progress on issues which the group cares about, that is not the only way that they affect
change in and through a movement, nor is the content of the action itself the only part that
should be considered movement activity. To circle back around to where the 2012-2015 UK
USAS chapter began, as shown in their oral histories both Sehon and Meade returned from
the Dominican Republic changed as a result of their embodied experiences there. They both
thought of themselves as activists and felt called to continue working in support of the
global labor movement through the vehicle of student-worker coalition activism. This
identity and the convictions that underpin them therefore had a strong beginning in
embodied experience, making them feel drawn to what Pezzullo describes as “an embodied
rhetoric of resistance” (3). After they spent time in the Dominican Republic with workers
and experienced part of the larger movement, they were rhetorically conscripted into the
labor movement as activists. However, this identity, once claimed, must be performed and
continually affirmed as a way to establish its legitimacy. In other words, an activist is as an
activist does. Thus emerges another crucial component of the way USAS actions help
achieve the stated goals of a campaign: in the process of performing an action, activists are
on one hand directly working to persuade administrators. The bodies that they use to plan
and execute movement actions such as the zombie flash mob and sit-in described above are
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inseparable from the actions themselves. On the other hand, they are constituting their own
identity as activists by performing these tactics. The activist creates the action, even as the
action gives credibility to the identity claim of activist.
In a similar but slightly different vein, the performance of movement activity-inextricable from activist identity performance--itself becomes a tool to build solidarity and
cohesion within a group. For instance, a campaign action like a letter drop helps the
movement through direct overture towards an audience, and it also provides a performative
moment that bolsters one’s claim to an activist identity. Additionally, in yet a third way that
individual performance of identity contributes to movement activity, the act of being there,
of showing up for a movement moment gives one a sense of ownership of the movement as
a whole. That is, if I show up for an initial campaign action, like a letter drop, I have
affirmed my identity claim as an activist, and I have also helped get that letter to the
administration. But crucially, I have also shared a moment in a lived, physical experience
with other movement participants. Everyone who leaves such an action has created
something collectively with other activists, and that shared experience creates a common
ground that allows a movement to thrive. The activists in the oral history interviews touch
on this point as well. Rohith Jayaram mentions the low turnover rate among USAS activists
at UK saying, “maybe the most important thing that I thought we did that [first] semester
was we didn’t lose people. The people who showed up for the first meeting were pretty
much the people who were there at the end.” When asked why he thought that was, Brock
Meade reflects,
I think some of it was a sense of shared participation in the decisions and the
tasks of us moving forward. I like to think that some of that good retention
from that fall to the next semester was just coming out of people feeling
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responsible maybe to the group. I don’t know if responsible is exactly the right
word, but just like people were…I think there was a big attempt to involve
everyone in the decisions moving forward concerning what campaign we
want to run, whether we want to do this tactic or that tactic. (emphasis
added)
Feelings of responsibility to the group and “shared participation” in decisions and tasks are
here singled out as contributing factors to group cohesion. I concur. And I would add that
these participatory acts--going to weekly group meetings, discussing tactics and strategies,
enacting the same--are all parts of movement activity that, again, are inextricable from
activist identity performance. Indeed, such shared, ritualized performances can be said to
constitute identity within many social groups. Even so, what is being shared among USAS
organizers in these instances are moments of activism, constituting an associated activist
identity. Yet above and beyond that, participation in these moments give an activist a sense
of ownership within the movement, a sense of belonging, a purpose, all of which builds
toward group solidarity and cohesion so requisite for any momentum within a movement.
All of these activist moments herein described also share another trait, which is that
they involve an embodied presence. This embodiment builds solidarity within the group and
individual identity through performance in the ways detailed above, and yet there is more to
the knowledge generated through embodiment. As Conquergood argues in an exploration
of participant-observation ethnographies, an embodied presence in an endeavor has the
potential to “privilege the body as a site of knowing” (191). Actions within a USAS
campaign are no different in that by physically being there--literally sharing air, space, sights,
sounds, scents, feelings--alongside other activists give one an embodied knowledge difficult
to convey to someone who was not physically present for those moments. Such is not to
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argue that all of these moments, filtered through the idiosyncratic filters of our own
experiences and our own differing bodies, are uniform or interchangeable. Indeed, their
subjectivity is the simultaneous source of both their power and ammunition with which to
discredit or ignore them. And therein lies their beauty and fire: you and I can both attend a
sit-in, and when we play the mental tape of that experience years later, they will look quite
different indeed. Even so, because we were both there, because we shared in something
meaningful together, there is the potential for a bond born of an experience that moved us
outside of the narrow confines of the first person and into something bigger, something
other than us that we were nevertheless part of even as it is part of us.

Building Identity, Building Bonds, Building a Movement
Embodiment works in tandem with spectacle to constitute a considerable part of a
United Students Against Sweatshops campaign. These elements--embodiment and
spectacle--are employed in direct actions that allow for the performance of an activist
identity for students participating in a USAS campaign. That performance can serve two
ends simultaneously: it can help a campaign achieve its stated goals by pressuring
administrators into dialogue, and it allows a space for activists to assert and affirm their
identities through performance. This shared identity--that of being an activist--combines
with other shared identity markers, such as being a student, to form common ground that
helps give cohesion and solidarity to a group. Additionally, since this group relies on
spectacles and embodied performances that breach decorum and social conventions, the
unruliness of these performances and the fact that they often have the potential to move
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activists outside their comfort zones also builds group cohesion and solidarity by providing a
shared experience that includes the possibility of discomfort. 44
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Psychologists Bastian, Jettin, and Ferris (2014) have demonstrated the ways that shared,
potentially painful experiences often result in group cohesion in their article “Pain as a Social
Glue: Shared Pain Increases Cooperation.”
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Chapter Five: Social Movements and Identity in Online Spaces

As argued in chapter three, identities play important roles in social movements: they
act as rallying points for performances, work as recruitment tools, and help to build
solidarity and cohesion within a movement. This argument is developed in the fourth
chapter, in which I show ways in which specific embodied acts of identity performance
leverage spectacle that can help achieve movement objectives, even as they reinforce and
reinscribe identities for movement participants in a way that can deepen activist affiliation
with a movement. Building on these previous two chapters, this chapter examines similar
acts of spectacle and identity performance, but rather than exploring these activist moments
exclusively in the off-line world, I will here consider the ways that identity performance
functions in an online environment, primarily within social media space. Through an
examination of publicly available artifacts from Occupy and United Students Against
Sweatshops, I use Jeff Rice’s theory of suggestion (2013) and Roland Barthes’s conception of
temporal images to argue that identity within digital spaces, while still facilitated through
embodied performance, takes on a networked and long-lasting character.

Memetic Images of Occupy
An early example of a specifically activist-oriented identity performance in an online
space came during the fall of 2011, during what became known as the Occupy Movement.
The original call to occupy was issued when the Canadian media group called Adbusters
designed the now famous poster of the dancer atop the bronze bull sculpture that is
perpetually frozen mid-charge in Bowling Green Park, near Wall Street in Manhattan. The
legend at the bottom is simple, containing only the event’s hashtag (#occupywallstreet), the
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date of the event (September 17th), and the two-word imperative, “Bring tent.” And on the
17th of September, 2011, people showed up. Indeed, an encampment of occupiers became a
permanent fixture in Zuccotti Park for about the next two months. Not long after the start
of the original September 17th occupation, many solidarity protests and encampments sprung
up around the world. About one month into the movement, The Washington Post reported
that Occupy themed rallies had been held in over 900 cities across multiple continents
(Adam). One of the lessons of Occupy involves the significance of embodied presence: the
movement, quite simply, would have had much less impact on discursive patterns if it was
not underpinned by protracted encampments, some of which lasted for well over a year.
Indeed, embodied presence was at the heart of what it meant to occupy in that movement,
and the continued occupation of public and publicly visible spaces is one of the reasons that
Occupy was able to defy narratives about what activism looks like, even as it continually
drew from established activist traditions. That is, by defying precast molds for action,
Occupy created a Barthian punctum, rupturing the bubble of public discourse in a way that
allowed for new ideas and new discursive boundaries.
Even so, despite this embodied dimension of Occupy, one could quite reasonably
argue that, despite the high number of encampments around the world, most people’s
knowledge of and experience with Occupy came not from the embodied actions themselves
but rather from circulated images of the movement encountered online, primarily through
Facebook and Twitter. Indeed, the memetic activity that grew out of this historical
movement accounts for no small part of how the movement was thought of at the time and
how we imagine it to have been years later. The playfulness of activism within the
movement created some striking moments, many of which took embodied activist moments
and remixed them for an online performance. One such as the memetic recreations of the
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moment in which Lieutenant John Pike casually pepper sprays peaceful protestors at UC
Davis.

Figure 5.1, Lt. Pike Pepper Spray Incident, Original Image Credit: Brian Nguyen

Figure 5.2, Meme: Sistine Chapel
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Figure 5.3, Meme: Declaration

Figure 5.4, Meme: Oswald Shot
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Figure, 5.5, Meme: Dark Side of the Law
There is a lot one could say about these images--about the way they pit authoritarian
oppression against, well, pretty much anything a photoshopper could conjure, about the way
the footage led to Pike’s firing, about the sympathy garnered for the movement in response
to this powerful image event. Jeff Rice (2013) writes about this moment in Occupy as well,
noting the ways the circulation of the image suggests as a way of creating meaning, and that
meaning generation is based on the networked context of other images and narratives within
a digital moment. This property--the way images arrive at meaning by suggesting networked
associations themselves not present within the images--will be explored shortly, for it is
invaluable in understanding USAS online identity performance. Embodiment, even in an
image event, serves an important function in such images as well, as is shown in another
series of images from the Occupy movement.
The images to which I refer are another memetic offshoot of Occupy, the “We are
the 99%” images. Taking a frequently chanted slogan from Occupy encampments, one that
encapsulated the vast economic inequality in the United States, memetic images of people
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sharing stories of their personal struggles began showing up on social media. Eventually
collected into an eponymous Tumblr blog, the “We are the 99%” images showcased the
lived experiences resulting from--or at least attributed to--U.S. economic inequality. The
images circulated virally online, and the identity performance therein is an example of the
way that such performances can not only be effective at advancing discourse within a
movement, but also at solidifying an activist’s adherence to a cause.

Figure 5.6, We Are the 99%, example 1
The images showcase the personal struggles of hundreds of working class people. The
messages, many of them handwritten, convey an ethos, a sense of who the person in the
picture is. Almost all of the statements are written in the first person, and the presence
within the frame of the face of the author gives the images even more power, as they
connect experiences with the bodies having them.
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Figure 5.7, We Are the 99%, example 2
The bodies within these images do not fit neatly into one identity category. Many of the
authors are young, as the memetic internet culture that gave rise to the moment was more
rapidly adopted by younger folks first. Nevertheless, as the weeks and months of the
Occupy movement wear on, the age range of the subjects broadens and deepens, with
images of octogenarians juxtaposed with images of toddlers in parents’ arms. Nor are the
bodies monochromatic, with a representation of ethnicity as diverse as that of the entire
nation.
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Figure 5.8, We Are the 99%, example 3
The messages conveyed by the images often speak of economic struggle, of college debt, of
credit card debt, of poverty in old age, of fear of going to see a doctor because of the
prohibitive costs of a check up or, worse, for fear that a doctor might find something wrong
the author could not afford to treat at all.

Figure 5.9, We Are the 99%, example 4
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Even years after their original posting--or perhaps especially years later--it can be
emotionally moving to view these photos, these first-person testimonies of injustice and
suffering. Knowing now the seemingly meager short-term impact of this historical upswelling of working class protest, it is easy to lose sight of the important rhetorical work that
was (and arguably still is) being done by these images and the sharing of them. All of the
above samples were taken from November of 2011. At the time of their original posting,
they were a powerful reminder of the need for economic critique when addressing a
multitude of social ills. They built class consciousness. They let people know they were not
alone, that indeed they were the overwhelming majority of Americans. And while Occupy
might not have succeeded in bringing about legislative solutions to the contradictions of
capitalism, I join Janice Fernheimer (2014) in arguing that even when movement goals are
not immediately achieved, even when interruptive interventions do not quickly bring about
their intended change, there may yet be considerable rhetorical work being enacted simply by
beginning to create a space where subsequent dialogue can continue. As Fernheimer writes,
such moments “may simply begin to rupture what otherwise appears to be an impervious
dominant narrative or paradigm” (4).
What is most notable here in terms of this project is the ways that these memetic
images circulate in a way that asserts and affirms identity. These activists claim an identity:
they are the 99%--it says so on most of their signs. And the evidence to support this identity
claim is printed there as well: they are struggling. In the process of creating and circulating
these images, the subjects in the photographs are doing activist work, even as they are
simultaneously building an identity and solidifying their connection to the movement. This
same rhetorical effect circulates in activist networks related to the United Students Against
Sweatshops.
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USAS Online Identity Performance
One of the main ways that USAS members perform identity collectively and
individually online is through sharing images from actions. Indeed, the circulation of images
are of such importance to the movement that USAS Organizers Training Manuals and
emails can go as far as stating, “pics & social media or it literally didn’t happen” (Thomas;
“Stop Staples Action Packet”). The implication here is multifaceted, as is the underlying
philosophy. On one hand, USAS plans individual campaign actions as part of larger
strategies of escalation--increasing pressure designed to help achieve movement goals. For
many of these actions, there is an immediate, primary audience: administrators, decision
makers, other college students, even the college-licensed apparel brands themselves. But of
equal importance are audiences that encounter the image events after their immediate
occurrence. These secondary audiences encounter images and summaries of a USAS action
after they have transpired, which allows for at least two things: first it provides a way for
USAS to continually craft and frame their message for a wider public. That is, it allows the
activist community to craft what Kevin Deluca calls an image event and accompanying ingroup/out-group rhetoric in a way that frames the issue according to the ideographs of their
own choosing. This framing is often done with what Jim Ridolfo and Dànielle Nicole
DeVoss call rhetorical velocity--with an eye for composing a message in a way that considers
how it will be recomposed later. Secondly, it implicitly acknowledges the way that meaning in
the public sphere is a multi-directional process, consisting of actors distributed throughout a
network of meanings and associations.
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Off-to-Online Action: Balloon Animal Photo Petition
USAS performs identity in an embodied way offline that is then transferred to online
spaces, where those identities are reinscribed. One example of this comes from an early
public action the University of Kentucky USAS chapter performed during its 2012 campaign
to get the campus bookstore to carry more apparel from Alta Gracia, an apparel
manufacturer certified as sweatshop free.45 On a cool fall day in early October, a group of
four or five dedicated USAS activists, including myself, set up shop outside of the campus
bookstore with a camera, a dry erase board, some markers, a couple pre-made signs, and a
bag of modeling balloons with which to make balloon animals. The goal was simple: post
up outside the campus bookstore for a couple high-foot-traffic hours and entice passersby to
pose in front of the bookstore with a premade sign or one on the dry erase board with a
message they created themselves in exchange for a balloon animal and the knowledge they
were helping make the campus a better place. Over the span of about two hours, the group
collected about 35 images of students and faculty showing support for the Alta Gracia
brand. Pictures from the action, playfully codenamed Balloon Animals Decidedly Against
Sweatshops (BADASS), were subsequently taken to social media, where they were first
added to the public UK USAS Facebook page before being shared to the UK Bookstore’s
and the University of Kentucky’s Facebook pages.46

45

A detailed description of the Alta Gracia brand, their history, and their labor practices is
presented in the discussion of UK USAS campaigns in Appendix B.
46
All USAS images are publicly shared on UK USAS’s public Facebook page and are linked in
the Works Cited page.
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Figure, 5.10, Celebrating Alta Gracia example 1
As in the “We are the 99%” images that circulated online during the early months of the
Occupy Wall Street movement, the images from the BADASS photo petition build ethos
through embodied presence in the photographs. You see a face, a body, an appeal to the
out-group bookstore.

Figure 5.11, Celebrating Alta Gracia example 2
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The background for each photo is provided by the bookstore itself. Signs often indicate the
bookstore as the intended audience with slogans such as, “These windows reserved for Alta
Gracia” or “I want Alta Gracia in these windows.”

Figure, 5.12, Celebrating Alta Gracia example 3
The embodied performance of this activist moment--as well as the images captured
for the photo petition--leverage spectacle as a way to claim agency. As suggested in chapter 4,
the students participating in these image events act from subject positions that are often
easily dismissed. As students, they often lack the financial or cultural capital that would help
their voices be heard when it comes to discussions of the manufacture or sales of college
licensed apparel. Indeed, just as the historically marginalized Black subjects of Pough’s
“rhetoric of wreck” have leveraged spectacle as a way to garner attention and have a voice in
a public sphere to which not all subjects have equal access, the USAS activists in this photo
petition use the spectacle of this image event--students protesting their own campus
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bookstore--as a way to claim agency and have a voice in the way their school’s buying power
is used.
As I have argued in previous chapters, these moments of activism also constitute the
subject’s identity as an activist. The act of standing outside the campus bookstore and
participating in a photo petition designed to persuade the store to carry more WRC-certified
sweat-free apparel provides the embodied performance of activism that lends legitimacy to a
claim to an activist identity. Further, the act of organizing and executing the event
constitutes a shared, embodied experience among USAS activists that move the group closer
to their goals by building cohesion and claiming agency through spectacle. Further still,
these photographs constitute multiple identities and highlight the ways in which identities are
always multifaceted and intersectional.

Figure 5.13 Celebrating Alta Gracia @ example 4
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Figure 5.14, Celebrating Alta Gracia example 5
Wildcat identity is asserted even as it is constructed: “Wildcats love a living wage.” Identities
as activists, constructed through the process of posing for the picture, of taking it, are
further intersected with ethos from other identities. We want you to support Alta Gracia
because we are Wildcats, because we are people who care about labor rights, because we are
students here, because we are resident advisors, because we See Blue as well as See Justice,
because we are Clint.

Working Out for Worker Rights
In a separate campaign, a similarly structured photo petition was employed, resulting
in similar rhetorical moments, in similar instances of performative identity work. In
particular, this campaign provides some particularly striking examples of the way activist
identity construction oscillates between on and offline spaces through performance. And in
these instances, the centrality of the body to constructing identity is inescapable, even in a
digital environment. The campaign in question, described at length in Appendix B, ran from
fall of 2014 through fall of 2015 and consisted of USAS activists striving to persuade the UK
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administration to cancel their business dealings with VF Corporation. The crux of the issue
was that VF, the parent company of brands such as JanSport and NorthFace, refused to sign
an agreement to protect the rights of workers in Bangladesh. One tactic in the campaign
was a series of photo petitions. The two immediately following took place in April of 2015.
These petitions are illustrative of how embodied identity performances offline can be
recontextualized in online environments in ways that reinforce identity while also working
toward movement goals.

Figure 5.15, Workout for Workers’ Rights example 1
In this action, a “Work Out for Workers’ Rights” in which students participated in quick
exercises and posed for photos, the resulting images were again shared on publicly visible
social media outlets as a way to build the coalition and pressure administrators into dialogue.
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Figure 5.15, Workout for Workers’ Rights example 2

However, after sharing these dozens of photos online, this time USAS also printed them out,
took them to the school president’s office, and taped them to the walls there.

Figure 5.16, Office of the President Photo Petition example 1
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Figure 5.17, Office of the President Photo Petition example 2
This second usage of the photographs--taping them to the walls in a physical-space version
of sharing them on social media--was itself photographed. And images from this second
event were, in turn, also shared on social media in a kind of photo petition inception.47 This
series of actions highlights the interplay between identity performance in physical and online
spaces. In the same way that an activist identity is claimed, performed, and affirmed offline,
activists share their actions and images online towards the same end.
It is worth pausing here to note the embodied performance and constitution of
identity at play in this instance. First of all, the significance of the bodies in this action is
near unavoidable: the original theme for the photo petition--working out for workers’ rights-serves to highlight the embodied presence of the students in the images in a more
pronounced way than in the balloon animal action. The bodies photographed are often
captured in the act or the simulation of exercise. Those bodies and those actions--the act of

47

The USAS chapter wanted to then print these images of them taping the original images to the
walls of the president’s office and then tape those to the wall the following week to keep the joke
going, but no one had deep enough pockets to spring for the printing costs.
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posing, the playfulness, the act of petitioning-- are shared online where the performance is
inscribed again. The subsequent act of printing the photos and affixing them to the
president’s office again reinscribes those identities and those performances, as does the act
of posing next to the images during this follow-up action. Further still, the sharing of this
second batch of photos online again performs the activist gesture driven by the image of
embodied action. These series of actions show the ways in which identity is constructed in
an oscillating rotation between on and offline performances mediated by embodied image
events that mutually reinforce one another.

Sitting-In for Justice
Activist identity performance shown through the circulation of online images has a
potentially much wider audience than the same performances offline. Images taken from
actions directed at an initially very small audience are given new life once they are released
online. I want to consider the example of one of the sit-ins that USAS held in the University
of Kentucky President’s office on 24 April 2015 as part of the escalation of the group’s
campaign to persuade the school to end business dealings with VF Corporation.48 To better
understand this moment and the generation of meaning created by the circulation of images,
I return to Jeff Rice (2013) and his notion of suggestion. Rice offers suggestion as part of a
larger argument about revivifying the digital humanities by moving away from a
hermeneutics, a practice of interpretation that he argues is carried over to digital artifacts
from established offline traditions within rhetoric, literature, and cultural studies. Rice
instead presents a theory of suggestion as a way “to promote meaning in digital imagery in
ways that interpretation [...] has not yet done on its own, to tease out the networks that
48

A detailed description of this campaign is included in Appendix B.
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construct any digital moment, in photography or elsewhere” (376). The basis for this theory
of suggestion is the notion that images are not hermetically sealed units of meaning. Indeed
as David M. Sheridan, Jim Ridolfo, and Anthony J. Michel (2012) argue, one of the
characteristics of photography and film is that they carry with them a pretense of impartiality
and objectivity (130-31), yet such objectivity is shown to be non-existent when confronted
with networked generation of meaning. Meaning does not come from the image or the
creator of the image but is instead generated by a “network of forces coming together,”
forces that Rice writes “are pronounced in digital environments” (366). When it comes to
images taken from a protest event, the network that contributes meaning to the images
consists of “a collective memory regarding protest [...] the association and connection of
various agents outside of the image itself, but present in collective memory” (367). In other
words, when an audience sees images--from Occupy, from a USAS event--the meaning
suggested by them is not just a product of the image itself but also comes from cultural
memories or narratives that the viewer brings to the images. For example, when examining
images from Lt. Pike pepper spraying protesters at UC Davis, part of the audience’s outrage
in response is generated because of other images and cultural moments that the image can be
seen as connected to. Among other possible networked moments that could come to mind
for the viewer seeing Pike, Rice in a later essay (2016) singles out the image’s suggestion of
“a history of campus protest and social activism, a history of campus protest and social
activism in the UC system, protest at University of California Berkeley in the 1960s, and
Kent State” (Rice “Digital Outragicity”). These networked associations, if accessible to the
viewer, work alongside the image and contribute to its ultimate meaning. This insight is
applicable to online images of USAS activist performance as well, and the images taken from
the 2015 sit-in provide an illustrative example.
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The initial audience for this action, coming at the end of the 2015 campaign to
encourage the school to cut business ties with VF Corporation, was small, consisting
primarily of the administrative staff.

Figure 5.18, Sit In example 1
USAS activists, armed with signs they created, food, water, and homework to work on,
camped out in President Capilouto office in hopes of getting him to agree to a meeting to
discuss the labor violations of VF Corporation.49

49

While they eventually did get their meeting, it did not result in a clear victory. The campaign to
cut contracts with VF Corporation eventually lost momentum once some of the main movers and
shakers from USAS graduated that spring. More details on this campaign are provided in
Appendix B.
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Figure 5.19, Sit In example 2
I single out this moment because of the way the images of it in particular tap into historical
narratives of what it means to be an activist. The sit-in has an immediate context and
exigence: the campaign to get the school to end business relations with an unscrupulous
apparel brand until they signed onto the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh.
Yet the meaning generated via the online images shared on Facebook do so via suggestion of
other similar activist moments. These moments, in turn, become a networked part of the
identity of the current movement and also the activists in it.
I want to trace some of the network of this suggestion to understand how its
meaning is generated: the sit-in as a moment of activist expression, as noted in chapter two,
dates back to at least the 1900s. But more recently, the embodied presence of student sit-ins
beginning in 1960 with the four black college students who sat down at the Woolworth’s
lunch counter in Greensboro, North Carolina had become a dominant part of activist
culture in the civil rights movement. Resonating particularly with college students, sit-ins to
protest segregation, the escalating war in Vietnam, the in loco parentis culture of paternalism
on college campuses became standard operating procedure for counterculture protesters.
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The sit-in becomes familiar. It becomes commonplace. It becomes the mark of a rebel who
will not settle for or with the status quo. In short, the sit-in becomes a Barthian myth: a
second-order semiological system of meaning generation. The meaning of the original sit-in-to protest social wrongs--is still there. But its meaning and original history shifts to allow
room for subsequent iterations, and it is through such subsequent performances that the sitin connects the USAS activists pictured above to the mytho-cultural narratives that surround
the action. They are United Students Against Sweatshops. They are performing the action
known as a sit-in to bring administrators to the table. These are the immediate meanings.
But the mythic language in play in these images does much more to constitute their identity
as activists. They suggest networked meanings and identities, good or bad, potentially
associated with sit-ins. The students are brash. They are rebellious. They are social justice
warriors. They are unwilling to accept the conditions of oppression. They are part of a long
struggle against iniquity that stretches back through the decades. Standard bearers, young
and full of lively defiance. Good-hearted people warring against the powers of old and rich.
They are a small band of Davids poised against an unfeeling university Goliath. They are
cool. They are active. They are activists.
The sharing of these images online potentially suggests all of these narratives, which
vary according to the networked associations of the recipient of the image. As Rice (2016)
argues, audience responses are based upon “accumulated aggregations stored in memory,
emotion, action, personal history, or otherwise.” If a viewer of these images does not know
the mythic language of sit-ins, the response varies accordingly.
The suggestions of these images in digital environments for me draws attention to
the centrality of the bodies and their identities. Embodied performances once again
constitute identity in the process of enacting movement activity. But in this instance, in a
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digital environment, the ways in which these embodied acts of identity performance are
themselves networked with potentially striking historical cultural moments become more
pronounced. Further through online, social media-mediated distribution of the image, the
moment of identity performance and all of its mythic associations, becomes crystalized,
archived into a perpetual performance that is available long after the action has ended.
Remarking on the temporal paradox of photography in Camera Lucida, Barthes notes that a
portrait of Lewis Payne, a convict soon to be executed for the attempted murder of the US
Secretary of State in 1865, reminds him simultaneously, “He is dead. He is going to die”
(95). The present moment is captured but is filtered through all that came before it, all that
has come thereafter. The images of the USAS sit-in exhibit the same ontological riddle.
These activists are in the sit-in--it has happened. It is happening. As a result, their identity is
continually being reinscribed through the image as a result.
The effect of these images are multifaceted and potentially far reaching. Within their
immediate context, the administration’s response to the direct action was to acquiesce to the
students’ demand for dialogue, with a meeting happening between President Capilouto, his
staff, and USAS happening the week of May 11, 2015. And while the ultimate goals of that
meeting--persuading the administration to cut ties with VF Corporation until they agreed to
protect workers in Bangladesh--were not achieved, the images from this moment in UK
activist history remain. The embodied identity performances of these activists are now part
of a publically accessible archive via the UK USAS Facebook page. And while the images
are no longer in active circulation and the moment of their immediate usefulness has passed,
the networked associations suggested by these moments are preserved and stand ready to
further establish activist traditions that future UK students can draw upon.
Copyright © Craig Alan Crowder 2019
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Epilogue
When I think back over University of Kentucky USAS history, when I think of my
time with the organization and what it was able to accomplish, I feel proud. I am proud of
their victories--getting Alta Gracia apparel in the campus bookstore, affiliating the school
with the Worker Rights Consortium, keeping Sodexo off campus. Too, I am proud of their
seeming defeats, as there is value in making activist work visible. Even though the group
was not able to prevent the privatization of UK Dining Services as a whole, even though the
school still does business with VF Corporation despite their unwillingness to sign an accord
to protect workers in Bangladesh, those campaigns in many ways will exist in perpetuity.
Their contributions to a campus culture and tradition of activism still resonate with
progressive campus groups today and show themselves in what is, at this point, the third
iteration of United Students Against Sweatshops at UK: a group called Students Against
Social Injustice. Likewise, the image events created by these USAS campaigns still reside on
social media accounts as documentation of activist moments that, through networked
suggestion, form a semiological and historical chain linking history and activism in a living
way. These performances still perform, and they establish tradition and discursive moments
that can perhaps be revivified when the kairotic moment is more opportune.
Even as I celebrate the work that USAS has done on Kentucky’s campus, I am aware
of the limitations that can accompany the identity category of activist. The claim and
performance of this identity can indeed bolster a movement and help it achieve its
objectives. Yet even as an activist identity is claimed, performed, and affirmed in support of
a movement, it can be limited and constrained by the same traditions it draws from to give it
strength. For example, holding a rally outside a university president’s office unites USAS
protestors in 2015 to previous historical activist traditions often associated with 1960s
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countercultural protests through networked associations. People create signs, they gather,
hear speakers, chant. This connection can help participants feel affirmation for the justness
of their cause, giving them a rhetorical advantage when building solidarity within the
movement. However, because such rallies are a familiar form of protest, the action also runs
the risk of being easily dismissed and potentially ignored. Indeed, a spring 2001 article in the
New York Times lamented the “yawning familiarity” of student protests, dismissing them as a
“rite of spring” (qtd. in Featherstone 42). These performances still affirm and lend
legitimacy to activist identity claims, yet they may not have the power to create a rhetorical
rupture within discourse circulation that will allow for progress on an issue.
Furthermore, performing an activist identity in accordance with familiar tropes holds
the subject position within a space of exception. During the oral history recordings, Will
Emmons asserts his claim as an activist, going as far to state that he is a “super activist.”
However, he also discusses the limitations of such an identity:
activism as a thing as we understand it right now is a subculture, it’s a hobby
that people have. It’s another one of these double edged swords: you can be
part of a community of people that is sustaining and allows you to be a
happier human being…a life womb of people who think like you. [T]here’s
real joy and sorrow that people can share together. But it’s also like…I
mean…it doesn’t really work if it’s just like our weird hobby. [...] I am a
super activist. But unless it’s a thing that, like, normal people can be a part of
that isn’t just all of us sitting around being weird... [...] I have a strong sense
that activism being a hobby or a subculture hampers the development of the
politics that people who would purport to be activists have to some extent.
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What struck me, listening to these lines, was the way that Emmons here articulates potential
shortcomings of activism performance in modes that could be considered “weird” by folks
outside of self-claimed activist identities. Playful, strategic performances, when they are not
“yawningly familiar” enough to be dismissed outright paradoxically might advance a
movement, but they also hold the potential to exclude others who might otherwise be willing
to participate.
I do not have a complete solve for this problem, yet I think Krista Ratcliffe’s notion
of rhetorical listening points us in the right direction. Ratcliffe defines rhetorical listening as
a “stance of openness that a person may choose to assume in relation to any person, text, or
culture” (17). Such a stance allows for an openness to other subject positions, other ways of
knowing, other ways of being in the world. And I suggest that a sustained, conscious choice
of a stance guided by rhetorical listening would empower activists to navigate their
performances with an eye not only for historical moments from which they might draw to
advance a movement but also new, kairotically appropriate performances that would expand
the activist identity category in ways that open it to the folks Emmons feels might be
excluded.
Finally, reflecting on the role of identity, spectacle, and embodied performances
within activist traditions in 2019, one would be shortsighted not to also reflect on the roles
that these elements play in some of the uglier cultural movements of our time. In particular,
the increasing visibility of identitarian politics around white nationalism in the wake of
Donald Trump’s 2016 election to the Presidency is rife with moments of identity
construction and performance. These strategies and tactics were on full display in the
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“Unite the Right” rally held in Charlottesville, Virginia on 11-12 August 2017.50 During this
rally, mostly white, male protestors gathered on the University of Virginia campus wielding
torches and chanting racist slogans such as “Jews will not replace us!” and an English
rendering of a Nazi propaganda slogan, “Blood and Soil” (Heim). Most who have seen
photographs or videos of this portion of the rally would agree that the group effectively used
spectacle to garner attention within public discourse. Similarly, just as USAS organizers
construct and solidify their identities as activists and help achieve movement goals through
embodied performance of an activist identity, these right-wing activists are defining a certain
kind of white nationalist identity through an embodied form of protest. The articulation and
embodied performance of this identity likely builds solidarity amongst right-wing activists,
even as it provides a ready-made narrative for white nationalism that others can adopt. In
short, performance and spectacle build their movement in the ways similar to those
employed by USAS protestors. In this instance, the theories discussed in this dissertation are
shown to be amoral: just as Aristotle notes that rhetoric, as an art, is amoral and therefore
usable towards ends nefarious and just alike, so too are identity, spectacle, and embodiment
amoral, capable of being used by activists of any political inclination.
We can however differentiate easily between the groups using these strategies and
tactics, and the key to doing so lies not only in the groups’ politics but, importantly, in the
identities they are performing and how they are situated in asymmetrical networks of power.
For example, textile workers in the Dominican Republic or students organizing on college
campuses to help end worker exploitation are in markedly different social positions than are
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Organized by a loose confederation of far-right leaning groups, this well-documented rally
resulted in dozens of injuries and the death of Heather Heyer as white nationalists clashed with
anti-fascist counter protestors. For a timeline of the events at this rally, see Heim, “Recounting a
Day of Rage, Hate, Violence and Death.”
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the alt-right protesters in taking part in the Charlottesville rally. The former are structurally
and economically marginalized subjects; the latter represent the status quo and therefore
have voices more readily heard in the deliberative democratic process. Indeed, such an
acknowledgment--that the right wing protesters are speaking from a position of power and
agency--is explicitly acknowledged in their “You/Jews will not replace us” chant. That is,
their lamentation is one born of a fear of losing power, rather than not having it to begin
with. This different subject position is theorized by Iris Marion Young in her concept of the
politics of difference. Reflecting on the ways a difference in subject positioning results in
unequal inclusion in democratic practices Young writes, “The normative legitimacy of a
democratic decision depends on the degree to which those affected by it have been included
in the decision‐ making processes and have had the opportunity to influence the outcomes”
(5-6). To clarify, Young here points out that democratically made decisions lose legitimacy
when the people whom it affects are disqualified from participation in the decision making
process. Such politics of difference allow us to handily demarcate the tactics and strategies
of right and left-wing activists. While strategies and tactics born of identity, spectacle, and
embodiment are amoral and available to social movements of any disposition, the political
difference in the subject position of the activists in question show the alt-right acting using
these tactics and strategies not to claim agency but rather to consolidate power with which
they are already vested by a white supremacist society. As Young makes clear, such a
consideration of subject position further help us better perceive the biases through which
the voices of subjects are or are not taken into account during democratic processes (83).
------When I was in middle school in an army community in Oklahoma in 1989-1990,
there was a popular design of a t-shirt worn by some of the African American students.
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The shirts often had an outline of the African continent accompanied by the phrase, “It’s a
Black thing. You wouldn’t understand.” For sure, I and a lot of my white friends at the
time did not understand. We did not understand the significance of the phrase or the
community uplift that was part and parcel of such visible claims to and celebrations of
identity. Our race, our whiteness was largely invisible to us, for even though military towns
are much more racially diverse and integrated than some of the civilian places I have lived,
they are still largely governed by the cultural logic of a predominantly white culture that
presents whiteness as the default position. Now, years later, while I am still largely an
outsider to racially-defined counterpublics, I think I have come to a kind of understanding of
what that shirt means: It is a fundamental truth about the human condition. There are
certain things you cannot understand until you have experienced them. The bodies we
inhabit are the locus of such experiences. Our bodies have rhetorical effects on situations;
ergo, different bodies have different experiences. And so to this day, while I now
understand what the shirt means in terms of why I wouldn't understand embodied black
experience, there are limits to my academic study of critical race theory, limits to best
intentions and empathy.
This centrality of bodies to ways of knowing extends to performance. Since I first
pitched the idea of examining USAS to my faculty advisors and fellow activists, it has literally
been years. During that time, powerfully impactful social movements have arisen in
response to social injustice. From the extrajudicial murder of unarmed African Americans
that brought about uprisings in Ferguson, Missouri, eventually morphing into the Black
Lives Matter movement, to the atrocious tales of widespread sexual assault and abuse that
coalesced as the Me Too movement, people are speaking out--performing--against the status
quo. At the center of both these movements, figuratively and literally, are bodies. And since
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there are none of us who have had the lived experience of all of us, it feels incumbent upon
each person with a working heart and a mind for change in the world to tend to and pay
attention to the stories of bodies all around us. For while we might never know first-hand
what it is like to be in a subject position other than our own, we can nevertheless take those
embodied experiences seriously and learn deeply from them. We can practice rhetorical
listening and extend it to the bodies in our world. To extend the phrase from that junior
high t-shirt, it might be something we wouldn’t understand, but that doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t try.

Copyright © Craig Alan Crowder 2019
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Appendix A: Oral History Transcripts
USAS Oral History Interview with Isabel Cochran, Jared Flannery, Kieran Cochran
20 May 2014

Kieran: I just got involved [with USAS] this past February. Really just because of my sister
because she was in it, and we found out we were able to go to the national conference in
Austin. So there was space in the car, and I was like, “I would love to go,” and after I went
there I was like, “Ok, I’m in.” We started off with a big action, which I felt like really
energized me and helped me see the potential and, like, how many people can come
together. It already felt like you were really doing something, like, right away.
Me: this is an action you did while you were at the conference at UT?
Kieran: Yeah, it was like on the first day of the conference, wasn’t it?
Isabel: Yeah
Kieran: It was like over a hundred people in it, like students marching around. So many
people, it seemed.
Me: Do you know what the action was about?
Jared: Yes, they actually were successful. The asked to cut with Exenture, which is sort of
similar to…well, I guess it’s like an outsourcing company in itself, and there was a shared
services program that was to cut teaching, cut staff, cut dining services staff and all sorts of
things
Isabel: It was like 500 jobs, wasn’t it?
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Jared: Yeah, and they recently declared victory, at least in terms of kicking Exenture out as
the contractor. Even the shared services program was reduced in terms of what it was trying
to take away.
Me: That’s really cool. I saw something about that in the national updates on facebook. K,
had you done any activist work before USAS?

Kieran: Not really, I did a little bit in SLC, Utah when I lived there, I participated in
small…it was through this guy who used to be the governor of Utah or the mayor of SLC or
something, and he had started this non profit to get people awareness of different human
rights issues, but it was never as focused as, like, USAS was…is. But that was a few years
ago. I do, like, other kinds of volunteer work, but not necessarily very much activist work
except for in USAS.
Me: Cool. What were some of the volunteer things you did?
Kieran: I work with kids right now. I’m a (middle school?) Sunday school teacher.
Me: Awesome
Kieran: Yeah. I also worked with underprivileged youth at Walter Todd Center in Frankfort
KY for a year when I lived there last year. It was just like once a week for a few hours.
Me: Was that something you got involved in through your church?
Kieran: Yeah! But it was cool, it was just like hanging out with…yeah. I’m not like very
religious, but I like the community, and the kids are great.
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Me: So now that you’ve worked with USAS a bit, is it something you are going to continue
doing while you’re here?
Kieran: Definitely. Until I graduate. And hopefully events afterwards too.
Me: Were you in school at SLC?
Kieran: Yes, I was at the U of Utah for about three years. I did some, like, recycling
volunteer work at the farmers market down there, but I never got too involved in like the
activist stuff. I got emails from the “Heel Utah” which is this group of people who are trying
to improve the air quality. They have terrible air, and they’re trying to get some of the bad
stuff out of the air, reducing carbon and stuff, but it’s sloooow. Very red state.
Me: Jared, you just finished your senior year, did you have a history of activism before UK?
Jared: Not activism, I developed a political consciousness through the 2008 elections in
opposition to both mainstream candidates, but I had never had an opportunity in high
school to really do anything until I came to UK in, like, my sophomore year I went to the
club fair (during K week). I wasn’t a freshman at the time. It was fall 2010, and I went up to
the KFTC table. I feel a little bad; I don’t remember who was there, but in any case, I took
their pamphlet and went to the first meeting, and it was pretty impressive aside from a little
askew remark from Jerry Moody—he was in attendance. It was pretty impressive, and I was
really pleased to see a group of like-minded individuals all in the same room, so I decided,
like, this is where I’m going to hang out after a pretty uneventful freshman year in terms of
activity and things like that. So I guess a lot of my first forays into activism were
environmentally related. I wasn’t…despite Louisville Loves Mountains Week, I had no idea
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what mountaintop removal was until I came to UK, and that was a real shock realizing that
the urban center that I live in is supported by this practice.
And I think it might be relevant that my parents had been on and off in state government,
and even despite that seeming political involvement…nothing about coal or even
controversial, you could say euphemistically, issues.
Me: how were your parents involved in state government?
Jared: different cabinets. As bureaucrats. Transportation department. Finance department.
Me: Are y’all from Louisville?
Jared: They are…actually…my mom’s from Louisville, and my dad’s from (can’t hear on
recording). They met at UK, so there’s some political history there and I was always
conscious of politics in general, but not in a Left frame until late high school and then
coming into college. But it was super revealing almost immediately, I guess maybe because
of the ideal size of Lexington, I feel like I met a lot of the major players within a few months
in terms of people who are organizing rallies and talking to people in the community. And
that proliferated immediately with me where I was just like, “Ok, I’m in KFTC” we started
an ACLU group, which was funny and short-lived, but really fun. Before USAS came
around in official form, I went to a USAS conference with Enku and Tyler Patrick. This
must be in 2011, and it was the best…to this day I think…I mean Austin is probably tied,
but USAS conferences are the best. I went in there and there were like lectures on
international solidarity and how to target international brands and how to resist green
washing, and corporate social responsibility as a bullshit idea, and things like that. And then
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on the other hand, people were, like, organizing tactics workshops and things like that. And
I was just blown away. It was so incredible.
Jared: I don’t want to draw too solid of a line here, but to me [USAS’s pragmatism married
with theory] led to a shift to where I’m not super involved with environmental activism right
now at all to the extent that it exists on campus. Just comparing the national scale of Power
Shift—which is the main environmental youth conference—to USAS there is a major
difference in terms of commitment to action. And so there’s been a slow movement
towards social justice organizations, like KFTC isn’t just an environmental organization. I
met my sort of most recent roommate Brock at Occupy 2011, which Lexington had a pretty
impressive instance of.
Me: Thinking on the contrast between Power Shift and the USAS national conference, what
do you think accounts for the difference in the experience?

Jared: I don’t want to be too hard pressed for a definitive answer, but I can think of two
variables. One is the people who are likely to be involved in movements. In the case of the
environmental movement, it’s likely to be people with an upper middle class background,
although of course there are people who are fighting environmental racism all the time. So it
might just be a function of what people are willing to risk given their privileged
backgrounds…the fight for economic justice and the fight for environmental justice
differentiating that, and the other thing might be the feasibility of direct action in these
different fights. So like [recording ends].
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USAS Interview with Will Emmons
June 4, 2014

Me: How did you get involved with USAS? You were one of the leaders right from the start.
Will: At the time I was a second year law student and I had the advantage of being involved
with a group that was affiliated with United Students Against Sweatshops when I was in
college at Brown University. There was a group there called Brown Student Labor Alliance,
and I got involved with that group the moment I got on campus there in 2005. [At Brown]
school starts around Labor Day, and the downtown janitors in Providence, RI were trying to
join the Service Employees International Union. So there was a big rally downtown that the
student organization was involved with, and all sorts of different groups around RI were
involved with. And I got looped in to the Student Labor Alliance that way. They were
involved in that kind of work, were involved in anti-sweatshop work.
I really kicked up my involvement my sophomore year of college when the dining service
workers’ contracts were up. They were fighting to have better access to healthcare, and I
believe they were fighting for an expanded bargaining unit too—no, not the expanded
bargaining unit. The part time workers had been, like, temporary forever, and they didn’t
want to be temporary anymore, so we were trying to help them and get them better access to
healthcare. So I was really involved in organizing students in support of workers on campus.
And I had all that background when I heard there was a USAS group starting at UK. I had
all of that previous work I had done to be able to dive right into the stuff.
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Me: You definitely bring a lot of experience and expertise to the group. Do you remember
how did you first hear about the janitor’s organizing drive when you were at Brown?
Will: There was either something on Facebook, or I saw a flier on campus, that there was
going to be a big Labor Day rally, so I just decided to go out.
Me: Cool. Did you consider yourself an activist before Brown? Did you have any
background [in activism] before that?
Will: I desperately wanted to be. I considered myself a socialist before I got to Brown, but I
hadn’t really been involved in any organizing. When I was a senior in High school, my weird
friends and I started a Young Zapatistas club, and we had a bake sale where we raised about
$60 for an organization called Schools for Chiapas that was helping build schools in the
Chiapas region of Mexico, but other than that I hadn’t really been involved in anything.
Me: Were your parents politically active? How did you get introduced to socialism before
Brown?
Will: Well my father is a Democratic political consultant, and my mother is kind of a passive
liberal Democrat, but I kind of grew up around state Democratic politics. My kind of like
first memory of being a radical or like radicalizing, I was 15 years old and watching a History
Channel special on Salvador Allende, and the other September 11 in 1973, and that was a
really big eye-opening thing to learn about for me, and I guess that’s kind of where I would
mark when I became a socialist. And then, you know, I just kind of went from there.
Me: Was the documentary on public TV?
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Will: It was on the History Chanel, weirdly. It was the first time I ever learned about Henry
Kissinger, and I also at that time wound up reading the first 1/3 of John Lee Anderson’s
biography on Che Guevara. And I was interested in that and got kind of interested in Latin
America. So yeah…that’s how I started to learn about socialism. I was…I don’t know…It
seems like I was always, from as early as I can think of having a memory of what socialism
was, I have like a positive memory of it, and I don’t really know when that first memory
took place. ‘Cause I’m just old enough to have been alive during the tail end of the Cold
War, but yeah…I don’t know. It’s that History Chanel documentary on Salvador Allende
that I usually give the credit to.
Me: That’s really cool and I’ll have to look that up. When you came to UK and got involved
with USAS, were you actively seeking out ways to become involved in activism? How did
USAS come to your attention so that you hooked up with Brock and Alli?
Will: It was totally random. In between college and law school, I spent some time as a
professional political staffer for various people and it wasn’t really a good fit for me. But that
had been what I was doing, and even though I was working in politics narrowly defined, I
would say that I was like out of politics for a while. I started to want to be more involved in
things probably. During December of 2011, about the same time that Jacobin magazine was
starting to be readable. It was a really random occurrence. I went to this socialist
conference in NYC in February of 2012 hosted by the Young Democratic Socialists. This
was my first year of law school, and I drove to DC and took the train up to NY with a friend
of mine, and on the drive back to KY was the only snow storm of that particular winter, and
I got in a fender bender in WV and had to spend the night in a hotel room. And I probably
wouldn’t have noticed the phone call if like I hadn’t been staying in that hotel room. I got a
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phone call from a woman named Rachel Tabor who’s a staffer for a series of non-profits
that are loosely affiliated with USAS. I would describe her, lovingly, as like a rogue USAS
staffer. And she was calling USAS alumns to raise money for USAS, but she was like, “Oh,
you’re at UK now. There’s a group starting there.” So then I forget whether it was Alli or
Elaine Alby who ended up inviting me to this Skype session with workers at the Alta Gracia
factory. That took place later that semester, but that was my first kind of USAS event. And
that’s where I met Brock and Alli and Sara Ailshire, Allie Huddleston and those sorts of
people.
At that time we were a weird coalition between people who had become USAS and a group
of people who were, like, first year sorority and fraternity members who were all Republicans
and into fair trade. The group couldn’t last (laughs). I was willing to give it the benefit of
the doubt because I had never done anything around here.
Me: Sure. It’s a way to get involved. I know when I first moved here, one of the first things I
did was try to set up a support network and become involved out here the same way I was in
Arkansas, so I got online and discovered a Leftists Student Union that existed at UK before
I got here. I found a contact for it, and it was one of the dudes who had run a USAS
campaign 10 years ago.
Will: Was it Dave?
Me: It was! And he told me about KFTC, and that was my gateway activism drug for
Kentucky was doing stuff with KFTC. It was through them, and Occupy Lexington that I
met a lot of the players here. So do remember during those first planning sessions how y’all
settled on the Alta Gracia campaign as the first campaign (as opposed to WRC affiliation or
something)?
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Will: Well, I don’t know. Earlier you said we had horizontal leadership, and I don’t really…I
feel like it’s more that we had some kind of murky decision making process in which
someone would come up with an idea and everybody would either do it or not (laughs). I
don’t really remember how that particular decision was made. Or I think the decision got
made…I was living in Whitesburg the summer before that year, and I think that was a
decision that got made by the folks who were starting the USAS chapter after they left the
trade justice league. Brock and Alli and perhaps Sara Ailshire was also involved in that
decision making process. I don’t really remember. I was just happy to have something to do.
IN retrospect, we definitely had no idea what we were doing (laughs). Alli and a guy from
UT Knoxville wrote a piece on the USAS website arguing that the Alta Gracia campaign was
easier than other campaigns, and it was a good way for schools in the South to start out. I
think that document is a matter of public record. I don’t know if it’s a strategy that USAS
had toyed with before at all. My involvement with the group at that time was going around
to various campus groups and presenting on behalf of USAS, like at the Socialist Student
Union meeting I went to. And then like Brock and I would get text messages from Alli
telling us that we were to be at a certain place at a certain time in the morning, and we were
to do those things (laughs).
Me: If you feel in hindsight that you didn’t know what you were doing or should have done
things differently, what would those things have been?
Will: I guess the short answer is “I don’t really know.” I mean…I think that that period was
really good in building cohesion as a group. I mean….in retrospect, the amounts of Alta
Gracia we were asking them to stock in the bookstore were literally impossible. And I’m
okay with, you know, asking for things we know it is impossible for them to give us. I guess
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our internal understanding as a group of the situation could have been better at the time. I
don’t remember like having a conversation as a group in which we said, “What we are asking
for is impossible.” Maybe I just wasn’t paying attention. I don’t think any of us had a sense
of how impossible what we were asking for was. As it should have become obvious, I don’t
think we had the communication skills with each other to discuss how to deal with that.
Me: one of the things I’m interested in is USAS’s optimism. Have you heard the “I believe
that we will win” chant?
Will: Yeah.
Me: We did it at the May Day rally last month, and this is one of the things I’m zeroing in on
with USAS as a model for organizing is this type of bull-headed optimism, where it’s like,
“We’re going to make this happen.” That’s one of the things that, I think, makes it really
cool is that they are willing to ask for too much, and that is actually a bargaining strategy that
people have used for hundreds of years: ask for too much so you have something to
compromise with. But that type of discussion—on the possibility of failure—doesn’t seem
to make its way into the meetings. I don’t know how much this past year you were involved
with the anti-outsourcing campaign—I was only involved with it sporadically—but from the
folks I’ve talked to and through my limited involvement, it seems like there was an
unwillingness to concede that the ship had sailed on privatizing dining services. Indeed up
until the very day that the announcement came that Capiluto was negotiating with Aramark,
that was the day when USAS was speaking in front of the Board of Trustees, and their ask
even at that time was “Don’t privatize and no Sodexo.” Those were the two primary points.
So I wonder what your thoughts are on that kind of optimism or obstinacy or unwillingness
to believe that some demands can’t be met by the structures of the institution.
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Will: (laughs) One of the things I like about being a Marxist is that Marxism calls us to be
kind of sober in our analysis of like…or ideally it calls on us to be sober in our analysis of
the things that are going on around us. I wasn’t super involved in that campaign for most of
the past year, as it just seemed…I think a weakness that USAS has had is to like figure
out…to make a sober analysis of the power structures that are at work are and what needs to
happen to stop those power structures in their track. I don’t think that we…and I don’t
know if it’s just that we didn’t have the institutional capacity or that we didn’t try hard
enough or what it was. But I don’t think that USAS has ever, at least with my time with the
group at UK, has ever been able to tap into a real base of support on campus. If we start
throwing around words like “organic” and “social block” then we’re saying things that are
like totally messy and don’t actually mean what you were trying to say. I really do think that
the only organic social block that USAS was ever really able to tap into on campus was the-and this isn’t like a problem unique to USAS; this is, I think, like, the campus activist culture
generally…well it’s like a campus activist culture. People who are really involved in the
student activities office, people who are involved in the honors program….like, I don’t
know, I mean….it seems like there is much less than 1% of the student body who would be
Gaines Fellows, and we’ve had three in our organization over the past year. You know,
there’s nothing wrong with people being Gaines fellows, but we hadn’t been able to, like,
develop relationships with sizeable enough groups of people to do the things that needed to
happen. And you know, I didn’t stick around and struggle for a more correct position, so
this isn’t meant to be…I’m not trying to say anybody is doing anything bad or immoral, it
just seemed like the philosophy and approach on this campaign was this bullheadedness.
That we are going to have these protests with 12 people for a year. The same 12 people.
And it’s just like, you know…so that was kind of a problem.
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And when the opportunity was communicated to me by the hotel and restaurant workers
union Unite Here that there was a way for us to save partial victory from the jaws of defeat
on this, I kicked into gear ‘cause I felt like we could do something if we said “No
outsourcing / No Sodexo. Win: no Sodexo” even if maybe they were not going to bring in
Sodexo anyway. That’s when I got involved with the group again near the end of the
semester and was pushing for that position.
For things that don’t require huge amounts of money or power to be shifted around, like
getting the school to join the WRC (that costs $30k), yeah 12 very dedicated people can do
that. And we were also able to have that 70 person rally with beautiful pictures in the paper,
and we didn’t have to escalate that campaign because the school was sympathetic to us and
we weren’t asking them to do very much. Our campaign was saying, “School: by the way we
want you to forego getting tens of millions of dollars from a private contractor for new
dining facilities,” that’s a bigger thing. We weren’t able to build a base of the workers who
were actually affected by the decision. We weren’t able to build a student base around the
decision. I don’t know if we ever even had a conversation about what we would need to do
to do those things. It seems like the approach was always just to plan for the next protest or
the next thing. I guess like, you talked about that strength earlier of short term campaigns
like the WRC that really works on an institutional setting like a university and maybe it’s too
much to expect such a fluid population like university students to engage in long term
grassroots laying activist strategy. I find that kind of bullheaded optimism two sided, but I
think it ultimately, just for me, it’s not something I can really deal with because I’m more
pessimistic. So that was kind of a rant, but I hope it was helpful.
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Me: It’s interesting because it’s something I think about quite a bit too. We did have that
moment when the WRC affiliation happened really within about three months and the
campaign didn’t escalate—the victory happened over spring break or at least the decision
was made over spring break. So it was a very interesting time, and if we hadn’t already
started the anti-outsourcing campaign, we moved right into that. And there was some type
of coalition between farmers and faculty, but I think you’re right that it never had some type
of critical mass or rhetorical efficacy of having that mass of people. However many it was, it
doesn’t trump the economic factors of the situation. If there had been a way that USAS
could have leveraged economics better, that could have been more effective.
So I want to step back and take a somewhat broader view of things by asking you what it
means to you to be an activist.
Will: One, I think that it’s probably for people with politics like we have, it’s probably a
pretty negative thing that like….activism as a thing as we understand it right now is a
subculture, it’s a hobby that people have. It’s another one of these double edged swords:
you can be part of a community of people that is sustaining and allows you to be a happier
human being…a life womb of people who think like you. We can get out there with Brock
and he can yell “I believe that we will win” and there’s real joy and sorrow that people can
share together. But it’s also like…I mean…it doesn’t really work if it’s just like our weird
hobby. And I’m interested in trying to find ways to break out of activist subculture and it’s,
for me, like, I say this to some extent because I think it’s funny, but to some extent I think
it’s necessary, I strive to be a professional revolutionary. I don’t think that’s something that
everyone who shares my world view should do, but that’s kind of like what I’m vocationally
interested in doing. I am a super activist. But unless it’s a thing that, like, normal people can
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be a part of that isn’t just all of us sitting around being weird. I don’t know, I don’t like
protest just for protest’s sake. The example that sticks out in my mind recently was the
March Against Monsanto movement as it expressed itself here in central KY was just
like…at least one of those marches there was 100 people there, but it was very inward
facing, and we’re all feeling really good about ourselves, but we need to find a way to do
things that feel good that people want to be a part of without….I don’t know. My thoughts
on this are kind of contradictory, I recognize, but I have a strong sense that activism being a
hobby or a subculture like hampers the development of the politics that people who would
purport to be activists have. To some extent. Yeah. I’m trying to get more into the habit of
talking about myself as a socialist when I’m doing normal things because I think it is normal
thing that a person should be able to be, and I think maybe an activist is a similar kind of
thing. It’s like, I don’t think that having an interest in trade unions or social justice should
like be like a weird quality that someone has.
Me: I agree, and for me I think that there’s a lot of benefit to that kind of affirmation and
enjoyment—seeing that people agree with the same things you do. But in the process of
putting together a protest march that fits a very scripted model of protest, in a lot of ways
that does continue to marginalize the group of people who have access to that.
Will: I want to tell you about something that Greg and I are involved in that I think you will
find interesting at the very least. ON Halloween night, a group of 5 of us, a couple low wage
young workers that Joan put us in touch with when I emailed Joan about SSU stuff, and Meg
and Greg and I met and decided we were going to start a non-traditional labor organization
and that we were going to be called Young Workers Lexington. We’ve kind of kicked
around the ball in different ways since that time. IN the past month we’ve been putting up
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flyers around town that say, “Are you having trouble with your boss or landlord; give us a
call.” We’ve fliered three times and have some organizing leads we’re following up on.
There’s a shop we’re working with—Richard Becker—on organizing. It’s really interesting,
the meeting before last we had maybe 10 people at, and we decided that we needed to adopt
a revolutionary socialist orientation as an organization (laughs) and um at our most recent
meeting there were 15 people at. We’ve continued to develop that orientation. I don’t
know. I think it’s really interesting that people’s strange social networks were able to pull
together 15 people to start a Marxist organization in Lexington that is trying to pick fights,
and I think that’s kind of exciting. I’ll keep you in the loop about what’s going on.
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USAS Oral History Interview with Rohith Jayaram and Brock Meade
June 4, 2014
Me: RJ, how did you hear about USAS?
RJ: I did my undergrad at the University of Arizona, and we didn’t have a USAS chapter
there, but I had friends from other colleges who at least knew about it while I was there. We
tried…I was part of this very not well organized and not very broad coalition to get a
foothold for Alta Gracia in our school’s bookstore, and it didn’t really work. We only did it
for a semester then our coalition sort of broke, but I got involved here when I wanted to
repeat that again. I remember originally the club fair at the beginning of my first semester
here for the MS program, I talked to the CCO (something) committee outreach, and I told
them “Do you know if this bookstore carries Alta Gracia, it’s a project I really like.” They
said, “Oh no, but you can sign up to be a coordinator,” or some other thing, and I’m…I
forget who else I talked to but the very end of the club fair I ran into our USAS/media
action comrade Greg Capillo, and he’s out there flyering. We didn’t have…USAS didn’t have
table, he just these little tiny leaflets and he mentioned Alta Gracia to me. I said, “Oh,
okay…cool. There’s people already doing this; that makes it easier on me.” And so I
showed up to the first meeting and loved what I saw, and here I am.
Me: I want to back up and talk about the Alta Gracia campaign at Arizona. Do you
remember who organized that or how you got involved with it?
RJ: Originally it was…it sounds like one of the people who organized it here too, uh,
Rachael Tabor, who’s Alta Gracia organizer in general. She has organized for a few different
things.
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Me: Do you know who she’s with, Brock?
RJ: Yeah, Brock knows her. Brock’s met her. I’ve talked to her on the phone like at least 6
or 7 times. I’ve never personally met her. There was actually a chance we had last year, and I
almost met her, but I couldn’t make the day that she came down. But yeah, Brock knows
her.
Me: Do you know who she works with, Brock? Rachael Tabor.
Brock: Yeah, she works with Solidarity Ignite, which is the nonprofit she helped start.
Me: Oh, did she come here last year with the Alta Gracia workers?
Brock: Yeah.
Me. Ok, I saw that. She did the translating for them and all that while they were here too.
RJ: That’s what I was talking about that I wanted to go to.
Me: Ok, now I’m with you. I have met this person. Great. Ok. So she was at Arizona then?
RJ: She…well, she…there was an Alta Gracia tour that my friend Gabriel helped organize,
and there were like three of us there, and we all put down our emails and phone numbers for
an Alta Gracia campaign at the University of Arizona. And I get a call from Rachel Tabor,
and that was my introduction to her. So at that level, an informational meeting, I learned
about what Alta Gracia was, who all was carrying it, and what all they were trying to
accomplish. And it was Amnesty International, which was how I knew Gabriel, which is
how I knew about the meeting, which is how I got there. And the Mexican and Chicano and
Hispanic Student…MECHA (?) I forget the abbreviation for it, but it’s the…yeah, Mexican,
Chicano, Hispanic Student Association. And there was the philosophy club, and I’m
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blanking out on who…one other member we got was from. But it was those four of us, and
we got a meeting with the manager of the bookstore, and I don’t even remember what dollar
amount we asked for but she told us that…I think she told us that, like what happened here,
University of Arizona had a small, token amount of it already, and I didn’t know that. But
she said, “Well, that hasn’t really sold, so we can’t commit to investing any more in it.”
Me: It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy. It doesn’t sell because we don’t have it and we don’t have
it because it doesn’t sell.
RJ: Yeah, it’s a…after that meeting, that was during November of 2010 or 2011, I
think….2010. And then came finals, then came winter break, and our coalition never really
regrouped after that defeat.
Me: Was there any….what was the end result of the campaign? Did you ever get any
concessions from the bookstore?
RJ: We didn’t. We met with them but we didn’t get anything more out of it.
Me: Alright. Was Amnesty International a coalition member, or were you working with them
already?
RJ: I was the VP of our club…our school’s Amnesty International. And we…our club
signed on to be a coalition member for that, and we were just one of the four coalition
members. I think MECHA was really the one that spearheaded it. Actually one of the
things I really like about USAS here was the fact that there were…with Arizona it was really
more the president of MECHA who was very much the driving force behind it. What I liked
about, when I first came to this USAS chapter, is we had three or four people who were
basically leaders at least. And that took the pressure off of everybody else.
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Me: Absolutely. I want to turn over to Brock and ask how you got involved with UK
USAS?
Brock: Yeah, definitely. So in fall 2011 I was really involved with environmental activism on
campus, and a leader of…that winter of 2011-2012 went on a solidarity immersion trip to
the Dominican Republic with Rachel Tabor to learn about labor rights organizing and see
the Alta Gracia factory for herself. And Elaine Alvey (sp?) was her name, came back from
that experience and was really interested in bringing Alta Gracia campaign to University of
Kentucky, so that was spring 2012 now. At this same time, Alli Sehon and Sarah Alishire
(sp?) were involved in an independent study project about fair trade under the Anthropology
Department, and at the same time Elaine Alvey had set up intern opportunities with the
Office of Sustainability where students, including myself, could join the intern program, set
up a program that they want to start, where they define their internship and get paid to do it.
And I became intern and all these things, and a fellow intern wanted to start a trade justice
organization on campus. So she worked with Elaine Alvey, and Alli Sehon, and Sarah
Ailshire to start the trade justice league on campus in spring 2012. And I joined that, learned
more things that I didn’t really know before. And started to get involved with an Alta
Gracia campaign there. That kind of introduced Alta Gracia [recording unclear…something
about increasing AG in bookstore] .
Then there were differences in the trade justice league about what the group was doing
moving forward in the end of spring 2012. The intern, my fellow intern, wanted to go one
way, and Alli, Sarah, and Elaine wanted it to go another way. I was a member at that point.
And Rachel came to campus that semester as well and talked up the opportunity of the
solidarity immersion trip, and we also had…can you hear me?
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Me: Yeah, we got you just fine.
Brock: ok…sorry, my phone beeped. But…and it looked like a pretty interesting
opportunity, and then I heard more about it that summer and figured it was something I was
really interested in. I had done some traveling already and Alli and myself both took up the
opportunity to be the second group from Kentucky to go on a solidarity immersion trip and
so learned about labor rights organizing and the Alta Gracia factory. And it was a big
learning experience for us both.
So then in August 2012 we decided to bring together a lot of folks, and a lot of folks
together restarted United Students Against Sweatshops on campus. And we all decided
together that the campaign that would be best for us to run was to continue Alta Gracia
campaign. So then in by November 2012 we had increased Alta Gracia supply by something
like five or six fold, I think. And then there was, you know, problems that came up that
made it clear to us that we were done with this campaign and [broken]. So we moved
forward with the Worker Rights [Consortium] campaign.
Also in the fall of 2012, I went to…me and a car full of UK USASers went to a regional
conference with USAS in Ann Arbor. And then, that was October/November, then in
November we transitioned to the Worker Rights Consortium campaign. February 2013, Alli
and I went to the national conference, and in spring break of March 2013 UK USAS won
the WRC campaign, then continued into the dining services campaign, anti-privatization,
anti-Sodexo. And then a year later April 2014 we were still continuing that campaign and we
changed it from anti-privatization to no outsourcing and especially “no to Sodexo.” And
Sodexo has been taken off for consideration, and we’re considering that a small victory, I
think.
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Me: Absolutely. I want to come back and talk about the distinction between antioutsourcing and anti-privatization and also how you decided to make no-Sodexo part of the
campaign too, but before I get there I want to back track for a second. So you go in the
summer of 2012 and do the solidarity immersion tour in the DR, and you come back…and
the immersion tour is through Solidarity Ignite, is that correct?
Brock: Yes, though solidarity ignite, um…the Fair World Project and Alta Gracia itself all
have hands in it. And in planning the trip as well. So while there we moved around a little
bit, but the foundation of the whole trip—it was two weeks—was a lot of time spending
each day learning about labor organizing, what unions are, and things of that nature, and
how to kick off campaigns in general on our campuses, what those can look like, and how
we can be flexible with organizing tactics. But also throughout the week we had experiences
like seeing the Alta Gracia factory for ourselves and being able to compare that to a
sweatshop. We stayed with union organizers who work at Alta Gracia, so we did home stays
for a period of the trip, and that was in Villa Alta Gracia.
We also went to the Haiti border, where we saw a banana plantation, and it was a big
experience for me because undocumented Haitians were working out in the fields on the
bananas whereas documented Dominican citizens were doing more of like the cleaning the
bananas and loading them onto the truck—the more visible work. And also a big experience
was going to the Haiti border where we were able to navigate more than others were because
of our appearance of being white. I guess with a little bit of that I went off topic a bit.
Me: No, no, this is all good stuff. This wasn’t off topic at all. You’ve gotten really good at
interviewing. Follow up question: was there any question about whether it would be a USAS
chapter you would revivify here after the immersion trip or was there any discussion of
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maybe doing a different organization or maybe trying to change things with the Trade Justice
League (TJL)?
Brock: Definitely. So Alli and I definitely participated with each other in a lot of that
discussion shortly before we were coming back to Lexington. We were trying to decide
whether or not we wanted to come back to the trade justice league and kind of reemphasize
this is the direction we want to go instead of that direction. The thing that sort of happened
was there was, in the TJL in the spring of 2012, there was the…my fellow intern who was
the president of the club, and there was a vice president, and there was concerns with the
structure because there was never voting for that, so it was kind of like a pretty top-down
sort of thing. A lot of folks wanted there to be an election for the fall. There was concern
about the structure but also the direction of the organization. It seemed like some of the
official officers of the organization wanted to take on Starbucks on campus, whereas other
folks had other escalation tactics and goals we could be pursuing as an organization, other
ways we could move forward. It was just kind of a split with all those things, and other
things too…and sort of a falling out. So TJL continued in fall 2012 a little bit and fell apart
by spring 2013 and definitely by fall 2013. We…and so we just thought maybe it would be
good to sort of start fresh the USAS chapter in addition to a TJL, especially since we were
doing…we had different organizations that sort of like…yeah, the tactics and structures
were entirely different so it seemed like two organizations even though they coexist on the
same campus without stepping on each other’s toes. And we kind of did. The TJL sort of
fell out, all together, eventually.
Me: So where did the idea that making the alternative to the TJL a USAS chapter come
from?
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Brock: That’s a good question. One important thing to mention is AG came out of, in
addition to a decade of union….of Dominican union workers’ struggle and organizing. AG
came out of Knight’s Apparel, which owns AG as a subsidiary. He had a vision that he
wanted to have one factory where workers are viewed with respect and not working in
sweatshop conditions. And he reached out to USAS. USAS had been aware of workers’
struggles and unions coming out of the closet at BJ&B factory in Villa Alta Gracia on a free
trade zone in Villa Alta Gracia and they told [name garbled] that he was going to put his
factory…or he was going to have it here at this place at the former BJ&B factory where
workers were fired for coming out as a union. AG kind of came out of a decade of workers’
struggles and also out of USAS kind of like being involved in that as well. AG is the
producer of USAS’ official t-shirts and is a campaign that a lot of USASers run…a lot of
USAS campuses run when they’re starting out. And so…yeah.
Me: I was just curious because USAS has such a rich history and it seemed like a good idea.
As a way of pulling Rohith back into the conversation. In fall of 2012, USAS was busy.
Looking back on that first semester, what are some of y’all’s thoughts on how it turned out
on those early days?
RJ: I really liked it. I went to the first meeting, and the turn out for this meeting was really
good. And maybe the most important thing that I thought we did that semester was we
didn’t lose people. The people who showed up for the first meeting were pretty much the
people who were there at the end.
Me: What do you think the deciding factor in that was? What kept people coming back?
RJ: [long pause]
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Me: Brock, what do you think?
Brock: That’s a good question. I think some of it was a sense of shared participation in the
decisions and the tasks of us moving forward. I like to think that some of that good
retention from that fall to the next semester was just coming out of people feeling
responsible maybe to the group. I don’t know if responsible is exactly the right word, but
just like people were…I think there was a big attempt to involve everyone in the decisions
moving forward concerning what campaign we want to run, whether we want to do this
tactic or that tactic or like also just kind of like rotating some of the tasks. I think after a
while we started getting a little bit of organizational facilitation. I think that might not have
happened until late spring or early fall though. Also there was a bit of sharing of
information and knowledge. We had folks from the Socialist Student Union who were also
getting involved in that group at the same time who also brought in a lot of knowledge of
socialist theory to the organization. And also just some sharing or organizing tactics with
each other in the group as well. I think some of those things might be attributable to the
retention.
Me: Cool, and I agree regarding the shared sense of leadership and giving people homework.
Was there anything in the early days that you felt could have gone differently?
Brock: I think that’s a good question. Active freshman recruitment in the fall, when it
happens right before the semester starts in mid-August, I think we could have even done
more of that and taken advantage of those big recruitment spots that freshmen, other
students, and other people at UK gravitate towards. It was kind of hard because we weren’t
an official organization, and in fact we still weren’t until recently, at the University of
Kentucky. And official organizations have more access to those kinds of events.
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Me: Let’s widen the scope of that question and talk about the other 18 months: the WRC
affiliation and the anti-outsourcing campaign. What were your thoughts on those more
recent campaigns.
RJ: I think the last…starting from fall 2013, so I guess I’m not really talking about the
entirety of the WRC campaign, but after that semester I felt like we lost a lot—people
graduating, our membership cut in half. At least that was the feeling I got as far as
attendance coming, and we could have….we didn’t really bring much new blood in.
Me: Does that sound accurate Brock?
Brock: Yeah, that sounds pretty accurate. We again had trouble with fall recruitment. Maybe
even more so than the previous…than our first fall. Yeah I think that sounds pretty
accurate. I think we brought in a couple folks here and there two rising sophomores and a
rising senior who were all pretty promising and engaged.
RJ: Yeah, by the very end of spring we had made it up, but for most of the year… Sorry to
cut you off, Brock.
Brock: Yeah definitely.
Me: Other than recruitment and retention, with the actual campaigns themselves, the steps
you took and the events you planned, the tactics you used, what are some things you liked or
didn’t like about those? Anything you would have done differently?
Brock: In January 2013, or early February, we met with President Capilouto for our WRC
campaign, and we able to bring in a coalition member or two and have a large USAS
representation. I think 7 of us went into the meeting with President Eli Capilouto and I
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think we were really good at organizing who would say what and setting the agenda for
Capilouto and for everyone in that meeting, which was us, Capilouto, and someone else I
think was with President Eli Capilouto. And It was great that we had a strong coalition at
that point—other people who had shared experiences of being in factories that are not
monitored by independent monitoring systems like the WRC but corporate monitoring
systems that are self-monitoring and aren’t as accountable. That definitely had an impact on
President Eli Capilouto and was a big part of us winning the WRC campaign in March 2013.
RJ: One other piece to add to the success of the inside of the meeting was that we got great
turn out for the rally outside. For a daytime thing that was pretty impressive, I remember.
We didn’t have a megaphone at that time, we just had a lot of people.
Me: Do you know about how much the WRC affiliation costs the school?
Brock: Somewhere between…I don’t think it’s more than $50,000. I think it might be
$50,000.
RJ: It was done as a percentage of apparel sales, isn’t it?
Brock: Yeah, it is done as apparel or a percentage of some income, but I think it’s also
capped. I feel like it might be capped at $50,000 as well.
Me: Brock, what was the distinction between anti-outsourcing / anti-privatization?
Brock: I actually didn’t mean to distinguish between those two. Our slogan lately has been
not outsourcing and no Sodexo. I personally use the terms interchangeably.
Me: I do too, and sorry I misunderstood. At what point did the focus become “no Sodexo”?
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Brock: That’s a good question too. We noticed around March, around spring break, that in
December 2013 Sodexo had responded to the Affordable Care Act by reclassifying most of
their workers and the vast majority of their campus dining service workers to be classified as
part time status, thereby waiving their liability for employee benefits such as health care.
And we had been at the University of Kentucky, we had been campaigning against Aramark,
Compass, and Sodexo, which we suspected were the three companies that the university was
dealing with, and we saw that as something that Aramark and Compass might want to follow
suit in: they might says, “Oh yeah, we’ll take away benefits from our workers too.” So we
kind of wanted to target Sodexo and make an example of them by saying, “Especially not
Sodexo.” And so we had the messaging about taking Sodexo immediately out of
consideration because of that. In addition, USAS chapters at the university of Virginia,
stopped Sodexo from coming into their University, and the vice president issued a
statement. And they won that campaign in a few days because their administration found
out what Sodexo had been doing from them and dropped it immediately. Also there had
been actions taken by Sodexo workers at Earlham college in Indiana and elsewhere to
organize for the right to unionize and for better working conditions under Sodexo. So we
were kind of joining that movement that is still continuing.
We had also gotten involved with Unite Here at that point and had spoke with a worker and
a union organizer and former USAS member from Brown University…
RJ: One of Will’s friends.
Brock: Yeah, and so he just kind of like came down on our spring break and was like telling
us about what Sodexo has done and what other campuses—USAS and non-USAS—are
doing in response. And I think that answers the question, right?
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Me: Yeah, yeah I think so too. The day USAS spoke to the Board of Trustees here was the
day that President Capilouto announced that UK would enter into negotiations with
Aramark. With that being the case, you did win a kind of victory by keeping Sodexo off.
That’s good. So looking back over that campaign, is there anything you would have done
differently in hindsight?
RJ: I don’t know how we could have done it, but one thing we had been talking about since
the movement started is we don’t want to just be…to be seen as those ideologue students
who have an agenda. We want the workers themselves, we want to hear their voices on this.
And we never really got that connect…and to be fair, it’s hard to find…the workers weren’t
supposed to publicly take a stand on this. I know one thing we really wanted right from the
start was to get dining service employees, whether students or not, to talk about this. We
figured they would be against it more often than they would be for it. But we never really
got that. I’m not sure how we would change that, but I just know that I think that was…for
me the big regret of the campaign.
Brock: I’m trying to decide between…I think two things were workers were justifiably
hesitant to speak out because they were concerned about job security. So yeah, it would
have been great if there had been more space for them to join our campaign, to give them
the platform to voice their opinions. In addition to that, I used to think that I felt like we
could have escalated the campaign even more than we did, but I feel like we definitely
stepped up toward the end of the semester, but also throughout the whole year and a half
now almost. And really rose to the occasion when we did a mic check at the Board of
Trustees meeting and met with…also, did a sit in during dead week.
Me: I just now realized there’s a pun there with the zombies and dead week.
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Brock: Yeah, that’s where the zombie idea came from—the flash mob. And also we spoke
before the Board of Trustees after requesting space to speak and pressing them for that
space. We were able to speak before the science committee [..garbled] meetings overlapping.
So that’s a good thing about the board of trustees. So all our information and all our
packets. The announcement came out in front of the full official board meeting a few hours
later that the administration wanted to pursue negations with Aramark. That was pretty
bittersweet, because that is something that is supposed to be submitted to the finance
committee before it goes to the board, and also we were…yeah, that wasn’t brought up
during our presentation. And we were glad that Sodexo was taken off from consideration
but disappointed about the Aramark decision.
Me: I’m interested in the ways in which activism becomes a part of people’s lives. What
does it mean for you to be an activist and how does that figure into your life?
RJ: Oh boy.
Brock: [laughs]
Me: I know it’s a big, inexhaustible question.
Brock: Activism definitely is a large part of my life. IN my Spanish class, our assignment
was to give a presentation about ourselves, and half my presentation was about USAS, and I
also mentioned in Spanish that I’m not doing a lot of the school work I’m supposed to be
doing because I’m up late sending a press release or, like, thinking about the next action
we’ve planned, or like doing some other activist work. It’s definitely seeped into my life in a
lot ways. I identify not only as a labor activist but also as an environmental activist, and
largely I’m involved with student labor activism and student environmental activism. And
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so, you know, I’ve attended a lot of these….I’ve had the privilege of going to a lot of
learning experiences related to activism and I’m always continuing to learn what a campaign
looks like and how to do a…how to have a conversation and so on and so forth. But I feel
like recently I’ve gotten to the point where I can start giving back in that sense too. Last
summer I was a trainer at an environmental activist camp, and this summer, I’m a director of
that same program. And I’m helping plan an anti-Sodexo conference that I just learned
about the other day that is happening in Massachusetts in late June. I was going to tell the
listserv about that. Also just contributed at camps and conferences and things delivering
training. A lot of these same programs are receiving a lot of this same material. And I’m…I
think a lot of it is also about learning to be an ally and what that is, and it’s not necessarily
something that I will graduate from or achieve but something one can always work towards.
So I try to bring anti-oppression into my daily life and interpersonal interactions and
incorporate that into my work. So moving forward in activism for me kind of means
figuring out what I’m going to do after student activism, and if I’m going to be in a new
community, how I do I answer that and how do I engage in activism if I’m new to it. So I
want to do something in that area as a career, so how am I going to do that, and…yeah.
Me: Great answer. Wonderful. Any thoughts you’d like to share, Rohith?
RJ: The best way to find what activism means to someone is to find how much effort they
spend putting into thinking about it and acting on it. Brock’s response sort of shames me.
Because activism for me is nowhere near on that scale. I don’t think my grades suffered. I
went to a Jesuit HS, and that was the first sort of exposure I had to the intellectual history of
SJ. We had a junior justice requirement, but apart from what the school asked of me, it
didn't really sink in until a few years after I left, and I still couldn’t tell you why. I guess one
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difference is I was a deist in school, and by the time I started getting involved in activism I
was a heathen. But for whatever reason, it took probably 3, 3 1/2 years after HS before I
felt like I should be working with the broader community. … Once I decided the med
school path wasn’t for me, I found I had this sort of...IDK...a little more time and more
motivation to go beyond going to school for my education and things I wanted to do.
That’s sort of the feeling that started it. What it means to me now is still...I don’t ideology
wise try to overcomplicate it. I don’t see myself as a revolutionary or someone who is likely
to be the next leader. I see this as a way to see what the community needs and finding
outlets to engage in that. Activism sort of...I want to bring principles of cooperatives and
organized labor to my own field, I feel like the median income is high enough that people
don’t really think about that. Something I want to do is at least get some push of those ideas
into my field.
Me: Any last thoughts? Thinks you’d like to share as we check out?
RJ: I want to thank Craig for setting up this conversation, and it was good to hear what
Brock had to say. I hadn’t thought much about why I was an activist for a while, so this was
a good reflection time for me.
Brock: Agree with you both. This was a good reflection time for me, and I enjoy getting to
hear you thoughts as well.
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USAS Interview with Alli Sehon
6 June 2014

Me: We met in 2012 after you and Brock Meade had gone on a summer immersion trip. Can
we start with that? Was that the Solidarity Ignite trip?

Alli: It was, though at that time it was the Fair World Project. Solidarity Ignite, there was sort
of a split between the organizers, who I guess...the manifester of all the contacts for those
trips at Fair World Project had an ideological split and started the nonprofit which is now
called Solidarity Ignite and continues to do the same work.

Me: Is that Rachel Tabor?

Alli: Yes, Rachel Tabor. Yeah, she just started last year. I think you and I met in the late
summer, early fall of that year because Brock and I had gone on that trip, and that was in
August, I think.

Me: One of the things, when I was talking to Brock about this, he said that during the trip
you began talking about how you could do an Alta Gracia campaign and what was the best
mechanism for doing that on our campus.

Alli: Mmhmm.
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Me: And that was according to him one of the motivating forces to restart a USAS chapter
here. So I guess maybe before we get into the Alta Gracia campaign and the USAS part of
this, how did you get involved with the solidarity immersion trip in the first place?

Alli: I was actually doing a participant ethnographic project in the Anthropology
Department. I have a BA in Anthropology, and this was my independent study to get that
degree. I was working with Sara Alishire. We decided at the behest of our advisor to look at,
ironically, identity formation through the purchase and consumer activism of fair trade
projects. Especially, at least in our experience as young, upwardly mobile people in college in
this town in particular, that was sort of a hip thing to be a part of. Especially if you were in
anthropology, geography, or the social sciences. So we were talking mostly to students, to
some grad students, going to the grocery store with them and talking about what they were
purchasing, why they were purchasing it. I heard great stories about making ham sandwiches
in kindergarten with some people. Also we were trying to to think about barriers and why
fair trade is important. And our advisor Sarah Lyon, on top of doing the research,
encouraged us to become active in some way, to get involved in the fair trade community as
part of another layer of observation and also to see something come out of this project-what she at one point called “dynamic students” who have the ability to make something
happen on campus through contact and experience. So we hosted a fair trade panel as part
of an event through the Office of Sustainability. We brought some executives from Altech
to speak about their line of fair trade coffee, and a professor from the business school about
this quasi mission/intern trip he takes every year to Haiti to build chicken coops and also do
fair trade coffee. The theme of the hour was fair trade coffee. And out of some strange bag
of contacts that our advisor had, Rachel Tabor was also there as part of a recruiting trip
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through the US for students to join one of these solidarity immersion trips with the Fair
World Project. And she made it a point throughout the entire panel, and also afterward
during a dinner, to challenge people on the assumption that just buying something is actually
going to do anything, that there’s actually another layer of action that you can take. It’s
probably the first time anyone ever told me that I wasn’t doing enough. (laughs) I had
always fashioned myself as someone working to make the world a better place though
probably up until that point wouldn’t have used the word “activist.” I just wanted to do
things to be better and make the world better. And I remember just being a little offended:
“What do you mean I’m not doing enough? I’m working very hard at this.” But as is her
style, she then offered me something concrete to do: her ask was to invite me to go on this
trip. “If you feel this way, that perhaps this isn’t enough, then why don’t you do this and
learn how to become an organizer--to continue on in fair trade, though Alta Gracia is a lot
more than fair trade. And you know, from that moment she became a close advisor, calling
me frequently, offering help with fundraising for the cost of the trip, giving me scholarships,
encouraging me to bring in people, like Sarah and Brock eventually, and was always, from
the first moment we met and shook hands, building me up into a leader on campus, giving
me resources to do that. That was my first entry into doing actual legitimate organizing on
campus, and that trip sort of armed what had fomented into a passion for doing more.

Me: That’s really cool. So were you staying in Villa Alta Gracia?

Alli: Yeah. You...the trip varies, but it’s usually between 10 and 14 days over, over the
winter they do a shorter trip, but they do them several times a year. You arrive in Santo
Domingo, one by one generally, we usually spend a night or two in Santo Domingo laying
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some groundwork, getting some basic theoretical like “this is labor” or “this is the garment
industry,” and then some background on Alta Gracia and in particular BJ&B and the Alta
Gracia factory, and USAS--just a very basic overview. And from there we would go and
spend the majority of time in Alta Gracia doing home-stays with union workers and
traveling out to other cities and villages in the country, talking to other workers as well,
getting a feel for what a unionized, living wage factory looks like and then also what the
struggle to achieve that looks like in other places. The two times I went, I was able to go to
the Haitian border and interact with Haitian union workers as well.

Me: Brock mentioned that trip to the Haitian border as being a really formative one for
him. What did that trip involve?

Alli: We went to Dajabón which is an open air market city, market economy on the border.
To give an idea of the situation there, every Friday the border is open, for all intents and
purposes opened, between Haiti and the DR, and a market is set up right there on the
border in sort of a free zone. It’s incredibly crowded. For Haitian immigrants who in the
DR usually have very, very limited mobility, it’s an interesting moment of taking a little bit of
control over their citizenship and also being squashed down by a system that uses their
undocumented labor on banana plantations and also in factories in Dajabón specifically. It’s
sort of like the theater of the disturbed, going and watching these very poor people and
seeing in the market the desperation and feeling it and watching people cross the border as
sort of like cattle under the eyes of the military. It’s just an overwhelming sensual experience
really. And that day after visiting the market and seeing people set up and tear down and go
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home, carrying basically everything they own to small camps across the river, we meet with
Haitian workers…

This year, when Brock went, we met with folks from a free-trade zone, a garment factory in
or just outside of Port-au-Prince. And that meeting, to me, was the most important of the
day. We had a representative from the WRC with us, Isabel, and she was there collecting
evidence of wage theft and not meeting the minimum requirement for pay for the people. I
remember her sitting there at a table with a tiny portable scanner viciously scanning pay
stubs and things and taking oral interviews with people, taking pictures, getting medical
information from people--an extremely important fact finding mission for her so she could
write a report on the state of this factory in the Haitian free-trade zone. And these workers
were just sitting here...you almost felt like you weren’t supposed to be here, like, this is their
life, they had such incredible difficulty crossing the border just to get to this small restaurant
on the other side of the border to talk with Isabel, the WRC representative. And we were
just there sort of acting goofy asking what in hindsight seem like really stupid questions like,
“how do you form a union?” And they’re like, (taps the table three times) “This is how. We
are risking our jobs, we already can’t feed ourselves working, and if we lose our jobs we will
just die. But we have to do something.” And that sense of urgency and fatalism, that
honestly it’s this or nothing. It’s this or death. Was just a real kick in the pants, I think, and
was incredibly emotionally straining in my group, and we struggled with that experience and
our place was incredibly emotionally stirring for everyone in the group. We struggled with
that experience and our places as a mostly white, middle-class group of students who have
the ability to come and go as they please and do or not do as they please, for a long time
after. That struggle was really key in forming myself as an ally and an activist. I’m not
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comfortable...I’m still struggling with the term ally for a lot of reasons, but as someone with
like a place in the solidarity movement with those people.

Me: Are there corporate, paramilitary groups in Haiti who do union busting?

Alli: I don’t know specifically. The workers didn’t call any group they interacted with
that. It was my understanding that their struggles often came from government being nonexistent at the end of the day.

Me: How did the experience at Dajabón figure into the momentum you took back from the
trip?

Alli: That moment and that experience, I think it humbled me in a way. Similar to being
called out by Rachel for not doing enough, it was saying “you have to realize that you’re not
going to save anyone,” like that’s not what this is about. These people basically illegally
crossed the border, stole documents from their corporate offices, and showed up with a
coherent plan and call for action to the representative all by themselves and have in some
cases, even in Haiti, won some victories like having edible food in their cafeteria that’s
affordable to purchase at lunch time. Like, you’re not gonna...that’s not your place to be
there. You have to let that go. But after that, the rest of the trip, meeting and planning
campaigns in these groups of students gave me a place to work from there, gave me an idea
of what it actually meant to be in solidarity with someone. It was the change from the idea
of like some of the more fair trade, liberal idea of going in and saving and helping, to acting
in parallel structures to the same social transformation.
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Me: Can you explain what you mean by parallel structures? That sounds like something
important to coalition politics.

Alli: And coalition is a great...exactly how I feel about it. There are these labor unions and
non-traditional labor unions--non-traditional labor unions are more common in the US-who have campaigns or run campaigns to organize their communities and workplaces and
also internationally. We had experiences with a union who operated in Honduras,
Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, and Haiti, where they planned a national day of action
through all their factories. I think it was Gildan, through their factories. And there are these
groups that are completely self-sustaining, running their own campaigns and doing just
fine. That doesn't mean there are not steps students in the US can take to support those
goals or form their own goals of organizing students on campuses and creating similar
structures in our own communities where we can take a little bit of the power back, where
we can have our own space, in decision making and social reproduction. We’re not
necessarily mutually dependent upon the existence of each other but gain so much more
from working together on any given campaign.

Me: Absolutely. At what point did y’all decide to start a USAS chapter here?

Alli: These trips are definitely set up in a way where if there’s not already an activist
organization on your campus that you’re sort of...you’re not pushed into it, but it’s like the
logical conclusion to move forward. I subsequently went back to the Dominican Republic
as an organizer for these trips as a facilitator for the trip. So like when we are reaching out
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to students to come participate, and I realize now that it was the case with Brock and myself,
we look for people who are already in activist organizations and are looking to expand their
knowledge or recommit to an activist movement or are people who we think have the ability
to start activist organizations on their campuses. So in this instance when Brock and I went,
we were the latter example; for some reason Rachel thought we had the ability to go back
and start an organization. She always says that she’s not particularly tied to the United
Students Against Sweatshops chapter, however her wanting us to be affiliated with a national
organization for support and, like, perpetual recruiting into the future that makes the most
sense as one of the most active and successful student activist organizations working with
the garment industries in the nation.

Me: I’m interested in the funding for this. I realize there’s a lot of personal fundraising that
happens through local departments and schools. Is there a central fundraising organizing in
order to get folks into these immersion trips?

Alli: Yeah. On the part of the Solidarity Ignite now, there are two paid organizers--for
fundraising, for outreach. They have their own pools of fundraising. Renewing large
donors. I’m not exactly sure who those are, but they’re mostly just well-funded, interested
old people and a few organizational grants. That’s where most of our scholarships come
from and also operating costs of the organization. The student part, when a student decides
they want to participate in a trip, honestly depending on what school they’re representing,
depends on what sorts of scholarships and financial support they’re going to get from
Solidarity Ignite. So large sports schools are going to get a lot more funding because it’s a
good investment. So UK students, um, especially for the first trip were able to count on, for
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me, 50% of the cost of the trip. I’m not sure about Brock, though I’m sure it’s similar. And
then as far as fundraising I did myself and with Brock, organizations on campus. Specifically
the Office of Sustainability gave me $500 to go and basically all I had to do was come back
and give a presentation on what we were doing on campus moving forward and what we had
learned there. Very low level commitment. Also, labor unions in town are really supportive
of that and also going to USAS conferences later on, they donated several hundred dollars.

Me: So you come back from the DR and have some incentive or structure set up to do a
USAS campaign. Tell me what went down between the time you came back and the time we
had the first meeting where we met.

Alli: Ok. I had one other meeting before then, I believe. Brock and I envisioned that first
meeting as being the kickoff to our USAS group, but looking back, it was more of a friend
finding mission where we invited everyone we could think of who might be interested in
doing this kind of campaign. And I think we had some coffee and some bagels or
something at the Commonwealth House and had a good conversation for do we, can we
start a USAS chapter. You know like, “here’s USAS,” we did a quick presentation on the
group’s history and how it operated now, to see if this was something UK would benefit
from, that you would participate in. And it was agreed upon, “yes.” And we moved on to
talk about Alta Gracia as a first campaign. It made sense because it’s really well defined and
there’s a long history of winning campaigns. We want to have a meaningful campaign that
we can win, out the door, and people agreed to that. Honestly from the people who
attended that meeting, Isabel Cochran and Jared Flannery were there and came back, but
other than that most people didn’t really return. But I told other people, like yourself, Will,
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and RJ, and Syed, and Sam, and Jenna--those people who were at the next meeting where it
actually seemed like the group solidified into a core membership that was ready to go out
and move forward.

Me: I liked how everyone seemed on point and prepared at that first meeting. RJ mentioned
that from that first meeting on, we had very little attrition. Why do you think that
was? What was it that kept people coming back?

Alli: I think...Brock and I learned a lot of the tactics that we used in the campaign and to
build a group from a specific set of tools that USAS encourages members to use, and Rachel
Tabor in particular encouraged us to use. I think a lot of it was just staying active and being
extremely deliberate in making sure that every person who came to a meeting, even if it was
just one meeting, left with something to do and someone to check-up and talk to about that
task so that no one ever felt lost. Because when you’re, like, a new member to an
organization or even a member who has come to several meetings but is not necessarily on a
steering committee of some kind and you’re left to sort of build your own role it can be
really confusing. You’re not quite sure of how much is too much or too little or if you’re
doing something right and that’s when you have a thousand other things to do as a lot of
students do it’s just not an attractive thing to spend a lot of time thinking about. Let alone,
if you do spend a lot of time, you might not know how to manage that yet. A combination
of that and also just trying to just, like, weave in social elements to the group. And
sometimes we are more successful than others, whether it’s, you know, going out to dinner
or having food at meetings or making sure that we’re attending each other’s pet projects
through other organizations and just building a large community. I was actually having a
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conversation about this same thing with another group I’m trying to get together in town,
Young Workers Lexington. You know, if you’re asking someone to commit...to take time
away from their social life or their other passions or hobbies then you have to give
themselves something just as rewarding in return or else they’re not going to find themselves
invested and they’re going to want to return to those other things. Not that those things
aren’t worthwhile, but in order to be a successful organization you have to provide some
kind of social safety net for people and make them feel like they’re part of some kind of
family or at least a close knit group of friends.

Me: Food is so important. There’s a reason “breaking bread” with someone has become
shorthand for a kind of bonding.

Alli: It’s a social lubricant in and of itself. It’s a good place to start small talk. You have
something to do with your hands if you’re feeling awkward.

Me: In addition to retention, what do you think are some of the things that have gone really
well with this USAS chapter?

Alli: I think I was always surprised by how strategic everyone was--and that’s a “take it or
leave it” word. I guess...When you’re operating on a campus that hasn’t seen extremely
active student activism in a while and has a lot of organizations that are sort of conciliatory
and willing to just like go to committee meetings, hear things, and go home, finding a way to
scare the right people and inspire and loop in new students and new members...you have to
be creating in the events you have and the message that you send out. Personally, I was
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never that creative in crafting those sorts of things on my own, so being surrounded by
people who showed up with good ideas and were willing to act on those good ideas and
were committed to doing them on time. That was amazing.

Me: One of the things I really liked was the way we would reflect on actions--what went
well or things we could do differently. So if you were going to do that for the first year of
the organization, what would be some of the things you would reflect on and do differently?

Alli: I think I would have wanted to spend a little more time continuing to build up new
leaders in the core membership so that...one, so we could continue to bring in new ideas and
new energy and new skills. But also there’s always that moment at the end of the semester,
or I graduated that May, and like, I don’t know who is going to go forward and drive. I take
responsibility for having a lot of energy and doing nitty gritty stuff and I like doing that, but
you have to make sure that someone else is going to do it. I don’t think personally I did that
the best and don’t know that the group made that enough of a priority. But it has clearly
continued on and has continued to be active, and that’s really satisfying to realize. I’m not a
student and am out of the loop as to how that’s gone on, but there’s fresh blood, you know?

Me: There is. One of the things I like about USAS is its horizontal leadership
structure. That being the case, there is some kind of vanguard who shoulders a huge portion
of the work. You and Brock were part of that leadership, and it’s hard to think your
experiences in the DR didn’t play a role in that. Changing gears, out of the students at UK,
what percentage do you think are Gaines Fellows?
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Alli: Percentage wise? Less than .5. There are only 10 of them every year.

Me: And in USAS, we’ve had, like three of them. There seems to be something about that
self-selection or the network in which we are situated. I’m still trying to parse that out. With
people like me or Greg you can kind of trace our activist involvement through Janet Tucker,
etc. But there’s something about those Gaines fellow environment that is another
assemblage that connects to activism.

Alli: A lot of those advisors of the Gaines Fellows program, at least as I remember it, are
certainly, like, more than just allies in the movement and really push people to become
involved in this sort of thing or at least be more aware of them. Also, we occupied their
space quite often: the Commonwealth House is the Gaines Fellows house and we were
around a lot.

Me: It’s fascinating the impact space has on these things. Do you consider yourself an
activist?

Alli: Now I do. Yeah. Now I do. Certainly when I started out I would not have called
myself an activist.

Me: I know there’s not one moment where that change happens, but did that change start
around your immersion trip or maybe afterward?
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Alli: I think so. I might have been on my way to forming that identity when I organized the
fair trade panel. The idea of taking something I am passionate about, and at that moment I
was really passionate about fair trade, and bringing people together to have a conversation
and achieve a goal, and I think that’s really what an activist does, I didn’t realize you could
actually do that. I thought that was something people did in the movies, something people
did back in the day, but mostly people just like thought big thoughts and that was what the
university was for. The world in general didn’t think these thoughts or didn’t do anything
with them. So like when people actually showed up to the panel and then interesting people
lead it and discussed it and people had questions in the audience, just to see other people to
become somewhat activated through that was like, “Oh wow, this is worth my time.” This is
something that I can do. That was a moment. And then on the solidarity immersion tour,
having drilled into my head for two weeks, “This is specifically what you can do. This is a
toolbox you can take home and work from to achieve goals. It’s happened in the past. It’s
happening right now. Here’s...we’re going to have weekly conference calls with people
doing the same thing you’re doing so you can support each other and lend ideas and
celebrate your victories together. That there is like other people who identify as activists and
they’re satisfied in that identity.” Was so important to me and help me develop that.

I’m a first generation college student, and my family is really heavily working class
immigrants as well. And so a good portion of when I was at school becoming involved in
activist organizations, I was even part of before this the Student Activities Board which puts
out a lot of content and action. I never really had a moment in which nihilism was a
thought, never felt like I had all this information and couldn’t do anything with it. Making
my own place and manifesting my identity in action, that’s been my bread and butter my
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entire life. And I didn’t have to break out too much of the idea that people couldn’t make
change in the world. I think that was a big part of me being able to commit so heavily to the
identity of like being an activist and organizer.

Me: When you were a kid growing up, did you consider yourself politically savvy or
engaged?

Alli: I was raised with my grandparents mostly, and they were Italian immigrants in New
York. And my grandfather is lifelong local 8, National Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
union man. My grandmother very much supported that her whole life, so there’s always that
political commentary going on in the kitchen in the morning, watching the news. As a
young child I may not have had the most interest in those sort of things, but I always
considered myself to be aware that there were things happening in the that were not OK and
ideas about how things could be better, not that anyone in my family was acting on them
outside of, like, union voting and participating that way.

Me:

You mentioned before we started recording that you might like to get into some kind

of activism or organizing as a career. What’s your trajectory there?

Alli: It’s really a point of turmoil for me as far as that goes because up until about two
months ago I wanted to become a professional organizer, like a staff based organizer for
either a labor union or a nonprofit of some kind. I’ve had a lot of experience working for
the Bluegrass Rape Crisis Center here in town and I would love to work with them or similar
organizations at the state level. But after looking for a job in that field for a long time and
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realizing that at least in Lexington--and that’s where I want to operate right now--for some
reason that I don’t have the skills that a lot of people want which baffles me, but that’s
fine. I’ve accepted the fact that I might just work a job and organize too. I am right now not
married to the idea of being a professional organizer, and that’s kind of freeing in a way
because I’ve seen friends, like Richard Becker, for AFSCME and now SEIU not be able to
be as effective as they want to be with other organizations because of the nature of
professional organizing. And with the activity in town now around Young Workers
Lexington and Missing Magazine people are getting stuff done and are building structures I
think are sustainable on an entirely volunteer basis. I’m more invested in achieving goals and
building relationships even if it’s not for pay, just trying to work some other job on the side,
rather than trying to make that a career. I mean, I say that now as someone who doesn’t
have any children and is slowly paying back their debt and being able to do so.

Me: Well you are very good at this, and people do notice. Will Emmons has mentioned in
this oral history that to go to an activist meeting you have to be a little bit weird. And I
think what he meant by that is that it’s not part of normal cultural acceptance to do activism,
to go to rallies, stuff like that. I think he’s kind of right. So I wonder if you can help me
think through the notion that activist meetings are for activists or rallies are for these folks,
or that people who hold feminist values will explicitly say they are not feminists...I gues what
I’m asking is how much do you think that identity category helps or hinders any particular
movement at any one time.

Alli: I think it really...I don’t know. I’m in the process of changing my opinion on that as
well. When I was most heavily invested in USAS I would have absolutely said that hinders
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an organization. One of the great achievements and benefits of USAS at a national level is
that they’re structured in a sort of way that they’re not explicitly a political organization,
although you can argue the work they do is extremely political. But they don’t have a vision
or a theoretical platform from which they, like, overtly work. And because of that, and the
way they encourage people to get their message out, the very effective digestible sound bites
that they’re very good at crafting, it’s really easy for just about anyone to become an active
member of a USAS chapter on a campus. If you have any free time or interest in changing
the world and can get on board with doing that in a way that might include direct action-that’s why they’re so successful and able to continually revitalize themselves and run
campaign after campaign, even on an international level at this point. I feel like that’s really
important, at least there’s an organization you can point to and say, “See, millennials are
doing something worthwhile.” But now as someone who is more and more identifying as a
socialist working for a revolutionary transformation, I think there’s a lot to be said for being
overtly something: a feminist, a socialist, an activist. And understanding that you’re going to
have to have a conversation with one in person, on the street, a potential member over your
identity and just having to spend some time breaking down the stereotype and convincing
them that socialists aren’t scary, that feminists aren’t man haters, and that work is just as
valid as being able to loop someone in with a two-line elevator speech like, “Sign up here,
come to this meeting.”

Me: It’s fascinating to me that the bread and butter of what’s built social movements in the
states for decades have calcified movements and at times excluded people because they can’t
adopt a particular identity and therefore don’t participate. So what have I forgotten? What
would you like to say, either about USAS or about activism in general?
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Alli: Hmm...the fact that USAS exists on UK’s campus in any form, I think I was always
proud of that fact. And I’ve become conscious of the fact of my identity as a southern
woman in this part of the world in a southern community and overcoming plantation
mannerisms. Creating a group that even in a washed down way is radical and in some way
destroying and building back up structures on our campus and in our community is a big
deal. Just that existence is always enough to keep me coming back to meetings and wanting
to participate and bring in new people. I think that is because USAS is so effective. It’s so
hard to not win when you’re running the models they’re running. I can almost forgive the
depoliticized nature of the organization anything because it’s so nice to have something to be
hopeful about.

Me: You know that “I believe that we will win”? This is a great example of the optimism of
the movement. So even when there is a mixed victory to a campaign, it is a very powerful
thing.

Alli: It is. I remember that spring break when a national organizer called me to say, “You
did it. UK is affiliated [with the WRC]” I immediately started crying. While I in some way
very much believed that we would win, that was the first campaign we very clearly won.
While we made great strides, this was the moment for me. I was like, “I’m good for the next
ten years on this moment.”

Me: Clear, definitive victory. What effect do you think that optimism has on campaigns?
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Alli: I can see that there might be a negative element, wherein it could be luling. But I hate
when people say things like, “I’ll never see this in my lifetime.” I’m like, “So? You
might. We never thought we’d see the atomic bomb, but it happened.”

Me: I totally understand. Well, thank you, Alli, for taking the time to talk today.

Alli: Sure.
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Appendix B
What follows is a short overview and timeline of the four major USAS campaigns waged at
the University of Kentucky beginning in the fall of 2012 and ending in May of 2015. Where
possible, I have attempted to corroborate these summaries with information from the oral
history project, from published news articles, and from archival research. Nevertheless,
there are still elements present in this overview that result from my first-hand experience
with the group.

Origins and First Efforts: The Alta Gracia Campaign, Fall 2012
The first campaign that was waged at UK by United Students Against Sweatshops was
engineered by a small group of students who met for the first time at the beginning of the
semester in the fall of 2012 (Sehon, Meade). In a cozy campus space called the Gaines
Center for the Humanities--a late 19th century Victorian style home on campus often
reserved for honor college student meetings--a group of University of Kentucky
undergraduate and graduate students met to discuss worker rights. The two students who
spearheaded this first meeting were Brock Meade and Alli Sehon, UK undergraduates at the
time. During subsequent recorded oral histories, both of these activists note that they had
just returned from a summer trip to the Dominican Republic during which they spoke with
unionized and un-unionized textile workers, and these experiences brought them back to
Kentucky fired up and ready to get the ball rolling with a new University of Kentucky USAS
chapter.51 I learned of the meeting while in attendance at a picnic event hosted by another
student group, the University of Kentucky Socialist Student Union. I attended the first
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The importance of this trip, part of a larger effort to train young activists, cannot be overstated.
Sehon and Meade’s experiences in the Dominican Republic and the rhetorical function of this
embodied experience is discussed in more depth in chapter three.
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meeting not with hopes of becoming involved with USAS but rather with the intention of
showing support for the good work of others. By the time the meeting adjourned about two
hours later, I too believed in USAS’s organizing model and its effectiveness.
During this first meeting, after a tag-team taught session that provided attendees an
overview of USAS organizing models, specifically the pressure sandwich and gradual
escalation discussed in chapter one, Sehon and Meade provided rough sketches of possible
campaigns a fledgling UK USAS chapter could begin. Options ranged from getting our
school to affiliate with the Worker Rights Consortium to persuading our campus bookstore
to carry more clothing made in factories in which workers are treated more justly. Sehon
shared her belief that, at a college campus that had of late had little momentum in the area of
student activism, the campaign targeting the bookstore would be a good first step.
Additionally, as she argued in a subsequent article she co-authored about organizing at public
universities in the South, such a low-commitment, quick turnaround campaign would not
only provide a spirit-boosting, easy win for our USAS chapter, it would be, “like steroids for
the student labor movement and the student activist community in general” (Naylor and
Sehon). She would wind up being right about all of this, and partially because of the logic of
her argument and her charismatic presentation, the soon-to-be USAS activists voted to make
this campaign the first for UK USAS 2.0.
The specific demand of this campaign was, in hindsight, perhaps unreasonable, even
if it was simple enough to articulate. We wanted the University of Kentucky bookstore,
which was ran by a private company called Follett at the time, to commit to buying $500,000
worth of college apparel manufactured by Alta Gracia. This brand, a subsidiary of Knights
Apparel, is itself a contemporary success story on the continued relevance of the labor
movement and of the power of student-worker coalitions. The story of the victory is almost
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as long as the history of USAS itself, but it bears rehearsing here, for it stands as a testament
to the effectiveness of USAS organizing models as well as the viability of manufacturing that
turns a profit while still respecting workers’ rights. Coming out of the early USAS campaigns
of the late 1990s, many schools signed on as affiliates of the Worker Rights Consortium
(WRC). The WRC is an independently funded watchdog organization that inspects factories
to ensure that they are fulfilling the expectations of schools’ labor codes of conduct,
designed to establish a standard for the business practices of companies with whom the
school engages. One of the first factories the WRC investigated was BJ&B, a factory in the
Dominican Republic who manufactured textile goods for brands such as Nike and Knights
Apparel (Alta Gracia: A Victory). Workers at BJ&B ran a successful union organizing
campaign and after voting to form a union were fired in retaliation (Alta Gracia: A Victory).
Indeed, the organizing campaign in the region was so successful that corporate brands began
cancelling their orders to factories in the area, choosing instead to subcontract non-union
shops with cheaper labor (Alta Gracia: A Victory). This withdrawn support of corporate
apparel brands in 2007 devastated the economy of Villa Altagracia, the town in which the
factory was housed, and eventually that same year, the BJ&B factory was forced to close
(“Abandoning”).
Meanwhile, the death-by-a-thousand-cuts model of organizing used by USAS had
successfully placed rhetorical and economic pressure on Russell Athletics. Russell Athletic,
in a move eerily similar to the situation in the Dominican Republic, had shuttered a
Honduran factory, rather than recognize the workers union that had just formed there. A
two-year USAS campaign, coordinated in solidarity with workers in the Honduras and waged
across over a hundred college campuses in the States resulted in 97 college and universities
deciding to end business dealings with Russell until they agreed to rehire these Honduran
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workers (Palmquist). In November of 2009, Russell capitulated to USAS and worker
demands, agreeing to rehire all the workers it had fired and recognize their union
(Greenhouse, “Labor Fight”). For the first time, according to a USAS press release, a
factory that was shut down to bust up a union was re-opened as a result of a student-worker
solidarity campaign.
The momentum from this historic victory carried USAS into its next campaign,
which targeted Nike, this time over labor disputes at two factories in the Honduras that
refused to pay workers back pay. USAS’s approach to this campaign was nearly identical to
its campaign against Russell: a series of low-cost, DIY spectacles and steady escalation
leveraging economic incentives. However, in contrast with the campaign against Russell,
which ran for two years and required nearly 100 schools to cancel contracts with the brand
before it took action, this campaign against Nike took just over seven months, and only two
schools--Cornell and the University of Wisconsin, Madison--had to cut ties with the brand
before Nike agreed to worker demands. This moment represented a decided shift in the
thinking of apparel brands when it came to college licensing: having seen the economic
consequences of not recognizing workers’ rights, and having seen the ways in which schools
were willing to listen to their students, a huge corporation like Nike agreed to pay over $1.5
million dollars in back pay to wrongfully terminated workers (Greenhouse, “Pressured”).
Additionally, Nike agreed to pay for a year of health care for the workers laid off by their
subcontractors. Nike agreed to pay for vocational training. The victory was hailed as “a
watershed moment” for textile workers rights by Scott Nova, Executive Director of the
WRC, for one of the highest profile brands had just accepted responsibility for the treatment
of workers in factories it subcontracted (Greenhouse, “Pressured”). It is within this context
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that USAS’s attentions again turned back to the Dominican Republic and the shuttered
BJ&B factory in Villa Altagracia.
Knights Apparel, having noted the clout that USAS had now shown with large
brands such as Nike and Russell, entered into honest discussion with the Worker Rights
Consortium regarding ways of creating ethical business practices that are nevertheless
profitable. After such coordination, CEO Joe Bozich made the decision to re-open the
BJ&B factory and work with the union there--one of the strongest in the entirety of the
Dominican Republic (Greenhouse, “Factory Defies”). The newly re-christened factory
would be the home of a new brand called Alta Gracia, named for the village in which it
operates. This new factory, Knights Apparel pledged, would be an example par excellence of
what a worker-centric factory could be by honoring worker and student demands for
workers’ rights. For starters, Knights agreed to the union’s demand for a living wage as
calculated by the Worker Rights Consortium. The Alta Gracia company website defines a
living wage as, “the income necessary for a worker to meet all of their family’s basic needs”
(“About” Alta Gracia). Furthermore, this living wage is calculated by the Worker Rights
Consortium at more than three times the amount of the prevailing minimum wage in the
nation’s “free trade zone” (Naylor and Sehon). Indeed, the Alta Gracia website goes on to
state their factory is the “only apparel company in the developing world that is
independently certified in paying a living wage” (“About” Alta Gracia). Additionally, workers
at the Alta Gracia factory enjoy health care through their employer. So do their children.
And there are other, seemingly smaller things that go into making the Alta Gracia factory
special. The workspace is well lighted with lots of windows, and it has air filtration to rid the
space of airborne pollutants. Unlike other sewing factories in the Dominican Republic,
workers at Alta Gracia are not forced to sit on backless metal stools while sewing but instead
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are provided ergonomic office chairs (Dreier). Workers at Alta Gracia are not verbally
abused, threatened or harassed, nor are they forced to work overtime without
compensation.52 They can take breaks to use the restroom when they need to; they can take
sick days without worry that their job will be given to someone else while they are away (Alta
Gracia). In short, thanks to a strong union, workers at this small Dominican Republic
factory enjoy much of the same job security and many of the same benefits that most
workers in the United States enjoy and often take for granted. This is why, during one of the
USAS-sponsored “Worker Tours” that bring textile industry workers from developing
nations to college campuses to speak to students, two workers from the Alta Gracia factory
noted that jobs at their factory are among the most coveted in their community (Perez).
By all accounts, Alta Gracia seems a great place to work, and it is because the factory
treats their employees so well that many USAS chapters are willing to organize to support
them. This support can take various forms, from encouraging schools to add Alta Gracia to
lists of approved vendors, to ordering clothing for campus organizations from Alta Gracia,
to encouraging vendors of college-licensed apparel--especially campus bookstores--to carry
more Alta Gracia branded goods. It was this last option, that of reaching out to the campus
bookstore in hopes of boosting the prominence and quantity of Alta Gracia merchandise,
that was chosen by the University of Kentucky USAS chapter as their first campaign in the
fall of 2012.
In accordance with established USAS campaign models that have proven effective at
other schools, the UK USAS chapter planned out it’s Alta Gracia campaign using a model of
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In interviews with factory workers who were employed at the factory when it was BJ&B and
again when it was Alta Gracia indicate that verbal abuse and forced overtime were the norm at
the former, unheard of at the latter. For more on the difference their union’s work with Knight’s
Apparel has made in their lives both within and without the factory, and to see footage of the
physical space of the factory, see Alta Gracia: A Victory for the Labor Movement.
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steadily increasing pressure. The campaign would begin cordially enough, with an initial
letter dropped off at the manager’s office, stating the group’s demand: first and foremost,
that the bookstore increase its holdings of Alta Gracia merchandise to $500,000. The letter
also requested a face-to-face meeting between students and the store manager to discuss
ways of achieving the campaign’s objectives.53
It is well documented within USAS literature that school administrators--from
bookstore managers to university presidents--are often reluctant to meet with students
wishing to meddle in business affairs of the school. To be sure, it is because of this
unwillingness to meet for measured discussion that USAS activists often resort to direct
action tactics as a way to ensure administrators cannot ignore worker rights. In this regard,
USAS again aligns itself with decades of social protest and civil disobedience. After a
campaign of steady escalation that saw tactics from the diplomatic to the embodied to the
playful, the UK chapter of USAS was able to claim a victory of a sort: even though the
bookstore did not order half a million dollars of Alta Gracia apparel, they did expand their
offerings greatly, placed the Alta Gracia racks in a more prominent place, including the front
display window, and put up a considerable amount of Alta Gracia signage.

The Campaign to Affiliate UK with the Worker Rights Consortium: Fall 2012-Spring
2013
Just as Sehon had predicted in her co-authored article about running Alta Gracia
campaigns at historically un-organized college campuses in the South, the comparatively easy
victory achieved with the campus bookstore was a shot in the arm to the campus activist
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The full text of the initial USAS letter to the bookstore manager is included at the end of this
chapter.
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scene, providing a needed boost as the UK USAS chapter moved into a second campaign.
This campaign would again make one simple demand: that the University of Kentucky
affiliate itself with the Worker Rights Consortium, the independent watchdog group that
inspects factories making college licensed apparel. However, achieving this stated demand
would be challenging in ways the Alta Gracia campaign was not. Whereas victory could be
claimed somewhat arbitrarily with the Alta Gracia campaign if there was any increase in Alta
Gracia apparel or advertising in the campus bookstore, the only way that UK USASers could
claim victory in this instance was if the school president made an unequivocal commitment
to affiliate the school with the WRC. This commitment, in addition to stating the school
would accept the WRC labor code of conduct,54 also entailed a financial consideration, as
WRC affiliate member fees, recurring annually, provide the necessary funds for the work
carried out by the WRC. Therefore, in addition to having to publicly make a stand against
sweatshops and unverifiable working conditions for folks making UK clothing, the UK
administration would also have to back up that public stand by committing to a recurring
fee.
But if the USAS demand for this second campaign entailed a steeper commitment
than did the first, the method of achieving victory was no less clear. In the same fashion
that the Alta Gracia campaign used research, clear demands, image events and spectacle, and
embodied action to pressure the bookstore to acquiesce, the campaign to persuade school
administrators to affiliate with the WRC relied on the same style of tactics. Furthermore, the
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The acceptance of the WRC labor code of conduct was a comparatively easy pill to swallow, as
UK already had in place a list of criteria to which businesses and vendors the school did business
with were to adhere. The parameters of the WRC labor code of conduct did not vary much from
what the school had already spelled out, even if the school was doing a poor job of enforcing their
own standards. To see the school’s criteria, see the “Labor Code Document” on the “Licensing”
page of the UK Athletics website.
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model of steady escalation used with some success in the first campaign would be rehearsed
again in this one, just for higher stakes and for a new audience. The strategy and tactics
again proved successful, and after the President agreed to meet with student activists to
discuss their research and listen to their pitch on the WRC, the University of Kentucky
decided to make a commitment to protecting the lives and livelihood of folks directly
affected by UK’s economic sphere: the school affiliated with the Worker Rights Consortium
during spring break of 2013, a little over three months after the campaign was first launched.

The Campaign against Privatizing Dining Services / “No Sodexo”: Spring 2013Summer 2014
Most USAS campaigns are loosely coordinated on a national level. The reasons for this are
myriad: national campaigns, coordinated at various schools have the potential to leverage
more economic power; the greater the number of schools involved in a campaign, the
greater the chances of success overall, as there are more opportunities to make rhetorical and
economic interventions with a company’s business model. However, as a labor rights
organization, USAS chapters often find themselves encountering moments during which
local labor issues take precedence over national campaigns. One such moment occurred at
the University of Kentucky campus in the spring of 2013, when the university began
considering outsourcing its dining services to a private company. This decision imperilled the
jobs of the over 100 employees who worked for the school, and because UK Dining
Services also worked with the College of Agriculture at the school and locally sourced goods
anytime it was practical to do so, the effects of outsourcing would be much broader than it
might initially seem. As a local labor issue that would affect workers, students, faculty, and
community members, it seemed only natural that the UK USAS chapter would want to get
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involved. While the campaign did not enjoy the support and coordination of a national
USAS campaign, it nevertheless resulted in the largest coalition assembled at the school
during my time here. It was the longest running USAS campaign during the 2012-2015
school years. It involved the most research, spectacle, and embodied direct actions on the
part of student activists. And even though the end results of the campaign were mixed,
lacking the clear, decisive victory of the WRC campaign, the coordinated actions between
students, faculty, and workers in the community created something special.
To provide a bit of context, by the spring of 2013, the University of Kentucky had
turned administrative attention towards a disheartening fact about the school: most students
who entered as freshmen did not graduate within four years. In 2015, the four-year
graduation rate for students hovered around 38% (Blackford). The six-year rate for
graduation was somewhat more encouraging, with a little over 60% of students graduating
within that time frame (Blackford). Two years earlier, the school hired a former Provost
from the University of Alabama system, Eli Capilouto, as the twelfth president in the
school’s history. President Capilouto quickly asserted that his first priority was to serve the
students (“Eli Capilouto Confirmed”), and one of the ways to do that was to tackle the
problem of low graduation rates and time to degree. One of the reasons for low graduation
rates Capilouto quickly identified was UK students’ tendencies to live off campus. But rather
than take on a state-issued bond to expand and renovate campus dormitories, he instead
decided, with the backing of the school Board of Trustees, to completely privatize student
housing at Kentucky. In a well-crafted statement announcing the partnership of a public
land grant institution with a private company based in another state who would build and
subsequently operate new campus housing, Capilouto proclaimed “We cannot wait for
tomorrow to begin what our students need and deserve today. Our time is now. To fulfill
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the Kentucky Promise, forged nearly 150 years ago, we must renovate and build the kinds of
facilities that will help our students reach their potential” (qtd. in Blanton). The president’s
reasoning behind this move seemed sound, citing research that indicated a 20 percent
difference between retention rates for students living on or off campus (Blanton). However,
what no one in the administration seemed to think of until it was too late was the question
of how the school would feed an influx of students living in this new student housing.
Sources such as the local paper, the Lexington Herald-Leader, indicate that after closing
the deal on privatizing student housing and realizing the problem it would create for UK
Dining Services by way of increased demand, UK approached the private firm building the
new dorms, asking if they would revise the agreement to include physical facilities for a
Dining Services expansion to accompany the new dorms. The private developer, Education
Realty Trust Incorporated, declined (Blackford). This left the university with a dilemma.
Newspaper columnist Tom Eblen noted at the time that the expansion needed to
accommodate the increase of students living on campus could likely run into the tens of
millions--not spare change, to be sure, but also not the hundreds of millions needed in
capital to build new student housing. In the same column, Eblen notes other items that
made outsourcing seem less attractive: UK Dining Services quality and profitability, the fact
that it invests over $1 million annually in local products, that Dining Services fulfills part of
the Land Grant mission of the school by participating in education programs that meet the
needs of Kentucky’s population.
USAS students had these same concerns. The coalition they built and the campaign
they ran to try to keep UK in control of the food served to its students was impressive.
Spanning more than a year, the strategy and tactics for this campaign were similar to
previous ones, adhering to USAS models of playful, embodied protest and escalation.
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Markedly different from previous campaigns was the coalition built around the issue.
Community members already invested in community issues saw the importance of this
moment, of this decision. And in many ways, while the dollar figures attached to
outsourcing paled in comparison to that of privatizing student housing, the stakes seemed
somehow higher. After over a year of building the coalition and community around the
issue, after realizing at some point that the ship had sailed, that administrators had made up
their minds to privatize despite considerable pressure not to do so from students and
workers, USAS shifted the demand of their campaign. Rather than asking solely that UK
keep Dining Services in-house, USAS revised their demand to include a demand that
Sodexo, in particular, not be brought onto campus. The reasoning behind this secondary
demand was simple enough: between the three companies who currently run third-party
dining services on college campuses, Sodexo is the one with the most human rights
violations.55 As such, keeping them off campus seemed a new priority, once the reality of
privatization set in. But an additional benefit of the “No Sodexo” pivot late in the campaign
is that it allowed USAS to claim a kind of victory, which seemed especially important for
moral coming out of a semesters-long endeavor.

The Campaign to Cut VF: Fall 2014-Fall 2015
After an extended period of focusing on local labor issues with its anti-privatization
campaign, the USAS chapter at UK entered into the third year of its existence anxious to get
back into the game with a campaign coordinated with other schools on a national level.
Towards that end, student activists read up on USAS’s most active campaign. At the time,
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The USAS national office had document varying human rights abuses by Sodexo, ranging from
wage theft to union busting to employing international workers in sweatshop conditions. For more,
see the USAS archives tag for Sodexo.
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this campaign was the one working with Bangladeshi workers to convince manufacturers in
the region to sign onto the Bangladeshi Accord on Fire and Building Safety. According to
the website for the accord,
The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh (the Accord) was
signed on May 15th 2013. It is a five year independent, legally binding
agreement between global brands and retailers and trade unions designed to
build a safe and healthy Bangladeshi Ready Made Garment (RMG) Industry.
The agreement was created in the immediate aftermath of the Rana Plaza
building collapse that led to the death of more than 1100 people and injured
more than 2000.
The collapse of the Rana Plaza building in the Dhaka District of Bangladesh was only the
most recent event in a long and bloody history of unsafe working conditions in the country’s
garment manufacturing industry. The Accord was designed in coordination with various
workers, inspectors, and manufacturers in an attempt to establish nationwide guidelines for
workers’ safety that were legally binding, independently verified, and importantly,
enforceable. In a move that mirrored the steps that lead to the formation of the Fair Labor
Association as a way for brands to conduct their own heavily biased inspections when the
brands were first pressured by anti-sweatshop activists in the 1990s, several corporate
brands, mostly ones headquartered in the United States, manufacturing in Bangladesh
created a similar sounding document and movement: The Alliance for Bangladeshi Worker
Safety. While on the surface, both the Accord and the Alliance seem to take serious actions
in response to the Rana Plaza disaster--indeed, the titles from them are notably similar
enough to make them even sound the same--there are some important differences. While the
founding documents of both the Alliance and the Accord express their respective
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organization’s dedications to improving worker conditions, and while both documents lay
out a path towards achieving such admirable goals, only the Accord requires independent
inspections and legally binds signatories to devote resources towards addressing concerns
raised by independent inspections. In other words, while both the Alliance and the Accord
are saying the right things in terms of worker rights, and while both require inspections, only
the Accord forces factories to take action after such inspections.
This distinction is crucial, and even a cursory examination of Bangladeshi garment
industry disasters testifies to the importance: in the years leading up to the senseless deaths
of over 1,000 people, there were many publicly documented catastrophes that happened at
workplaces similar to Rana Plaza. Even so, even though inspectors and bosses and factory
owners and brands all knew about these events, even though they all knew that steps could
be taken to remedy them, nothing was done to remedy the situation. Without external
pressure from the public, neither the Alliance nor the Accord would have happened this
time. And it follows assuredly that, without legally enforceable external mechanisms in place
to force factories and brands to make the necessary improvements to working environments,
nothing would happen again--until the next disaster, when the soul-crushing cycle of
contrition would begin anew. The signatories to the Accord realize this painful, costly truth;
the signatories to the Alliance seem not to.
Because of this history and these circumstances, United Students Against
Sweatshops became involved, beginning a national campaign against corporations who
refused to sign on to the Accord but who still had a presence on North American college
campuses. The main target in most on-campus iterations in this campaign was the VF
corporation, a corporate conglomerate that houses several more familiar brands, such as
JanSport and North Face (“All Brands”). It was this campaign--to cut contracts with VF
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corporation--that the University of Kentucky USAS chapter began in the fall of 2014.
Again, a program of steadily increasing pressure was put on university administrators, using
tactics of careful research, play, street theater, and embodied presence. This campaign,
lasting a little over a year, saw the most escalation and direct action of any of the four UK
USAS, even up to the point of student activists occupying the President’s office while
community members held a solidarity rally in front of the administration building. Yet
despite proven strategy and tactics, despite winning a meeting with the President and laying
out a well-reasoned argument for severing ties with VF corporation and its subsidiaries, the
administration balked, waiting out the mostly senior activists, seemingly counting on their
departure to take the momentum out of the campaign. It mostly worked, as UK USAS
membership petered out in the fall of 2015, the VF campaign along with it.
In many ways, the UK USAS chapter’s experience with this campaign provides a
microcosmic example of that of the organization as a whole. While as of the summer of
2017, USAS still implies this campaign is ongoing, a more recent campaign with an old
adversary-come-ally-come-adversary-again, Nike, seems to have eclipsed the VF campaign.
Despite a concerted effort spanning more than three years, despite having over a dozen
schools kick VF brands off their campuses, the campaign to pressure a major North
American brand to sign onto the Accord seems to have stalled out. Part of this seeming
failure, at least in terms of achieving its immediate goal, seems to be due to the complexity of
corporate mythology: when directly confronted by universities, VF Corporation claimed
innocence. For example, during the height of the USAS campaign against VF being waged
at the University of Wisconsin, the corporation took out an op-ed column in the local
Madison paper. In the column, a VF spokesperson laid out its defense: mainly, that VF does
not employ people in Bangladesh since it subcontracts rather than hires there and that
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JanSport itself, though a subsidiary of VF Corporation, does not manufacture there at all
even though VF does (Hodges). This narrative, that JanSport is separate from VF
Corporation, was debunked numerous times by USAS activists, but the story and the
division of labor it represents was convincing enough to persuade many administrators that
USAS activists were well-intentioned but misguided young people who could be safely
ignored (Hodges).
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